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Abstract 
 

Second Dialect Acquisition (SDA) might represent a conceptually different task to that 

of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) for three main related reasons. Firstly, the 

learner’s ability to ‘notice’ dialect differences due to the shared linguistic features of the 

two dialects, might make separation more difficult (Siegel, 2010b, p. 68; Wolfram & 

Schilling-Estes, 1998, p. 287). Secondly, due to the linguistic overlap between two 

related dialects, it is thought that speakers make themselves generally understood by 

one another and dialect differences can be considered ‘communicatively redundant’ 

(Long, 2007, p. 62). It has also been said that this can impact upon the learner’s 

motivation (Berry & Hudson, 1997) or levels of ‘investment’ (Peirce, 1995; Nero, 

2014) in acquiring a second dialect. Lastly, the relationship between the two dialects 

can represent societal systems of inequality (Bourdieu, 1991) and therefore the 

identities of second dialect learners and their investment to learn the standard form 

needs to be positioned within this power dynamic (Malcolm & Koningsberg, 2001, p. 

27; Peirce, 1995). 

 

In this thesis, two cross-sectional studies were undertaken. Firstly, Indigenous primary 

school aged children (6 to 12-years old) in Far North Queensland who spoke English as 

an additional language and/or dialect (EAL/D) (n = 54) participated in two tasks 

designed to understand whether dialect differences were noticed: elicited imitation of 

Standard Australian English (SAE) target sentences and an alternative forced choice 

task that asked participants whether two utterances were, verbatim, the “same” or 

“different”. Results were compared with native monolingual SAE speakers (n = 44) 

who did the same tasks. Secondly, a teaching intervention of three lessons that 

employed the ‘contrastive approach’ to SDA was conducted with Yarrie Lingo (YL) 

speaking participants in years 1, 3 and 5 (n = 27) to explore differences between YL and 

SAE and hopefully, improve participants’ ability to “notice” the differences. 

 

Findings showed that dialect differences were not always noticed for all participants, 

but for the EAL/D groups it was far more difficult to notice the grammatical features of 

SAE, and some features were more salient or readily acquired than others. Over the 

years of schooling, participants’ ability to notice the targeted SAE grammatical items 
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improved. The teaching intervention showed that the YL group found it very difficult to 

effectively separate the two languages and code-switch between them, despite their 

explicit knowledge of the grammatical rules, suggesting SDA is potentially more 

difficult due to the slight linguistic distance between their first dialect, D1 and their 

second, D2. The argument for communicative redundancy is less convincing. In the 

space of a simple sentence, dialect differences were found to be communicatively 

redundant 29-30% of the time, which seems like a lot, but more often than not, the 

meaning was lost. In longer stretches of communication that extend beyond a simple 

sentence, particularly in the context of the academic demands of schooling, it is very 

likely that there will be a breakdown in communication between a YL speaker and an 

SAE speaker.  

 

Findings suggest that SDA presents a greater challenge not just for the slight linguistic 

differences between D1 and D2, but also for the complex social, cultural, historical and 

political factors that underpin D1 and D2 as nonstandard and standard languages. The 

argument presented is that children’s linguistic identities are crucial in SDA and that 

instruction must start there. Consequently, traditional hierarchical understandings of 

language awareness developmental processes, such as those described in the language 

awareness continuum (Angelo & Carter, 2015) need to be rethought. They position an 

examination of the social and historical factors influencing language in society as a 

higher order skill that is developed after language awareness and standard language 

proficiency is gained through contrastive analysis. This study suggests that students are 

unlikely to engage with contrastive analysis and standard language acquisition in a 

meaningful way, without first addressing their social and cultural realities.  

 

It is evident, however, that the learning needs of Indigenous Australian children who are 

acquiring SAE as a second dialect in the Australian schooling system, are not fully 

understood. Current research lacks evidence. This study sought to address this void, in 

doing so, it illustrates how linguistically and socially complex the situation is. SDA 

appears to significantly differ from traditional SLA in some very important and 

challenging ways, but much more research is urgently needed to address present-day 

inequities for Indigenous EAL/D learners in the schooling system. 
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Chapter One.  

Introduction 
 

1.0 Introduction 
 

‘New’ Indigenous languages are the most commonly spoken and fastest growing 

Indigenous languages in Australia (DoITRDC, AIATSIS & ANU, 2020). Examples 

include creoles such as Kriol and Yumplatok/Torres Strait Creole (TSC). Even more 

widely spoken are the varieties of Aboriginal English which exist across Australia 

(Malcolm, 2018). Both New Indigenous languages and Aboriginal Englishes have 

developed from contact situations between Traditional Indigenous language varieties 

and English. Although different in every aspect of language – phonology, morphology, 

syntax, semantics, pragmatics, they share similarities with English – their lexifier 

language. Many Indigenous language varieties are unnamed, undocumented and 

underrepresented in official data collected about Indigenous languages (Angelo, Fraser 

& Yeatman, 2019; Dickson, 2016; DoITRDC, AIATSIS & ANU, 2020). It is not 

surprising then that these languages are not widely recognized in society, or in schools, 

where this research is focused. Education systems across Australia have systematically 

failed to recognize and cater for the distinct Standard Australian English (SAE) learning 

needs of many Indigenous1 children (Luke, Land, Christie, Kolatsis & Noblett, 2002; 

Sellwood & Angelo, 2013; Wigglesworth, Simpson & Loakes, 2011). It is hoped that 

this thesis will help teachers to better meet the SAE learning needs of these students. 

 

                                                 
1 In this thesis, the term ‘Indigenous’ is used to respectfully refer to Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander peoples. I recognize the linguistic and cultural diversity of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 

Islander peoples, and do not intend to use the term ‘Indigenous’ to homogenize, however due to the 

diverse backgrounds of the 108 Indigenous children who participated in this research, I am unable to 

adequately capture or represent their linguistic and cultural identities. 
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1.1 A personal story 
 

In 2010, I was the stereotypical teacher who was ill-equipped and ill-prepared to teach 

in remote Indigenous education settings. I had completed a one-year Diploma of 

Education in 2006 at a time when teachers were still able to obtain a teaching 

qualification in a year (thankfully, now a two-year Master’s degree is the postgraduate 

qualification required for teacher accreditation). I had no training in teaching 

methodologies for English as an Additional Dialect or Language (EAL/D), nor had I 

learned anything about Indigenous Australians in my degree (again, thankfully this has 

also changed). I graduated as a high school teacher with qualifications to teach 

economics, society and culture, commerce and studies of society and the environment 

(SOSE).  

 

After teaching for three years at a high school in Sydney, I was still very ‘fresh’. I was 

also very idealistic and wanted to do something more ‘meaningful’ so I accepted a 

teaching position in a remote Aboriginal Community school in Western Australia. 

Jorgensen, Grootenboer, Niesche and Lerman (2010) describe most teachers who tend 

to work in remote Indigenous communities as white, middle-class females from urban 

environments who have had little interaction with people from other cultural and 

linguistic backgrounds or social classes and are not familiar with life in rural and remote 

settings (pp. 161-162). They are also commonly new graduates (Heslop, 2003). I was no 

different. In my first year, I suffered culture shock and barely spoke with anyone in the 

community of 100 to 200 people. I can recall teaching the Australian Curriculum from 

at entirely Western perspective without incorporating Indigenous knowledges and 

feeling completely helpless in my ability to connect students with this learning. I can 

remember teaching in Standard Australian English, knowing that students did not 

understand what I was saying but not knowing how to change that. I adored the students 

I taught and desperately wanted to meet their learning needs. Unfortunately, as a newly 

graduated high school trained teacher working in a primary school setting with students 

who did not speak English as their first, second, third or even fourth language, I had no 

idea how to do this. 
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I decided I needed further education and enrolled in a Masters of Education because that 

is generally what teachers do. I was fortunate enough to receive a call in the middle of 

nowhere from the course coordinator who was caring enough to politely tell me that I 

probably would not find what I was looking for in a Masters of Education and that what 

I needed was a Masters of Applied Linguistics.  

 

It took years of studying part-time while teaching and it was not easy to bring what I 

learned into the classroom. There was a serious lack of resources for myself as a learner 

and for me to use with my students. The Making the Jump: Teacher Resource Book 

(Berry & Hudson, 1997), which features in this study, was for me and so many other 

teachers, a bible. It included stories and language examples that were relatable and easy 

to understand. It provided practical strategies that could be used in the classroom 

immediately. By the end of my four years teaching in this setting, I had completed my 

Master’s degree and was teaching using the contrastive approach. In class, the students 

and I, with the support of community members enjoyed comparing students’ primary 

Traditional Indigenous Language (TIL), their Aboriginal English and Standard 

Australian English with one another. We identified and named languages and students 

practiced switching between them at the word level. 

 

After four years, I left. This is the other familiar narrative of high teacher turnover and 

transience (Heslop, 2003). I took a teaching role at an Indigenous school in Far North 

Queensland where I have now lived for six years and worked in a variety of school 

settings. This thesis tells the story of what I have learned. 

 

1.2 My positionality 
 

As a non-Indigenous researcher and teacher, my positionality needs to be forefronted 

and acknowledged in the research process and writing of this thesis. From my personal 

story, it is clear that I am representative of many who were ill-informed, ill-equipped 

and ill-prepared to teach in Australian Indigenous educational settings and therefore at 

risk of maintaining colonial practices and perspectives in teaching. Examining my 

research and teaching practice, I can identify when this has occurred and continues to 

occur. While endeavouring to decolonize my outlook and practice, I acknowledge that, I 
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will always be striving to meet this goal. By no means do I proclaim to be the ‘knower’ 

(Moreton-Robinson, 2004) in researching and writing about Indigenous students, their 

languages and cultures. My thesis represents a collection of data from one perspective 

that must be read alongside others and should be read with my positionality in mind. 

 

1.3 Aims of the thesis 
 

The purpose of this thesis is to understand the degree to which dialect differences in oral 

language are ‘noticed’ (Schmidt, 1990) by Indigenous children who speak Aboriginal 

Englishes and/or creoles, and are learning SAE, and to determine whether the 

contrastive approach can facilitate this process and improve second dialect acquisition 

(SDA) in a classroom setting. Schmidt’s (1990) Noticing Hypothesis is used as the basis 

for understanding SDA in this context. Because the linguistic distance between the first 

dialect, D1 and the second, D2 is often slight, dialect differences may be more difficult 

to notice, and therefore acquire. The lexical overlap between the two languages can also 

mask differences and contribute to a sense of communicative redundancy (Long, 2007). 

Additionally, the cultural and linguistic tensions that exist between standard and non-

standard forms of language further influence acquisition (Lippi-Green, 1997; Malcolm 

& Koningsberg, 2001; Siegel, 2006b). Through the contrastive approach, students’ 

attention is directed to dialect differences by explicitly comparing the two languages. 

The goal is to identify the differences and clearly separate and categorize the two 

languages, to enable effective code-switching to occur (Berry & Hudson, 1997; Siegel, 

2006b, 2010b; Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 1998). Theoretically, students’ first 

language/s are valued in a classroom setting which employs contrastive analysis 

because both languages are positioned alongside one another in instruction. 

 

To achieve this, two cross-sectional studies were conducted with students (6 to 12-years 

old) across three primary schools in Far North Queensland. In the first study, research 

was conducted with Indigenous students who were English as an Additional Dialect or 

Language (EAL/D) learners (n=54) (referred to as “the IEAL/D group”) and non-

Indigenous monolingual native SAE speakers (n=44) (referred to as “the SAE group”). 

In Study 1, using an experimental design, three tasks were conducted to establish 

differences in SAE language ability: a short-term memory (STM) task, an Elicited 
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Imitation (EI) task; and a noticing task. The results were compared. In Study 2, at the 

third research site, participants who all spoke Yarrie Lingo (YL) as their primary 

language (n=54) (referred to as “the YL group”) completed the same tasks, which acted 

as a pre- and post-test measure in a control and treatment group research design. A 

series of three lessons using the contrastive approach to SDA were provided to the 

treatment group and student responses were analysed according to their stage of the 

code-switching stairway (Berry & Hudson, 1997). 

 

1.4 Thesis outline 
 

Beyond this introductory chapter, six chapters follow. 

 

In Chapter 2, I briefly introduce Australian Indigenous languages to set the scene before 

outlining the literature on theories of language acquisition, focusing on Schmidt’s 

(1990) Noticing Hypothesis as a theoretical framework. There are several key issues in 

SDA which are explored in detail. Next, I describe the main educational approaches. 

Following this, the context for this research is developed with a description of 

Indigenous EAL/D learners in the Australian schooling system. Lastly, the research 

questions are presented. 

 

Chapters 3 and 4 present the methodology and findings from Study 1, and Chapters 5 

and 6 present the methodology and findings chapters from Study 2. In Chapter 7, the 

main findings are discussed with reference to the two studies. 

 

Chapter 3 begins with the theoretical framework before introducing the participants, the 

IEAL/D group and the SAE group. The three main research methods, the STM, EI and 

noticing tasks, are described in detail with particular attention to research design. The 

performance of the two groups across the three tasks is compared in Chapter 4. 

 

In Chapter 5, the participants in the second study are introduced, the YL group, who 

completed the same three tasks in Study 1 in addition to the teaching intervention. The 

focus of this chapter is the lesson design for the teaching intervention and how student 

responses were analysed. The findings are presented in Chapter 6, which is split into 
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two parts, the quantitative and qualitative analysis. The performance of the YL group 

across the three tasks, the effect of the teaching intervention and a comparison to the 

IEAL/D group in Study 1 comprize the first part. Using the code-switching stairway 

(Berry & Hudson, 1997) as the framework for analysis, the second part shows student 

responses to the contrastive approach across each of the three lessons.  

 

Lastly, Chapter 7 presents the discussion. I explain how the research methods used can 

add value to understanding both child and second dialect learning processes. I respond 

to the first research question with a discussion of what has been learned about ‘noticing’ 

across the two studies and discuss the limitations of the research. In response to the 

second research question, I critically examine the effectiveness of the contrastive 

approach with reference to Study 2. Both parts of this research have been designed to 

inform teaching practices and the educational implications are described. Finally, future 

directions for research are proposed. 
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Chapter Two.  

Literature Review 
 

2.0 Introduction 
 

This thesis examines how Second Language Acquisition (SLA) theory, in particular the 

Noticing Hypothesis (Schmidt, 1990) relates to Australian Indigenous children who, 

upon beginning formal schooling, must acquire a second dialect, Standard Australian 

English (SAE). This literature review will begin with a brief description of the linguistic 

backgrounds of Australian Indigenous children, then critically examine the key 

theoretical perspectives that pertain to the process of SLA and Second Dialect 

Acquisition (SDA). Next, the main educational approaches to SDA classroom 

instruction will be evaluated. Lastly, the specific Australian educational context for 

Indigenous children acquiring SAE as a second dialect will be analysed. 

 

2.1 Australian Indigenous language contexts 
 

The distribution of Indigenous people and their languages in Australia varies across 

place and time. The Indigenous population of Australia currently represents 3% of the 

total population, and while New South Wales has the largest population, the Northern 

Territory has the highest percentage of Indigenous people, at 30% (AIHW, 2015). At 

the time of the invasion (circa 1778), there were at least 250 Indigenous languages and 

750 dialects across Australia (Dixon, 2019). The Indigenous Language Survey (NILS) 

of 2005 (McConvell, Marmion & McNicol, 2005) reported 145 languages were spoken 

but with only 18 spoken across all generations. By 2014, (Marmion, Obata & Troy, 

2014) only 120 languages were spoken with only 13 by children, and the most recent 

survey (DoITRDC, AIATSIS & ANU, 2020) found only 12 traditional Indigenous 

languages were relatively strong. This decrease indicates that all Indigenous languages 

in Australia should be considered endangered (Rehg & Campbell, 2018). In addition, 

Traditional Indigenous Languages (TILs) have relatively small numbers of speakers 
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(the largest with about 3000 speakers) and often multiple dialects. McConvell and 

Thieberger (2001) have argued that by 2050, there may be no TILs spoken in Australia. 

 

Contact situations between TILs and English during the 19th and 20th centuries have 

resulted in the emergence of new Indigenous languages and varieties of Aboriginal 

English. New Indigenous languages are creole languages, two examples are Kriol and 

Yumplatok/Torres Strait Creole (TSC), which are both strong and growing in their use 

(DoITRDC, AIATSIS & ANU, 2020). Kriol is the most widely spoken with speakers 

estimated in the 20-30,000 range (Harris, 2007). Creoles are considered languages in 

their own right (Hudson, 1983). English is the ‘lexifier’ language for new Indigenous 

languages meaning that the words and the structure of the language mainly come from 

English (although some will be borrowed from TILs also) but they may take on new 

structures, word meanings and pronunciation, and may not be comprehensible to 

speakers of its lexifier language (see Dickson, 2016 for more information). There are 

also many varieties of Aboriginal English (AE) across Australia (Mushin, Angelo & 

Munro, 2016). These are dialects of English distinct from Standard Australian English 

(SAE) that are systematic and highly rule-bound, they differ from SAE phonetically, 

grammatically, semantically and pragmatically (Eades, 2013). This research mainly 

focuses on speakers of Aboriginal Englishes but does include some creole speakers. All 

are learning SAE for the first time upon beginning formal schooling in Australia.  

 

2.2 Theories of Language Acquisition 
 

This research is theoretically based within the field of Second Dialect Acquisition 

(SDA), a sub-field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA). Taking a cognitive 

interactionist perspective, Schmidt’s (1990) Noticing Hypothesis is seen to play a 

significant role in successful SLA. This theory has since been applied to SDA (Siegel, 

2010b) in an attempt to make sense of the processes involved in SDA which are not so 

well established. In contrast to SLA where learners can effectively separate and 

categorize new language learning, SDA is seen to be particularly problematic for 

learners due the relatively minor linguistic differences between two dialects. A major 

issue facing second dialect learners is the ‘noticing’ of dialect differences (Siegel, 

2010b, p. 172).  
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There are two main contentious issues related to the Noticing Hypothesis that must be 

examined to determine its applicability to child SDA. First, how the hypothesis relates 

to children remains an underexplored area of research. Children are assumed to learn 

languages, including second languages, implicitly (Bley-Vroman, 1988; DeKeyser, 

2000; Ellis, 2005) and ‘noticing’ is not seen to apply to this unconscious learning 

(Schmidt, 1995). Second, is the applicability of the hypothesis to SDA. The Noticing 

Hypothesis (Schmidt, 1990) has been borrowed from SLA and needs to be examined in 

the context of the processes involved with SDA. In order to address each of these 

concerns, this literature review will first situate the Noticing Hypothesis within the field 

of SLA. Next, it will establish how ‘noticing’, and other terms, have been defined by 

Schmidt (1990, 1993, 1995) and how they have been operationalized within the broader 

fields of cognitive psychology and neurobiological science. Once the key concepts and 

use of terminology have been established, the important question of whether the 

Noticing Hypothesis can be fairly applied to child SLA and then SDA will be 

addressed.  

 

2.2.1 Second Language Acquisition 
 

The field of SLA is concerned with the processes or mechanisms through which second 

languages are acquired involving input, intake and output. The difference between the 

first two of these lies in what is available to be learned (input) and what is registered for 

further processing (intake) (Corder, 1967, p. 165). Refinement of this idea added the 

distinction that input must be comprehensible for it to become potential intake, and this 

was coined as the ‘Input Hypothesis’ (Krashen, 1982, 1985). This hypothesis was 

heavily criticized by White (1987) who argued that it required further refinement. 

Influenced by Chomskian theories, she suggested that it is the second language learner’s 

internal grammar that is responsible for determining intake. These ideas developed 

further towards the ‘Noticing Hypothesis’ stating, “intake is that part of the input that 

the learner notices” (Schmidt, 1990 p. 139). This can be likened to the notion of 

apperception in which language learning involves ‘noticing’ a form and relating it to 

stored prior knowledge (Gass, 1988, p. 201). Both authors, Gass and Schmidt, viewed 

noticing as a conscious process. 
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The third part of the equation, output, sees the further enhancement of intake. Swain 

(1985, 1995) argued that output is not the final product but rather another mechanism 

aiding language acquisition. Named the ‘Comprehensible Output Hypothesis’ (Swain 

1985, 1995), it relies on learners ‘noticing’ the difference between their own output and 

the target language to acquire language, a conscious process. As such, it is a 

complementary theory to the Noticing Hypothesis. Together, these two theories explain 

that it is through consciously ‘noticing’ language differences in both input and output 

that acquisition takes place and then the noticing being reflected in the output. 

 

Input, intake and output are the processes involved in SLA. Communicative interaction 

is required to create opportunities for acquisition (Long, 1996). Proponents of 

communicative interaction argue that “negotiated interaction [and] implicit negative 

feedback, in the form of recasts, can be elicited, and that such feedback draws learners’ 

attention to mismatches between input and output” (Gass, Mackey & Pica, 1998, p. 

304) to assist SLA. That is, attending to the gap between their interlanguage and the 

target language forms are necessary for learning to occur. ‘Noticing’ (Schmidt, 1990) is 

crucial to this process, for how can a learner attend to the gap, if the gap is not noticed? 

 

2.2.2 Noticing Hypothesis 
 

Noticing Hypothesis examples are limited to adult language learning, and caution in 

making generalisations is required (Schmidt, 1990, p. 139) such as to children. 

Nevertheless, Schmidt speculates that, “Because children have less control over the 

spotlight of attention, they may not be able to avoid noticing these communicatively 

less important grammatical features, and in that sense, may acquire grammar 

unconsciously” (Schmidt, 1990, p. 145). In doing so, he contradicts his hypothesis. 

According to the Noticing Hypothesis, ‘noticing’ is a conscious mechanism. Yet in this 

example, the child notices everything rendering it an unconscious process, suggesting 

that noticing is only a conscious process if it is limited in its scope: a detail that has 

hitherto been excluded from the hypothesis. Therefore, if the Noticing Hypothesis is to 

apply to children, it must not be a conscious process, and children must learn a second 

language or dialect unconsciously. Thus, it is crucial to discuss the role of conscious 
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and unconscious learning and its relationship with child second language or dialect 

acquisition to determine the applicability of this theory. 

 

A plethora of terms have been developed to discuss the topic at hand, representing 

dichotomies, continuums, and synonyms, and this makes comparisons between theories 

and research findings difficult. Of concern to the present discussion is defining the 

terms: unconscious/conscious, implicit/explicit, noticing, awareness, attention.  

 

2.2.2.1 Unconscious/Conscious and Implicit/Explicit 

 

Conscious processes have been defined as those that are limited by short-term memory 

capacity, can be controlled, and are slow, inefficient and effortful, while unconscious 

processes are not (Schmidt 1990, p. 138). The concepts of explicit and implicit learning 

are often linked to conscious and unconscious processes. In Chomsky’s principles of 

Universal Grammar (UG), language learning is unconscious and knowledge is therefore 

implicit instead of explicit. This has led theorists to conclude that SLA too is an 

unconscious/implicit process for children, whereas adults are considered to learn 

languages consciously and explicitly (Bley-Vroman, 1988; DeKeyser, 2000; Ellis, 

2005). This is the basis for the Fundamental Difference Hypothesis, which proposed 

that the language learning mechanisms, particularly the use of UG, available during 

childhood are no longer available for adult language learning (Bley-Vroman, 1988). As 

a result, adults must rely on their problem-solving skills to learn a second language 

(L2). From this position, it can be inferred that the Noticing Hypothesis may not apply 

to children. 

 

Explicit learning has been defined as “learning on the basis of conscious knowledge, 

insight, and hypotheses” and implicit learning as “learning based on unconscious 

processes of generalisation and abstraction” (Schmidt, 1995, p. 1; see also Ellis, 1995, 

p. 123 for a more detailed explanation of the terms). Yet Schmidt argued, “there is no 

such thing as unconscious learning” (p. 149). In contrast, Karmiloff-Smith (1986) does 

not view unconscious and conscious learning as a dichotomy, but rather a continuum as 

will be discussed further in relation to child language acquisition. Related to this 

discussion is the interface issue, which describes the ways in which explicit and implicit 
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knowledge are related. On this, there are three main positions (Soleimani, Jahangiri & 

Gohar, 2015). The first, is that the two are not related; they occupy separate parts of the 

brain and explicit knowledge cannot become implicit knowledge (Ellis, 2005, p. 307). 

The second, the strong interface position holds that explicit knowledge can become 

implicit knowledge through practice (Sharwood Smith, 1981; DeKeyser, 1998). Lastly, 

the weak interface position, suggests that implicit knowledge will develop from explicit 

knowledge when the learner is developmentally ready (Karmiloff-Smith, 1986). This is 

related to Pienemann’s theories (1998, 2005, 2015; Pienemann & Keßler, 2012) of 

processability, learnability and teachability. Therefore, there is a wide range of views 

when it comes to the concepts of implicit and explicit learning such that these debates 

have continued for decades. 

 

2.2.2.2 Noticing, Awareness, Attention 

 

Based on the position that “there is no such thing as unconscious learning” (Schmidt, 

1995, p. 149), three levels of consciousness have been proposed: consciousness as 

awareness (perception, noticing, understanding); consciousness as intention; and 

consciousness as knowledge (Schmidt, 1990, p. 132-133). Noticing is viewed as a 

conscious process that the learner is aware of, it is acknowledged that this awareness 

may be fleeting and not always known to the learner (Schmidt, 1990). Schmidt (1995) 

does not distinguish between the concepts of ‘awareness’ and ‘attention’ (p. 20), 

whereas Tomlin and Villa (1994) do. They argue that attention and awareness differ 

both theoretically and empirically. Attention is crucial for SLA, but awareness is not 

(Tomlin & Villa, 1994, p. 194). Attention involves three main processes: alertness; 

orientation; and detection (Tomlin & Villa, 1994, p. 190-192). Of these attentional 

processes, it is detection that aligns with Schmidt’s (1990) concept of ‘noticing’, 

leading Tomlin and Villa (1994) to conclude, “it seems clear that Schmidt’s (1990) idea 

of noticing can be recast as detection within selective attention” (p. 199). Drawing from 

both approaches, Robinson (1995) defined noticing as “detection plus rehearsal in short-

term memory, prior to encoding in long-term memory” (p. 296). These seemingly minor 

adjustments come to the fore when research attempts to empirically capture ‘noticing’, 

as will be discussed in the methodology chapter. 
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2.2.3 Child SLA 
 

The child/adult, unconscious/conscious, implicit/explicit dichotomies are prevalent 

within the child SLA literature. The view held is that children learn unconsciously or 

implicitly (DeKeyser, 2000; Ellis, 2005), whereas, adults are no longer able to access 

implicit modes of language acquisition and therefore must use explicit methods of 

learning, according to the Fundamental Difference Hypothesis (Bley-Vroman, 1988). 

As a result of the view that child SLA is unconscious, it is not surprising that the 

majority of research into the role of ‘noticing’ in SLA has focused on adult learners 

(Adams, 2003; Bigelow, Delmas, Hansen & Tarone, 2006; Bigelow & Tarone, 2004; 

Izumi & Bigelow, 2000; Izumi, Bigelow, Fujiwara & Fearnow, 1999; Mackey, 1999, 

2006; Mackey & Philp, 1998; Philp, 2003; Schmidt & Frota, 1986; Tarone & Bigelow, 

2005). Further, research findings which focus on implicit/explicit learning mechanisms 

generally continue to support the view that adults best learn explicitly without ever 

really challenging the view that children only learn languages unconsciously and 

implicitly (Norris & Ortega, 2000; Spada & Tomita, 2010). This assumption requires 

exploration. 

 

A research synthesis of effective L2 instruction from Norris and Ortega (2000) 

concluded that explicit types of instruction were more effective than implicit types. 

However, of the 78 experimental or quasi-experimental studies surveyed, only one 

study related to an elementary (or primary) school educational context (p. 454). 

Therefore, it is questionable how robust these findings are for child SLA. A more recent 

meta-analysis by Spada and Tomita (2010) investigated the effects of explicit and 

implicit instruction on certain grammatical features in English and also found a larger 

effect size for explicit instruction. But like Norris and Ortega (2000) the findings from 

Spada and Tomita (2010) are largely limited to adult populations. From the sample 

studies, three studies related to explicit complex forms, two studies related to explicit 

simple forms, one study related to implicit complex forms and no studies related to 

implicit simple forms for child language learners (Spada & Tomita, 2010, p. 306). The 

dearth of research in this area demonstrates that little is known about whether, and to 

what extent, children use implicit or explicit language learning mechanisms.  
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A meta-analysis of thirty-five years of SLA research from 1980 to 2015 which included 

54 primary studies noted no significant short-term difference between explicit and 

implicit instruction, but did find a long-term difference between the performance of 

implicit instruction over explicit instruction (Kang, Sok & Han, 2019, p. 438). This 

contrasts with the findings of Norris and Ortega (2000) and Spada and Tomita (2010) 

and is aligned with the argument put forward by Long (2017) that implicit language 

learning is both more important and far superior. While educational context was not 

found to be a significant moderator of the findings, it is worth noting that again, 

research with young learners was under-represented, making up just 13% of the total 

participants, or 7 of the 54 studies included (Kang et al., 2019, p. 436). The results of all 

three research syntheses (Kang et al., 2019; Norris & Ortega, 2000; Spada & Tomita, 

2010) suggest that despite the large increase in quasi-experimental and experimental 

research into the efficacy of implicit and explicit teaching methods over the last two 

decades there are no concrete findings for child second language or dialect learners. 

 

One study that did consider both child and adult language learners under both implicit 

and explicit language learning conditions is that of Lichtman (2013, 2016) who sought 

to test the Fundamental Difference Hypothesis (Bley-Vroman, 1988) by questioning 

whether both children and adults can learn languages by explicit and implicit means. 

Lichtman (2016) compared child and adult acquisition of an artificial language, 

Sillyspeak, under two learning conditions: explicit and implicit, finding that both adults 

and children could acquire the language through implicit and explicit methods. Next, 

Lichtman (2016) considered how each of the learning conditions impacted upon 

participant awareness based on Schimdt’s (1990) Noticing Hypothesis and found that 

explicit learning environments aided metalinguistic awareness, but implicit learning 

environments did not. The value of metalinguistic awareness in language learning is not 

clear (Lichtman, 2016; Schmidt, 1990). 

 

Studies using artificial languages in artificial settings have been criticized on the basis 

that they may not adequately reflect the processes involved in learning natural 

languages (Leow, 2019, p. 482), presenting a threat to the validity of the findings from 

Lichtman (2013, 2016) and other similar studies. For example, in the meta-analysis by 

Kang et al. (2019) the majority of studies, 28 from 54 studies, were conducted in a lab, 
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which calls into the question the generalizability, and therefore validity, of these 

research findings to real-life and classroom settings. Clearly, there needs to be more 

research conducted in classroom settings and importantly, with children. 

 

A different perspective is presented by Karmiloff-Smith (1986) in her study of child 

first language acquisition in naturalistic settings. She contends such dichotomies are 

“insufficient to capture the complex nature of the processes leading to conscious 

access” (p. 104). Instead, she points to a continuum from the unconscious to the 

conscious and proposes a macro-developmental approach that sees children’s first 

language acquisition progress through phases from implicit knowledge to primary, 

secondary, and tertiary explication (Karmiloff-Smith, 1986, p. 102-103). It therefore 

represents the viewpoint in the interface debate that implicit knowledge develops into 

explicit knowledge. In Phase 1, the input/output mismatch is addressed through positive 

and negative feedback that results in procedural success. It seems likely that this is the 

phase in which ‘noticing’ would take place. The difference is that Karmiloff-Smith 

(1986) claims this is an unconscious process. In Phase 2, the learner makes sense of 

input through redescription and creating representations to gain control. In Phase 3 

entries are explicitly linked and represented to generate output. These phases are not 

age-related; instead stages are “recurrent cycles of processes which take place again and 

again as the different aspects of the linguistic system develop” (Karmiloff-Smith, 1986, 

p. 104). 

 

Like Schmidt’s (1990) Noticing Hypothesis, such claims are near impossible to prove 

or disprove as they rely on internal mechanisms. In Lichtman’s studies (2013, 2016) 

rates of reported noticing were very low for the group of children learning under 

implicit conditions compared with the children in the explicit condition, but children in 

both conditions still largely acquired the language and at equal rates. According to the 

Noticing Hypothesis (Schmidt, 1990), for language to be acquired, it must first be 

noticed. Therefore, it is assumed it was noticed; yet there is no report. A lack of report 

cannot necessarily be viewed as a failure to notice due to issues of memory, 

metalanguage and experiences that are inherently difficult to describe (Schmidt, 1990, 

p. 132). How then, can the theory ever be proved or disproved? Moreover, how can 

research determine whether the reason that a child has not acquired certain aspects of a 
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language or a dialect is that they have not noticed it, or whether other factors are at play. 

Karmiloff-Smith (1986) argues that insights can be gleaned from observational data. 

Using verbal statements and language repair data, she argued for a clear developmental 

pathway that children followed from language consciousness to metalinguistic 

justification, providing evidence for explicit processes being at play. While difficult to 

definitively comment on processes, there is greater agreement in the outcomes 

observed. Both Schmidt (1990, 1993, 1995) and Karmiloff-Smith (1986) agree that the 

role of metalinguistic awareness is not known. Both argued that, whilst it is possible to 

develop awareness in the form of ‘understanding’ (Schmidt, 1990) or ‘metalinguistic 

awareness’ (Karmiloff-Smith, 1986), such knowledge is not necessary to language 

acquisition. This view is echoed in the findings of Lichtman (2013, 2016). Thus, it is 

unclear the purpose metalinguistic awareness serves in these contexts and whether it 

this holds true for SDA where attention to linguistic detail may be crucial to acquisition. 

 

From this discussion, several key aspects of the Noticing Hypothesis (Schmidt, 1990) 

have achieved some clarity. Based on findings from Karmiloff-Smith (1986) and 

Lichtman (2013, 2016), it appears that children have access to both unconscious and 

conscious processes and can learn through both implicit and explicit learning 

conditions. They can attend to, and notice, language differences resulting in both first 

and second language acquisition. Therefore, it can be said that Schmidt’s (1990) 

Noticing Hypothesis can apply to children learning a second language. It is assumed 

that this will apply to SDA. However, that remains to be seen. School provides many 

opportunities for Indigenous students to implicitly and explicitly learn SAE as a second 

dialect and yet, acquisition rates can be low (Dunn, 2001; Webb & Williams, 2018; 

Zubrick & Silburn, 2006). Siegel (2010b) proposes that SDA is distinctively different 

from SLA in several important ways which could account for the differential rates of 

SDA observed. These will be explored further in the next section. 

 

2.2.4 Second Dialect Acquisition 
 

The term ‘second language’ refers to any language learnt in addition to a first language 

where the learner is said to possess ‘communicative competence’ in the new or target 

language (Littlewood, 2006, pp. 502-3). In contrast, a ‘second dialect’ refers to another 
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variety of the same language that differs from the first in terms of vocabulary, 

pronunciation and grammar, and that is associated with certain regions or social groups 

(Siegel, 2010b, p. 2). As such SDA represents a sub-field of SLA (Siegel, 2010b, p. 2). 

The field of SDA is relatively new and not a lot is known (Siegel, 2010b, p. 2). Some 

key similarities and differences between SLA and SDA have been proposed.  

 

It is thought that the processes involved in acquiring a second dialect are much the same 

as a second language, therefore the theories of SLA would apply. Like SLA, SDA 

recognizes the intermediate forms of speech that are produced by language learners. 

Borrowing from Selinker (1972) these intermediate stages, which are labelled 

‘interlanguage’ in SLA, have been called ‘interdialect’ by Trudgill (1986, in Siegel, 

2010b, p. 58). Additionally, Schmidt’s (1990) Noticing Hypothesis from SLA seems 

highly pertinent to SDA. Siegel (2010b, p. 127) applies the Noticing Hypothesis to SDA 

pointing out that in the process of acquiring a second dialect, learners often fail to 

‘notice’ dialect differences and, hence, do not acquire them. He further argues the 

hypothesis probably bears greater relevance to SDA than SLA as the linguistic distance 

between two dialects D1 and D2, is less than between two languages L1 and L2, making 

differences less salient, “being noticeable, prominent or conspicuous” (Siegel, 2010b, p. 

120). The ‘salience’ of the dialect (Trudgill, 1986, p. 11 in Siegel, 2010b, p. 120) has 

been linked to dialect awareness, the ability to separate a speaker’s dialects and because 

they are less distinguishable. Some examples in the context of AE and SAE include 

when an SAE speaker would use the indefinite article ‘an’ but an AE speaker might use 

‘a’, or when an SAE speaker would use ‘s’ to indicate a possessive noun and an AE 

speaker might not (Dept. of Ed. W.A., 2012, see section 3.3.2.7 for further examples). 

The dialect differences are, therefore, more likely to go unnoticed and consequently not 

acquired. 

 

In this way SDA is notably different to SLA. In SLA the two language systems are 

distinct, allowing for learners to effectively separate and categorize their language 

knowledge. Siegel (2010b, p. 172) argues that because D1 and D2 are very similar it is 

often difficult for learners to process dialectal differences, significant problems with 

code-switching can arise (Siegel, 2010b, p. 68; Winer, 1989, 2006; Wolfram & 

Schilling-Estes, 1998, p. 287). Code-switching refers to the act of switching “from one 
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[dialect] to the other according to the appropriate changes in the speech situation 

(interlocutor, topic, etc.), but not in an unchanged speech situation, and certainly not 

within a single sentence” (Weinreich, 1963, p. 73 in Bokamba, 1988, p. 24). Because of 

the close linguistic features of the two dialects, which arise from a shared and often 

violent history, SDA might represent a conceptually different task to that of SLA for 

three main related reasons. Firstly, the learner’s ability to ‘notice’ dialect differences 

due to the shared linguistic features of the two dialects, might make separation more 

difficult (Siegel, 2010b, p. 68; Winer, 1989, 2006; Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 1998, p. 

287). Secondly, due to the linguistic overlap between two related dialects, most 

commonly speakers can make themselves generally understood by one another and 

dialect differences can be considered ‘communicatively redundant’ (Long, 2007, p. 62). 

This can impact upon the learner’s motivation (Berry & Hudson, 1997) or levels of 

‘investment’ (Peirce2, 1995; Nero, 2014) in acquiring a second dialect. Lastly, the 

relationship between two dialects can represent societal systems of inequality 

(Bourdieu, 1991) and therefore the identities of second dialect learners and their 

investment to learn the standard form needs to be positioned in this power dynamics 

(Malcolm & Koningsberg, 2001, p. 27; Peirce, 1995). 

 

Differential rates of ‘noticing’ have been accounted for within the SLA literature. Much 

research has identified the variables that impact ‘noticing’ which include: available 

attention; readiness of the learner; frequency and saliency in the input; L1 influence; 

prior knowledge; familiarity, novelty of the input, or both; linguistics content of the 

input; the degree of automaticity involved; the complexity of the tasks; individual 

differences in working capacity and ability; and the relevance of the discourse (Philp, 

2003, p. 103-4). However, these research findings fall firmly within a quantitative 

cognitive interactionist and sociocultural paradigm in SLA. These findings have been 

called into question on the grounds that they do not account for language learners’ 

social identities or the power dynamics within societies (Peirce, 1995). While it can be 

presumed that these factors would influence rates of ‘noticing’ at the linguistic level, 

they do not account for the social, cultural, political, economic and historical ways that 

SDA differs from SLA.  

                                                 
2 Peirce is also known as Norton in later publications which are also cited. 
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A learner’s literacy level has been put forth as an important variable which impacts 

upon their ability to notice dialect differences. Ravid’s (1995) analysis of 

morphophonological differences between Israeli sociolects showed speakers of a 

nonstandard variety failed to ‘notice’ the differences between their language use 

compared with others, whereas, speakers of the standard variety of Hebrew were shown 

to be very sensitive to deviations from this form. Ravid (1995) explained these 

differences by literacy levels, which aided ‘noticing’. Further research has since 

supported this early position that literacy level can aid oral language acquisition (Ravid 

& Tolchinsky, 2002; Reis & Castro-Caldas, 1997; Bigelow & Tarone, 2004, Bigelow, 

Delmas, Hansen & Tarone, 2006; Tarone & Bigelow, 2005; Tarone, Bigelow & 

Hansen, 2007; Tarone, 2009; Steele & Oliver, 2019). However, again, literacy level 

interacts with power relations and socio-economic class in ways that make it unclear 

whether these findings are a product of literacy level or other variables that contribute to 

literacy level. 

 

Each of the aforementioned factors that influence rates of ‘noticing’, or a combination 

thereof, could explain differential rates of SDA for Australian Indigenous children. 

However, these factors remain unconvincing because they fail to account for the role of 

power dynamics (Bourdieu, 1991) and identity in SDA (Peirce, 1995; Norton 2013, 

2016), as mentioned earlier. The argument that some Indigenous students who speak 

another dialect of English may have difficulty acquiring SAE because of the lack of 

salience between the D1 and D2, does not fully account for the observed multilingual 

language practices of Australian Indigenous children, who are highly attuned to 

language differences (Browne, 2019; Oliver, Wigglesworth, Angelo & Steele, 2020; 

Wilson, Hurst, Wigglesworth, 2018). In contrast to the Noticing Hypothesis argument, 

Siegel (2010b) also pointed out that “many people without linguistics training appear to 

be sensitive to forms of speech that differ from their own” (p. 62). It therefore seems 

surprising that many Indigenous primary school aged-children who are primed to 

acquire language, both implicitly and explicitly, do not, generally speaking, acquire 

SAE sufficiently well for academic purposes despite years of schooling in SAE. Other 

arguments need to be considered. 
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Researchers consider that language awareness is a key factor in SDA for Australian 

Indigenous children, but that relatedly, motivation also plays a significant role. Berry 

and Hudson (1997) argued that, while second language learners in an English as a 

Second Language (ESL) program are aware that their mother tongue is different from 

the language of the school, second dialect learners in a Teaching Standard English as a 

Second Dialect (TSESD) program may not have such awareness. Alongside others 

(Eagleson, Kaldor & Malcolm, 1982), Berry and Hudson (1997) proposed that learning 

a new dialect may not be a meaningful process because basic communicative needs can 

be met without acquiring the standard dialect. As a result, dialect differences have been 

described as ‘communicatively redundant’ (Long, 2007). Similarly, Eagleson, Kaldor, 

and Malcolm (1982, p. 197) put forward that, “the process of acquiring a second dialect 

rarely gives learners a clear sense of achievement of the kind language learners may feel 

upon becoming fluent in a language which is completely different from their mother 

tongue”. Relatedly, Winer (1989, 2006) argues that second dialect learners initially 

know more than ESL learners due to the large linguistic overlap between the two 

language, but that in contrast to ESL learners, their learning tends to plateau and they 

experience more persistent errors also due to the linguistic overlap. Thus, it is both a 

help and a hindrance. 

 

These arguments have been framed in terms of learner motivation, which Peirce (1995) 

argued is an individualistic notion derived from psychology which does not adequately 

position the language learner in their social world. Further, it does not account for the 

role power relations play in social and linguistic interactions (Bourdieu, 1991) which 

impact language learning. In addition to ‘motivation’, she proposes ‘investment’ as a 

sociological construct through which a language learner’s commitment to, and progress 

in, language learning can be analysed. It takes into consideration the learner’s social 

interactions and the power dynamics involved (Bourdieu, 1991), their hopes for the 

future and their imagined identities (Peirce, 1995). According to Norton3 (2016), her 

ongoing body of research has suggested that “a learner’s imagined identity and hopes 

for the future will impact his or her investment in the language and literacy practices of 

a given classroom, and subsequent progress in language learning” (p. 477). 

                                                 
3 Previously known as Peirce (1995). 
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In analysing the language learning experiences of Caribbean Creole English (CCE) 

speakers in New York’s standard American English schooling system, Nero (2014) 

used the construct of ‘investment’ (Peirce, 1995) to understand her findings. As with the 

observations made by Berry and Hudson (1997) related to linguistic awareness and 

motivation in SDA, Nero (2014) reported that placement within an ESL class came as a 

surprize to the CCE speakers in her study. It challenged their linguistic identities as 

native English speakers and as a result, they were not invested in learning standard 

English, especially when compared to Chinese or Spanish speakers. She argued that 

“this may be due to a perception that they already know, speak, and write English (or 

what they consider to be English), without regard to their actual level of proficiency, 

especially in a standardized variety” (Nero, 2014, p. 37). Further, she stated that a lack 

of linguistic awareness may be a contributing factor in this perception, “[students] may 

be lacking the requisite linguistic awareness to differentiate between their perceived vs. 

actual knowledge of standardized English” (Nero, 2014, p. 38). Both research groups 

have observed that speakers of creole or other dialects of English are uniquely 

positioned in the learning of standard English varieties that distinctly differs to SLA 

learners. Like Siegel (2010b) and his application of Schmidt’s (1990) Noticing 

Hypothesis to SDA, they both point to a lack of linguistic awareness about the ways in 

which the two languages differ, that is, dialect differences are not noticed. But they 

move beyond the psycholinguistic SLA notion of ‘noticing’, and view the phenomena 

also in terms of ‘motivation’ and ‘investment’. From this perspective, it appears that 

learners have little motivation or investment in ‘noticing’ dialect differences, and are, 

therefore, are unlikely to do so. While each explains the phenomena slightly differently, 

it is clear that to fully understand the processes involved in SDA, research needs to 

extend beyond the language learning mechanisms involved to consider learners’ 

linguistic identities and the social, cultural, political contexts of their language practices. 

 

This is the position taken by Malcolm and Koningsberg (2001) who argued that 

traditional SLA language learning variables do not account for the code choices of 

Indigenous people where factors such as cultural identity and power relations come to 

the fore. They argued that “preservation of an ‘insider’ perspective (related to identity) 

is a key reason for maintaining the first dialect [for Aboriginal students], even when 
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stigmatized in the wider community and inferior to the standard dialect for accessing 

goods and services in the larger world” (Malcolm & Koningsberg, 2001, p. 27). In this 

respect, the standardized language represents Bourdieu’s (1977, 1991) concept of 

‘capital’, in particular linguistic capital, which can be used to gain economic, cultural 

and symbolic capital in Australian society. But Bourdieu’s notions of capital are not as 

straightforward in SDA contexts where the relationship between the standard and non-

standard forms share a history of oppression and resistance. Sellwood and Angelo 

(2013) write about the contested nature of Yumplatok, a creole spoken by Torres Strait 

Islanders. The language is simultaneously seen as a symbol of identity that represents 

cultural capital within society, and as a symbol of oppression acting to limit access to 

economic capital for Torres Strait Islanders (Sellwood & Angelo, 2013). According to 

Nero (2014, p. 36) conflicting dual linguistic identities are often present in speech 

communities derived from colonial histories, and this has also been observed elsewhere 

(Madibbo, 2007; Potowski, 2004).  

 

Other determinants of SDA for Aboriginal children include a combination of 

“historical, sociolinguistic, and psycholinguistic” factors (Malcolm and Koningsberg 

2001, p. 27). The proposition that learners’ imagined identities and hopes for the future 

form critical aspects of language learning progress need to be placed within this context 

(Norton, 2013, 2016). It is important to consider learners’ imagined identities and hopes 

for the future in the context of the past. That is, the dispossession of land, language loss 

and cultural denigration suffered by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in 

Australia. In discussing past government policies, Reynolds (2000, in Ellinghaus, 2003, 

p. 184) suggested that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people were offered a 

‘promise of assimilation’ that is, through acculturation with white Australian society, 

their living standards and status in society would significantly improve; it did not. Thus, 

it was an empty promise. From Bourdieu’s (1977, 1991) ‘capital’ perspective, 

acquisition of SAE can be presented as a means to open up access to goods and services 

in the larger world thereby improving one’s social position and status. However, when 

considered in the context of Australia’s colonial history, it is possible that the 

acquisition of SAE represents another empty promise of assimilation (Reynolds, 2000, 

in Ellinghaus, 2003, p. 184). If learners do not believe that acquisition of SAE would 

lead to improved living conditions, social status or access to economic capital, then 
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learner investment would be limited. Through Norton’s (2016) identity lens, acquisition 

of SAE may not feature in the hopes for the future or the imagined identities that some 

Indigenous children hold. These can be seen as products of complex social, political and 

historical interactions that possibly extend past a learner’s lived experiences to their 

collective political and cultural consciousness as a people in Australia. As Siegel 

(2006b, p. 162) simply puts it, “if acquisition of the standard variety and success in the 

education system do not result in the expected increased level of economic and political 

benefits anyway, then why bother?” 

 

These seemingly paradoxical linguistic identities form the cornerstone of understanding 

language learning through an identity perspective (Norton, 2013, 2016; Peirce, 1995). 

Learner identities are multifaceted and often contradictory because they are dynamic, 

fluid, shifting and changing with and within any given social context due power 

relations present therein. Acquiring a second dialect is therefore personally, socially and 

culturally situated and grounded in notions of identity, and imagined selves. To borrow 

from Norton (2016, p. 476) “language is not only a linguistic system of words and 

sentences, but also a social practice in which identities and desires are negotiated in the 

context of complex and often unequal social relationships”. Both models of SLA/SDA 

learning processes and pedagogical approaches need to recognize and respond to 

learners’ pluralistic linguistic and social identities (Peirce, 1995; Nero, 2005, 2014; 

Wang & Mansouri, 2017). An understanding of how language learners are positioned 

both inside and outside the classroom appears to be vital to understanding the processes 

involved in learning SAE as a second dialect. 

 

Based on the research discussed, it is clear that SDA differs from SLA in a number of 

important ways. SDA may be more difficult due to the slight linguistic difference 

between D1 and D2 and therefore dialect differences are not ‘noticed’ (Schmidt, 1990) 

and are therefore, left unacquired (Siegel, 2010b). It is a question of language and 

language alone. However, language does not exist in a vacuum, instead it is a product of 

social interaction and as a consequence forms and maintains social identities (Gumperz 

& Cook-Gumperz, 1982). If dialect differences are ‘communicatively redundant’ (Long, 

2007), there may be little to learn a second dialect. It is no longer a question of the 

processes involved in learning a second dialect, but rather the value of learning a second 
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dialect, which will depend greatly on the individual and thus fits within the 

psychological concept of motivation. Beyond the individualistic concept of motivation, 

is that of learner ‘investment’ (Peirce, 1995). Drawing on Bourdieu’s (1977, 1991) 

concept of ‘capital’, the value of learning a second dialect or learners’ investment can 

depend upon many factors, such as the language’s status, its ability to access goods and 

services in society and its symbolic representation of identity or cultural affiliation to 

name a few. From an SLA perspective, English is widely perceived to hold high levels 

of linguistic or cultural capital within Australian and globally. However, for speakers of 

a nonstandard dialect of English, this might not be the case. Second dialect learners’ 

cultural identities might be at odds with learning the standard form. When SDA is 

viewed through the lens of colonization and unequal power relations in society which 

are mirrored in language practices, it becomes clear that other factors come to the fore. 

Whilst several arguments or explanations for differential rates of SDA have been 

proposed here, it is likely that each do not stand alone and that the process of acquiring 

a standard language as a second dialect takes place within a complex interplay of 

influences – individual, social, cultural, political, historical and economic. Therefore, 

Schmidt’s (1990) linguistic phenomena of ‘noticing’ might need to be viewed through a 

wider lens to build a more robust understanding of SDA, particularly within colonial 

contexts.  

 

2.3 Educational approaches to SDA 
 

Globally, the process of colonization has resulted in the widespread development of 

creoles and dialects, often lexified by the colonial language. Much research has 

examined African-American Vernacular English (AAVE) (see Labov, 1969; Simpkins, 

2002; Simpkins & Simpkins, 1981; Simpkins & Simpkins, 2009; Wolfram, 1970, 1986, 

1998, 2001, 2014; Wolfram, Temple Adger & Christian, 2007), Caribbean Creole (see 

Nero, 1997, 2000, 2001, 2006, 2015; Winer, 2006), and the creoles of Australia and its 

surrounds, in particular, the Papua New Guinean creole, Tok Pisin (see Eades & Siegel, 

1999; Siegel, 1992, 1997a, 1997b, 1999a, 1999b, 2005, 2006a, 2007, 2008, 2010a). 

These creole-speaking populations share the devastating impacts of colonial history, 

language loss, and linguistic disadvantage in standard language schooling systems. This 

section will examine how speakers of vernacular languages have been positioned within 
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schooling systems and the different educational approaches advocated for learners of 

standard languages as a second dialect. 

 

The role of ‘vernacular languages’ such as creoles and dialects in education was first 

addressed in UNESCO report entitled, The Use of Vernacular Language in Education, 

which stated, “the best medium for teaching is the mother tongue of the pupil” 

(UNESCO, 1953, p. 6). Despite this key statement almost 70 years ago, it is difficult for 

many students the world over to access curriculum in their first language (Migge, 

Léglise & Bartens, 2010); instead standard language curriculums dominate the 

educational landscape. In response, five key broad educational approaches have been 

identified by Siegel (2006b, 2007, 2008, 2010b) to improve educational outcomes for 

nonstandard language speakers: Recognition, Instrumental Approach, Accommodation, 

Contrastive/Awareness Approach, and Critical Awareness. Below I briefly address each 

of these in turn. 

 

2.3.1 Recognition 
 

A great deal of work has been conducted by linguists to build the status of dialects and 

creoles as valid languages, this approach is termed ‘recognition’. In the United States, 

Labov (1969) showed that African American Vernacular English (AAVE) was, in fact, 

a rule-governed language that differed significantly from American English (AE) in 

grammar, syntax, semantics and phonology. He urged educators to re-assess their 

attitudes surrounding the perceived ‘linguistic deprivation’ of AAVE (Labov, 1969). 

The end of segregation, beginning in 1964, signalled a time of immense social change. 

Concerned with social disadvantage and the ‘failure to read’ of many African-

American, the 1970s saw a proliferation of research into AAVE and its relationship 

with reading, literacy and more broadly teacher perceptions and school success (some of 

the most significant were Cullinan, Jaggar & Strickland, 1974; Cunningham, 1976; 

Laffey & Shuy, 1973; Leaverton, 1973; Nolen, 1972; Shields, 1979; Simpkins, 

Simpkins & Holt, 1977; Smitherman, 1974; Wolfram, 1970). A crucial step forward 

was the Ann Arbor decision of 1979 which mandated that teachers and schools must 

account for the home language of African American students when teaching. This was a 

pivotal moment for the recognition AAVE speakers’ language learning needs. 
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Linguists in other countries took up the charge to promote creoles and non-standard 

dialects within education systems and beyond. In Australia, the recognition movement 

began in the 1980s (Eagleson et al., 1982; Malcolm, 1982) and intensified in the 1990s 

(Kaldor & Malcolm, 1991; Malcolm, 1992; Harkins, 1994; Eades, 1995). Ian Malcolm 

and Diana Eades have been at the forefront in describing Aboriginal Englishes (AE), 

particularly within the field of education, leading to greater recognition and better 

understanding of AE speaking students’ linguistic backgrounds in the classroom. 

Despite these efforts, Tripcony (2000) in her survey of 110 teachers found that many 

teachers did not view AE as a valid dialect and instead described it as “bad” or “lazy” 

English or even “a bastardised form of the proper English” (p. 8). It is hoped that such 

views have since changed, although it is widely reported that the language learning 

needs of creole and non-standard dialect speakers in Australia are not met by teachers 

(Angelo, 2013; Hudson & Angelo, 2014; Sellwood & Angelo, 2013, Wigglesworth, in 

press). 

 

These issues are not specific to English-speaking colonial countries. Globally, there 

have been similar periods of recognition with a wide variety of languages. Sippola 

(2010) describes the grassroots activism to promote Chabacano in education, which is a 

term for the many different varieties of Philippine Creole Spanish. In Guadeloupe, 

Creole (a French-based creole) has been taught in schools since the 1950s, but it was 

not until the 2000s that it received official standing (Bolus, 2010). Dijkhoff and Pereira 

(2010) describe the linguistic complexities of Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao where a 

Spanish/Portuguese-based Creole, Papiamentu, is widely spoken and accepted in the 

lower years of schooling. However, in the upper years Dutch-medium instruction is 

privileged. 

 

2.3.2 Instrumental approach 
 

The ‘instrumental approach’ espouses that teachers “use a vernacular as a medium of 

instruction to teach initial literacy and sometimes content subjects such as mathematics, 

science, and health” (Siegel, 2008, p. 58). In the United States, the instrumental 

approach focused on the use of dialect readers for initial literacy instruction, whereas, in 
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Australia, the instrumental approach was based upon bilingual/bidialectal programs for 

early literacy education. More recently dialect readers have been developed in Australia.  

 

From the 1960s to 1980s, it was proposed that dialect readers should be used to teach 

students how to read, before progressing to reading in a second dialect because, it was 

argued, it is easier for students to learn how to read in their mother tongue. Several 

studies were used to demonstrate the efficacy of this approach. Amongst the first, 

Österberg’s (1961) Swedish study showed students who first acquired literacy in their 

regional non-standard dialect later outperformed the control group in Standard Swedish 

reading tests. Thereafter, a large-scale quasi-experimental study by Simpkins and 

Simpkins (1981) showed that dialect readers – the Bridge series (Simpkins, Simpkins & 

Holt, 1977) – were effective in developing literacy skills. As the largest study of its kind 

it has considerable weight in the literature. A treatment group of 417 students in grades 

7-12 received a 4-month reading intervention using dialect readers and made 

significantly larger gains in reading than the control group of 123 students who did not 

(Simpkins & Simpkins, 1981). 

 

There is a significant body of research that highlights the role of cultural relevance, 

familiarity and understanding in reading comprehension and academic achievement 

(Ball, 1997; Brayboy & Castagno, 2009; Castagno & Brayboy, 2008; Cummins, 2011; 

Grant, Oka & Baker, 2009; Gutierrez, Morales & Martinez, 2009; Ladson-Billings, 

1992, 1995; Rupley, Nichols & Blair, 2008; Sealey-Ruiz, 2007; Taylor, 1994). For 

example, Taylor (1994) in her study of 24 fifth grade African American and Hispanic 

students showed that they favoured culturally familiar books that included the use of the 

vernacular by characters. Bell and Clark (1998) had 109 African American students in 

grades 2, 3, and 4 listen to story recordings with African American racial imagery and 

cultural themes, European racial imagery and themes, and mixed racial imagery and 

themes to examine its impact on comprehension and recall. The findings showed racial 

imagery did not make a difference, whereas cultural themes did, and the impact was 

greater for comprehension than recall. This is an important finding as it shows it is not 

enough just to include African American characters in text to achieve ‘cultural appeal’; 

it must align with African American cultural themes. It also provides evidence that 
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books, and school more generally, needs to align with the cultural worldviews of 

students to aid comprehension. 

 

The studies in the 1970s which focused primarily on the linguistic aspects (as opposed 

to the cultural aspects) of reading did not find any evidence for the use of dialect 

readers. Nolen’s (1972) study with 156 African American and Caucasian students in 

Grades 2 and 4 used reading passages in Standard English and AAVE to show reading 

performance as measured by recall was not related to the language patterns presented in 

the texts. However, it must be recognized that students in Grades 2 and 4 will have 

developed some Standard English literacy and most likely see AAVE for the first time 

in this study, and this will impact results. Secondly the cultural themes of the text 

remained the same; the original Standard English text was rewritten in AAVE, which 

would align with previous findings that it is not just the language but cultural 

understanding that aids reading comprehension (Bell & Clark, 1998). The measure of 

recall used in the study is a less significant contributor to reading performance than 

comprehension measures (Bell & Clark, 1998). Similarly, Shields (1979) researched the 

relationship between dialect features and oral reading, silent reading and listening 

comprehension with 130 Grade 3 African American students. Only two significant 

correlations were found - use of zero copula and past tense inflection and performance 

in the tasks, leading Shields (1979) to conclude that use of dialect readers is not 

justified.  

 

Before the dialect reader debate in the US could be resolved through empirical 

evidence, it was halted due to the negative responses from African American parents 

who did not want their children being subjugated to their vernacular. This is a common 

theme also represented in the literature in Australia (Sellwood & Angelo, 2013; 

Malcolm & Konigsberg, 2001; Shnukal, 1992) and elsewhere (Winford, 1994; Sato, 

1985). Due to the negative response to the Bridge program, despite its success, support 

for the instrumental approach ceased. Many researchers advocate the ‘contrastive’ or an 

‘awareness’ approach (Edwards, Gross, Chen, MacDonald, Kaplan, Brown & 

Seidenberg, 2014; Sharifian, 2008; Siegel, 1997b, 1999a, 1999b, 2005, 2007; Wheeler, 

2006) because of the practicality, expense and the negative attitudes toward the dialect 

readers and dialect instruction generally. 
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Elsewhere instrumental approaches have achieved greater success. In Jamaica, results of 

the Bilingual primary education project trialled with students to Year 3 showed both 

improved language attitudes toward the Jamaican vernacular language and increased 

literacy rates in both languages (Devonish & Carpenter, 2007). 

 

In Australia, the instrumental approach involved bilingual or bidialectal programs in the 

early years of school (Prep to Year 3), with several programs run in the Northern 

Territory and Queensland from the late 1970s until the late 1990s, including at Barunga 

(Murtagh, 1982) and Injinoo (Turner, 1997). Murtagh (1982) conducted an evaluation 

of a bilingual program at Barunga that used Kriol (the local variety of creole across 

Northern Australia) and English as languages of instruction. Using several measures of 

oral language proficiency in Kriol and English, he compared the first three years of 

schooling at Barunga with the English-only program at Beswick Reserve where 

students also spoke Kriol. The evaluation showed that students in the bilingual program 

outperformed those in the English-only program, especially in Year 3. Unfortunately, 

this program amongst many others, closed when funding ceased at the end of the 1990s 

(Devlin, Disbray & Devlin, 2017; Simpson, Caffery & McConvell, 2009; Wigglesworth 

& Lagabaster, 2011). In addition to bilingual programs, dialect readers have been 

produced in Australia. The Honey Ant Readers (James, 2018) is a limited series of short 

books which have not been used in any widespread or systematic manner nor has there 

been any studies conducted to evaluate the efficacy of this resource. Recently the 

Ngukurr community have introduced the Meigim Kriol Strongbala (Make Kriol Strong) 

program (https://meigimkriolstrongbala.org.au/en_au/) which includes producing 

resources in Kriol.  

 

2.3.3 Accommodation approach 
 

The ‘accommodation’ approach, also known as the ‘integrative’ approach (Roberts, 

1994), allows dialects to be used in the classroom, but they are not used for instruction 

or as a subject of study (Siegel, 2010b, p. 206). This approach advocates that teachers 

accept students’ use of their vernacular language in the classroom. Allowing for 

freedom of expression has been shown to increase students’ self-esteem and therefore, 

lead to greater acquisition of the standard language in the long-term (Cullinan, Jagger & 

https://meigimkriolstrongbala.org.au/en_au/
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Strickland, 1974; Campbell, 1994). There have been numerous other studies that have 

shown students who feel confident in their own vernacular are more successful in 

learning the standard (Fordham, 1999; Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Price, 1993; Wolfram 

& Schilling-Estes, 1998). Further, Piestrup (1973) showed that students of teachers who 

constantly corrected students’ grammar or pronunciation were the least successful.  

 

Accommodation approaches represent linguistic acceptance as outlined above, and also 

form the underlying philosophy for fully fledged programs which might additionally 

include other approaches. One example of an accommodation program is Spotlight on 

Reading (Labov, 2006) for AAVE speakers in America. There are also elements of the 

accommodation approach in the Teaching Standard English as a Second Dialect 

(TSESD) approach for speakers of Aboriginal English in Australia (Berry & Hudson, 

1997; Eagleson et al., 1982; Malcolm, 1992). In this approach, teachers are advised to 

avoid correcting students’ speech and instead focus on the features of the two dialects. 

The accommodation approach is best described as an ‘implicit’ language learning 

environment, as described in Section 2.2.1 on theories of SLA. 

 

2.3.4 Contrastive approach 
 

The awareness approach which has three main components: sociolinguistic; 

accommodation; and contrastive (Siegel, 2006b). In this study, the term ‘contrastive 

approach’ has been used synonymously with the ‘awareness approach’ because each of 

these three main components were present, however, contrastive analysis was the focus. 

 

In the contrastive approach, students compare their home language and the standard in 

all aspects of language: phonological, semantic, morphological, syntactic and pragmatic 

(Siegel 2006b, 2010b; Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 1998). This approach builds upon 

accommodation to learn more about language variation and explore the ways in which 

dialects and creoles differ from the standard language. This approach was first espoused 

within the SLA literature by Lambert and Tucker (1972) who reported a form of 

contrastive analysis as being successful for teaching French and English. It has since 

been applied to the field of SDA on the premise that learners do not necessarily have the 

language awareness to distinguish between the two dialects (Berry & Hudson, 1997; 
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Nero, 2005, 2014), likely due to the linguistic overlap between D1 and D2 (Siegel, 

2010b, p. 68) making it difficult to separate the two languages (Wolfram & Schilling-

Estes, 1998, p. 287). It is believed that learners would benefit from teachers directing 

their attention to dialect differences by ‘contrasting’ the two languages in order to aid 

‘noticing’ (Schmidt, 1990; Siegel, 2010b) and promote acquisition. It is described as an 

‘explicit’ language learning environment. 

 

Although limited in its scope, international research has found evidence for the 

effectiveness of the contrastive approach. In the US, Pandey (2000) in her study of 

African American Language (AAL) speakers found the contrastive approach improved 

students’ perceptions of AAL and their standardized test scores (TOEFL). However, her 

small sample sizes of 11 and 12, the age of students (18 to 41) and the college setting 

may compromise the significance of results for primary school contexts in which my 

study was conducted. Also, in the US with speakers of AAL in Years 3 and 4 of 

primary school, Fogel and Ehri (2000) found evidence that using story exposure, 

Standard English (SE) rule instruction, and guided practice transforming sentences from 

BEV to SE features helped students to correctly produce SE forms in their writing. In a 

more relevant study, Wheeler (2006) reports the successful experiences of her 

collaborator, Rachel Swords, teaching code-switching through contrastive analysis to 

students in Years 2 and 3. Over the course of one year Rachel Swords taught her class 

how to code-switch by using contrastive analysis between ‘informal’ and ‘formal’ 

English, this terminology was a conscious decision to de-politicize vernacular language 

use in the classroom. By the end of the year, nonstandard speaking students had 

improved their test scores and performed at levels commensurate with their standard 

speaking counterparts. However, there is little linguistic description of their changed 

language nor are there any statistical analyses of the findings. In later works Wheeler 

extended her focus on the morphosyntactic aspects of language to an examination of 

language ideologies (Devereaux & Wheeler, 2012). In a secondary English classroom, 

they used contrastive analysis to explore the interactions between language and power, 

language and society, and language and identity. This aligns with the critical awareness 

approach that will be discussed in the next section, but is mentioned here to highlight 

the shift in research direction that has occurred over time. 
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In Australia, the contrastive approach is by far the most widespread and highly 

supported approach to second dialect instruction. There are several resources available 

through various Education Departments across Australia that advocate and implement 

this approach in their programs for teachers. The two most comprehensive are Making 

the Jump (Berry & Hudson, 1997) and the ABC of Two-Way Literacy and Learning 

Professional Development Program (Dept. of Ed., W.A., 1998), the latter of which has 

since evolved into Tracks to Two-Way Learning (Dept. of Ed., W.A., 2012). Making the 

Jump (Berry & Hudson, 1997) is a handbook for teachers who are teaching English to 

Kimberley Kriol speaking students. It provides a theoretical base to help teachers 

understand Kimberley Kriol and a variety of practical classroom strategies for teaching 

SAE as a second dialect. It is based on the FELIKS (Fostering English Language in 

Kimberley Schools) coursework (Berry & Hudson, 1997). A central component is the 

‘code-switching stairway’ (see section 2.4), which details the process of becoming 

bidialectal. The four steps on the code-switching stairway are awareness, separation, 

code-switching and control. The book describes the stairway, outlines key features of 

Kimberley Kriol and explains how it differs from English, provides teaching and 

learning activities to target SAE language features and assessments to monitor student 

progress. The goal is to develop “ways to help students achieve control over SAE while 

not discarding their home language” (Berry & Hudson, 1997, p. 14). Thus, it involves 

the accommodation and contrastive approaches. 

 

A similar concept is that of ‘both-ways’ education, also referred to as ‘two-ways’ 

education, that provides a theoretical framework for language and/or dialect education. 

It focuses on the two-way exchange of culture, language, and learning that is promoted 

through community involvement. Oliver, Rochecouste, Vanderford and Grote (2011) 

explain how this has worked in Western Australia, 

 

[F]or over a decade, the ABC of Two-Way Literacy and Learning 

Professional Development Program has sought to improve 

outcomes for Aboriginal students in Western Australia. By 

promoting a two-way bidialectal approach to learning, 

Aboriginal English is valued, accommodated and used to bridge 

to learning in Standard Australian English. (p.60)… To improve 
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teachers’ understanding of AE, the ABC of Two-Way Literacy 

and Learning professional development (ABC PD) program was 

launched by the Western Australian Department of Education in 

1998. While the acronym ABC represents Acceptance of AE, 

Bridging to SAE, and Cultivating Aboriginal ways of 

approaching experience and knowledge, the two-way approach 

acknowledges that learning (about the other’s dialect and 

culture) must go in both directions, between educators and 

students. The ABC PD program draws on all three of Rickford’s 

approaches to bidialectal education by raising teachers’ 

awareness of transfer and development, by introducing texts 

written in AE and by raising students’ own awareness of dialect 

difference. (p. 63) 

 

This program has since evolved to the very comprehensive Tracks to Two-Way 

Learning (Dept. of Ed., W.A., 2012). 

 

2.3.5 Critical Awareness approach 
 

There is persistent argument that the contrastive approach does not go far enough, that 

teachers must not simply ‘contrast’ the dialect to the standard, but they must employ a 

‘critical language awareness’ approach as initially proposed by Fairclough (1992). This 

approach explores the historical, social and political factors that have created the 

present-day language inequalities (Alim, 2005; Siegel, 2006b; Sledd, 1996). An 

interesting perspective is that of Sledd who in the 1960s argued strongly against 

bidialectalism on the grounds it perpetuates the status quo of language inequality and is 

contradictory in that it sends the message that all languages are equal, but to succeed in 

life, you need to learn the standard (Sledd, 1969). In his much later work, he advocates 

a critical perspective that analyzes race and class relations (Sledd, 1996). Likewise, 

Lippi-Green (1997) argues that education systems perpetuate ‘the standard language 

ideology’ to reinforce the inferior status of vernacular languages and sustain the power 

structures that be. Similar concepts are explored by Delpit (1995) in her ‘culture of 

power’ and Phillipson (1992, 1996) with his ‘linguistic imperialism’. The critical 
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awareness approach takes the view that languages are a product of historical, social and 

political factors and therefore should not be studied in isolation. This has been taken up 

by SLA and SDA theorists who research standard language teaching and learning from 

an identity perspective (Kiramba, 2018; Kumaravadivelu, 2016; Nero, 2005, 2014; 

Peirce, 1995; Siegel 2006b; Wang & Mansouri, 2017). It also aligns with the views of 

Malcolm and Koningsberg (2001) in relation to Aboriginal students acquiring SAE in 

Australia. Many advocate a critical awareness perspective and make a number of 

suggestions of how this approach could be implemented in the classroom. However, 

these suggestions largely lie in observations of standard language classrooms and 

interpretations of closely related research findings, rather than empirical evidence based 

on classroom practice. Several such suggestions will now be explored. 

 

The critical awareness approach is required to counter the prevailing standard language 

ideologies that stand in the way of students’ standard language acquisition (Siegel 

(2006b). In arguing for this approach, Siegel (2006b, pp. 167-168) set out a number of 

ways a critical perspective can be adopted into the contrastive approach, which include:  

• examining language use, systems of belief and language ideologies in 

society; 

• promoting students’ social identities as speakers of nonstandard dialects 

through their meaningful inclusion in classroom activities, particularly 

writing; and 

• empowering students as knowers of their own language in the process of 

undertaking contrastive analysis. 

 

In writing about her experience with CCE speakers learning standard American English 

in high school classrooms Nero (2005, 2014), notes similar experiences to those 

described for Australian Aboriginal learners. From her research observations, she puts 

forward a range of strategies that can be broadly described as contrastive and critical 

awareness, with her strategies from 2005 erring more on the side of critical awareness 

and those from 2014 reflecting a contrastive approach. Nero (2005, pp. 203-204), 

recommended: 

• Learning about students’ linguistic and cultural identities/affiliations and 

practices; 
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• Studying all aspects of language including identity, culture, power and 

language attitudes; 

• Raising linguistic awareness; 

• Developing metalanguage; 

• Deconstructing beliefs about language; 

• Analysing language attitudes and prejudices; 

• Exploring the use of language in the classroom including power dynamics; 

• Research project where students investigate language use in communities; 

• Extensive reading and writing, which includes materials that affirm 

students’ language and community; and 

• Creating many and varied opportunities for sustained language practice. 

 

In later writing Nero (2014, pp. 44-45) argued for some specific teacher strategies 

aimed at promoting the acquisition of standard varieties of English: 

• Respecting students’ language; 

• Probing students for clarification; 

• Using the contrastive approach; 

• Engaging students as linguistic resources; 

• Stressing language choice; 

• Including activities that allow for linguistic creativity; 

• Employing a range of authentic language assessments; and 

• Conducting research projects on language use and variation. 

 

The official language policy of Kenyan schools is first language instruction until Grade 

3 followed by the transition to English in Grade 4 (Kiramba, 2018). This policy has 

received considerable push back from parents and teachers who would prefer English-

only instruction for the perceived economic and political benefits it affords learners, 

leading some schools to diverge from official policy (Kiramba, 2018). But rather than 

assisting with English language development, it has been argued that English-only 

instruction continues to perpetuate social inequalities (Kiramba, 2018). Parents and 

teachers perceived home languages as obstructive to English acquisition and thought 

that increased time spent learning English would lead to increased proficiency, but 
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classroom observations suggested that students had very little understanding of English 

regardless of the amount of time spent learning it (Kiramba, 2018). Using evidence 

from her study of Grade 4 students transitioning to English in a Kenyan school, 

Kiramba (2018) argues that monolingual or standard language ideologies should be 

addressed before progress with language learning can be made. She advocates for 

educative campaigns to promote home languages and multilingualism as well as further 

research into “neocolonial English-only policies in multilingual nations” (Kiramba, 

2018, p. 308). 

 

A critical awareness perspective informed by constructs of identity (Peirce, 1995), 

capital (Bourdieu, 1977, 1991) and critical pedagogy (Freire, 1970) is adopted by Wang 

and Mansouri (2017), who apply it to the practice of code-switching. They argue that 

code-switching is yet to be examined through this lens and it is imperative that research 

focus on the sociopolitical nature of code-switching. To this end, they proposed 

classroom activities that would see this approach implemented (Wang & Mansouri, 

2017, p. 413): 

• Student exploration of the sociopolitical nature of language; 

• Creating opportunities for hybrid language practices in the classroom, 

which reflect a ‘translanguaging’ (García & Li Wei, 2015) approach; 

• Changing language assessments to include sociopolitical aspects of 

language; and  

• Teachers should demonstrate reflexivity between everyday language 

discourse and their classroom instruction. 

 

A further argument in discussing critical awareness revolves around hegemonic forces 

in current language teaching. Practices with ‘top-down’ approaches act to maintain 

these forces and entrench colonial perspectives. Kumaravadivelu (2016, p. 81) argues 

that these forces can be countered in TESOL practices by considering the “local 

historical, political, social, cultural and educational exigencies” to decolonialize English 

language teaching and empower local communities. Reflexive teaching practices are 

crucial to developing this agency and designing context-specific teaching strategies and 

preparing context-specific teaching materials (Kumaravadivelu, 2016, p. 81) and reflect 

a ‘bottom-up’ approach to teaching and learning. 
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In each recommendation, it is clear that contrastive analysis still plays a large role in the 

critical awareness approach. The contrastive approach is extended through a critical 

awareness lens to position language learning within historical, political, social and 

cultural contexts and account for learners’ social and cultural identities. Researchers 

present different ways of achieving this in the classroom based upon viewing language 

learning through this lens (Kiramba, 2018; Kumaravadivelu, 2016; Nero, 2005, 2014; 

Peirce, 1995; Siegel, 2006b; Wang & Mansouri, 2017), but commonalities between all 

remain, including the importance of developing critical language awareness. But these 

studies do not shed light on the use of the critical awareness approach in primary school 

contexts and a question worth asking is “how might students in a primary school 

classroom respond?” 

 

2.3.6 Analysis of the approaches 
 

The literature review suggests that if implicit learning conditions are enough for SDA, 

then the accommodation approach should suffice to allow students to naturally acquire 

SAE as a second dialect. The evidence suggests otherwise. While, accommodation of 

students’ mother tongues is widely advocated and has been linked to positive outcomes 

for students and improved acquisition of the standard language (Cullinan, et al., 1974; 

Campbell, 1994; Fordham, 1999; Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Price, 1993; Wolfram & 

Schilling-Estes, 1998), it has not been shown to lead to full acquisition of the standard 

language. 

 

Within the SLA literature, there is strong evidence for explicit learning conditions, 

which aligns with the contrastive approach. Further, theories of SDA point to the crucial 

role of ‘noticing’ (Schmidt, 1990) and language awareness in dialect acquisition. The 

slight linguistic differences between D1 and D2 are thought to be less salient and 

therefore harder to acquire (Winer, 1989). From this perspective, the contrastive 

approach to SDA is recommended (Pandey, 2000; Wheeler, 2006). Through the 

contrastive approach, learner’s attention is guided toward the linguistic differences 

between D1 and D2 to enable the learner to ‘notice’ the language patterns. However, it 
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is argued that this approach does not fully account for the role of cultural and linguistic 

identity in language learning. 

 

From an identity perspective, the instrumental approach and the critical awareness 

approach represent appropriate pedagogical responses. It can be argued that only the 

instrumental approach completely validates students’ mother tongue languages within 

an educational context. In the instrumental approach, literacy in students’ first language 

is the goal, whereas for all other approaches standard language acquisition is the goal – 

only the method to attain it differs. The critical awareness approach sees cultural 

identity as central to language learning and focuses on exploring dialect differences in 

the context of the historical, political, cultural and societal factors at play in linguistic 

choices made. It critiques the existence of standard language ideologies, but does not 

change them in the way that the instrumental approach does. Further, it is difficult to see 

how the critical awareness approach would be implemented in the early years of 

schooling. 

 

Each of these approaches sets itself apart from the others, but none appear to be 

mutually exclusive. It could be argued that each approach plays a necessary part in 

second dialect acquisition. Further, to espouse one as the “best” approach ignores the 

immensely complex inter-relationship of factors in any specific setting including 

cultural, linguistic and historical situations, classroom environment, learner dispositions 

and the knowledge, skill and personality of the teacher. Accommodation is a 

fundamental right of all students; they should be free and confident to express 

themselves in any language without fear of reprimand. This approach would be the 

basis and underlying principle of any language program. With accommodation being 

the cornerstone, it can be said that the instrumental, awareness/contrastive and critical 

awareness approaches potentially represent a continuum of learning, where students 

begin with an instrumental approach and end with critical awareness. An instrumental 

approach would be appropriate in the initial years of school. It would be useful for 

students to develop beginning language and literacy skills in their mother tongue. 

However, this approach may not be suitable for dialects that are closely related to the 

standard. It could be used as foundational knowledge from which other languages or 

dialects can be explored using the contrastive approach. Once children start to develop 
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critical thinking skills they can, whilst building their second dialect competency, begin 

to engage with the critical awareness approach. However, given the backlash against the 

instrumental approach, it seems that the other approaches have been left as the only 

viable options. 

 

The accommodation, the instrumental and the contrastive approach have all been 

trialled in the classroom in various research designs that have provided some evidence 

for these approaches. But these approaches do not go far enough to counter the 

hegemonic forces of standard languages in society, leading many to argue for the 

critical awareness approach. However, it is unclear when it is developmentally 

appropriate to explore these issues with students. Unfortunately, there is little in the way 

of research demonstrating the implementation of this approach, especially within 

primary school contexts and even more so, in Australian Indigenous contexts. 

Educational approaches to dialect acquisition appear to be rich in theoretical debate and 

discussion and poor in empirical evidence.  

 

2.4 Indigenous EAL/D learners in the Australian 

schooling system 
 

The majority of Australia’s Indigenous languages are spoken in Western Australia 

(W.A.), the Northern Territory (N.T.) and Queensland (Qld). Within this geographical 

region, Indigenous speakers of Kriol are situated across the ‘top end’ of Australia, the 

northern parts of W.A., the N.T. and Qld. In these state and territory locations there are 

also regional and community-based Aboriginal Englishes which can vary widely. As a 

consequence of the diversity in this region, most linguistic work on Indigenous 

languages has been carried out in these parts of Australia. Such research has been vital 

to advocate for Indigenous children’s linguistic rights in schools, state-based 

educational systems and more broadly in society. Yet, calls to action have often been 

met with resistance. The monolingual mindset that dominates the Australian psyche 

(Clyne, 2005) and the deficit perspectives that are pervasive in educational discourse 

about Indigenous learners (Ionn, 1995; Vass, 2013) have been blamed. This section will 

explore Australian educational policies and teaching practices for Australian Indigenous 
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EAL/D learners in Western Australian and the Northern Territory and then will focus 

more closely on Queensland where this study is situated. 

 

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s linguists in Australia worked toward gaining broad 

educational recognition for Aboriginal English(es) and creoles (Malcolm, 1982; 

Hudson, 1992; Eades, 1995). In 1995, Diana Eades published an essay, “Aboriginal 

English” for Primary English Teaching Association Australia (PETAA), which was 

influential in gaining traction with teaching practitioners. With the exception of Eades, 

efforts were concentrated in W.A. and the Catholic Education Office in northern W.A. 

produced Making the Jump: a teacher resource book (Berry & Hudson, 1997). This 

book documented some key differences between Kimberley Kriol and SAE providing 

teachers with the knowledge required to implement contrastive analysis in their 

teaching. Berry and Hudson (1997) used the ‘code-switching stairway’ to describe the 

steps undertaken by Indigenous EAL/D learners on their pathway to becoming 

proficient at code-switching (Figure 2.1). The book also provided teaching and learning 

activities to support learners through this process. Whilst now being over two decades 

old, it still has popular appeal for many teachers across Australia for its simplicity and 

applicability as a go-to teacher resource. At the same time, Ian Malcolm was pivotal in 

the development of the ABC of Two-Way Literacy and Learning Professional 

Development Program (Dept. of Ed., W.A., 1998) and later, Tracks to Two-Way 

Learning (Dept. of Ed., W.A., 2012) both focused on the southern parts of W.A. where 

Aboriginal English is the primary language spoken. However, unlike Making the Jump 

(Berry & Hudson, 1997) these programs largely remained confined to the Department 

of Education, W.A. and moreover, the southern parts of the state. 
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Figure 2.1 
 
The code-switching stairway 
 

 
Note. Reprinted from Berry, R. & Hudson, J., (1997). Making the Jump: A Teacher 

Resource Book. Catholic Education Office. p. 41. 

 

During roughly the same period, the educational focus of the Northern Territory (N.T.) 

was on the development and delivery of bilingual programmes. Beginning in 1973, 

these ran in the N.T. until 1998 when legislation was passed to end these programmes in 

favour of English-only and SAE dominant approaches to education. This received wide-

spread condemnation by communities and linguists alike (Nicholls, 2005). Whilst, some 

schools maintained their bilingual programmes without funding and departmental 

support (Disbray & Martin, 2018; Morales, Vaughan & Ganambarr-Stubbs, 2018), for 

the most, the change in policy has greatly impacted the provision of culturally and 

linguistically appropriate education (Nicholls, 2005). ‘Two-way learning’ was espoused 

as the dominant pedagogical approach (Whatman & Duncan, 2012) until the beginning 
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of an Australia-wide standardized literacy and numeracy test (NAPLAN4) in 2008. 

Following from the first NAPLAN assessment results, in what has been criticized as a 

knee-jerk reaction, the N.T. Minister for Education announced that all schools will run 

‘first four hours in English’ programs, effectively immediately (Devlin, 2017, p. 207). 

After, the ‘first four hours in English’ ended in 2012, there was little left in terms of 

home language education (Wilson, 2014) and simultaneously, there has been little 

development of programmes or policies to specifically meet the language learning needs 

of Indigenous EAL/D learners in the N.T. (Disbray, 2017). 

 

For a long time in Queensland (Qld), Indigenous EAL/D learners within the schooling 

system were largely unrecognized. Luke, Land, Christie, Kolatsis and Noblett (2002) 

produced a report entitled, Standard Australian English Languages for Queensland 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Students, which found a lack of systematic 

direction regarding effective English language and literacy instruction for Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander students. Moreover, with particular regard to Indigenous 

EAL/D (ESL and ESD at the time) learners, they found that: 

 

At present Queensland is the only State that has no systematic ESL policy in 

place that covers either migrant or Indigenous second language/dialect speakers. 

Relevant Commonwealth funds are allocated to schools and other agencies, but 

there appears to be no specific state-level mechansim for recognising and 

supporting Indigenous ESL/ESD speakers in systematic ways. (Luke et al., 

2002, p.vi) 

 

Shortly afterwards in 2003, the Catholic Education Office (CEO), Townsville started a 

project to support teachers to meet the EAL/D learning needs of Indigenous students in 

places such as Townsville, Cairns, Mount Isa and Palm Island (CEO Townsville, 2003, 

p. iii). Through this project, professional development was provided for teachers to 

implement teaching activities from Making the Jump (Berry & Hudson, 1997) for 

                                                 
4 The National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) is a test administered to all 

students in years 3, 5, 7 and 9 for the purpose of benchmarking literacy and numeracy achievement 

standards nationally. 
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Indigenous EAL/D learners in North Qld classrooms. The Right Talk Right Place (CEO 

Townsville, 2003) teacher resource book was developed for North Qld teachers to use 

alongside Making the Jump. It explained local language contexts and provided teachers 

with language examples from Aboriginal English and Torres Strait Creole to illustrate 

the differences. Against the backdrop of the serious systematic failure of Qld Education 

to cater for the EAL/D learning needs of many Indigenous children, it was through this 

process that Making the Jump (Berry & Hudson, 1997) achieved its far-reaching teacher 

appeal and became quite entrenched as the go-to for teaching Indigenous EAL/D 

learners in Queensland as well as Western Australia. 

 

Indigenous languages, particularly contact varieties, remain ‘invisible’ to schools, the 

education system and society (Angelo, Fraser & Yeatman, 2019; Dixon & Angelo, 

2014; Sellwood & Angelo, 2013). Key factors for this include a lack of systematic and 

coherent educational policies and practices to both recognize and support Indigenous 

EAL/D learners coupled with rapidly changing, undocumented Indigenous language 

varieties. This is evident in Queensland’s state school system. In an effort to build 

recognition of community vernaculars across Qld, Education Queensland’s Language 

Perspectives team engaged in a process of documenting these languages through the 

creation of community vernacular language posters (Angelo et al., 2019). The first 

poster, At da Crick (Language Perspectives, 2009, see Appendix A) was developed in 

2009 and documented the community named language, “Yarrie Lingo”. Since then ten 

other posters have followed in the 10 years until the present (Angelo et al., 2019). This 

process of documenting and describing vernacular languages has significantly increased 

their ‘visibility’ to teachers, schools and education systems in order to promote 

recognition. 

 

Extending this initial work, the Language Perspectives team within Education 

Queensland has developed advice for teaching SAE to Indigenous EAL/D students 

(described by Angelo & Carter 2015). As advocated elsewhere (Berry & Hudson, 1997; 

Nero 2014; Siegel, 2010b), they position language awareness as foundational to 

language acquisition, or as they put it “a necessary enabling capacity” (Angelo & 

Carter, 2015, p. 6). Borrowing from Siegel (2010b), the language awareness approach 

recommended by the Language Perspectives team includes Siegel’s (2010b) four 
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components of accommodation, sociolinguistic study, contrastive analysis and critical 

positioning as well as additional elements of development pathway, L2/D2 proficiency 

and reciprocal learning (Angelo & Carter, 2015, p. 7). This is presented in the Language 

Awareness Continuum: Mapping developing sociolinguistic understandings (Angelo, 

2006 in Angelo & Carter, 2015, p. 8) and Language Awareness Continuum: Steps to 

Build Language Awareness (Angelo, 2006 in Angelo & McIntosh, 2009), shown in 

Figure 2.2.  

 

Figure 2.2 
 
Language Awareness Continuum: Steps to Build Language Awareness  
 

 
Note. Reprinted from Angelo, D. & McIntosh, S., (2009). Language Awareness. Bridging 

the gap in our language understandings [Poster]. Language Perspectives, Far North 

Queensland Indigenous Schooling Support Unit, Education Queensland. 

 

Although Berry and Hudson’s (1997) code-switching stairway is not mentioned in the 

approach taken by the Language Perspectives team in Qld, the similarities are clear. 

Both represent language awareness as a continuum of developing skills, which are 

hierarchical in their development. Both begin with recognising different forms of 

speech in the community. Both include comparing ‘home language’ and ‘standard 

language’ at all linguistic levels through the use of contrastive analysis. Beyond 

contrastive analysis, both embed recognition, accommodation and awareness 

educational approaches to SDA as described by Siegel (2010b). The Language 

Awareness Continuum: Steps to Build Language Awareness (Angelo, 2006 in Angelo & 

McIntosh, 2009) added a critical awareness component in steps 6 and 7, whereas Berry 

and Hudson (1997) did not. The critical awareness perspective had limited reach at the 
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time Making the Jump was produced. However, they did recognize the importance of 

building students’ understanding that AE is a valid language and that all languages are 

equal, and as a result, these learning goals are contained within the first step: awareness 

(Berry & Hudson, 1997). 

 

Despite a widespread and high level of support for the contrastive approach across 

Australia (Angelo & Carter, 2015; Berry & Hudson, 1997; Dept. of Ed., W.A., 1998, 

2012), there has been very little empirical evidence to support its use, or any other 

approach with Indigenous EAL/D learners for that matter. Silburn, Nutton, McKenzie 

and Landrigan (2011) were commissioned by the Northern Territory Department of 

Education and Training and the Menzies School of Health Research to undertake a 

systematic review of the Australian and international literature to establish which 

English language acquisition and instructional approaches should be used for 

Aboriginal students with home languages other than English. They found that there 

were a variety of instructional approaches in use amongst the states. However, “whilst 

there is a considerable descriptive literature on educational approaches in the Australian 

Indigenous context, there are relatively few evaluative studies and only three of those 

reviewed dealt specifically with the issue of an oral based language and acquisition of 

print literacy.” (Silburn, et al., 2011, p. vii). Furthermore, regarding the outlined 

approaches, Silburn, et al. (2011) found that: 

 

In considering the effectiveness of different language acquisition 

approaches in the Australian Indigenous context of English as a 

foreign or additional language, no definitive conclusions are able 

to be drawn given the limited sample sizes of the available 

studies and/or their lack of internal or external reliability. Most 

of the available reports have evaluation design limitations which 

render comparisons of the outcomes of Northern Territory 

bilingual and non-bilingual programs inconclusive. These 

include poorly selected comparison groups and/or a lack of 

rigorous statistical analysis resulting in studies reporting weakly 

supported findings (Devlin, 1995). Nevertheless studies by the 

NT Department of Employment, Education and Training (DEET, 
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2004) and academic researchers (Batten et al (1998); Devlin, 

1995; Lee, 1993; McKay, 1997; Gale et al 1981; Murtagh 1982) 

offer limited but consistent evidence that some NT bilingual 

education programs have been comparatively effective in 

improving student academic results. (p. 26)… The FELIKS 

[Making the Jump in based upon the FELIKS approach] (Schwab 

and Sutherland, 2004), First Steps (Batten et al, 1998) and ILSS 

(Northern Territory Department of education and Training, 

2007) programs all employ ESL methodologies. No statistically 

sound evidence was cited to support claims for their 

effectiveness. (p. 27) 

 

This brief description of educational approaches to Indigenous EAL/D in Australia has 

shown that across Western Australia, Northern Territory and Queensland, where most 

Indigenous EAL/D children live, there has been disparate but interconnected pockets of 

progress and ultimately, a large-scale systematic failure of educational systems to meet 

the EAL/D learning needs of Indigenous students across Australia. In the next part of 

the chapter, the broader Australian context will be examined with a particular focus on 

how Australian monolingual mindsets (Clyne, 2005) and deficit perspectives (Ionn, 

1995; Vass, 2013) dominate educational discourse about Indigenous students and hinder 

educational responses. 

 

The Australian system of education changed dramatically in 2008. In this year, the 

National Assessment Program (NAP) began, which includes a test of literacy and 

numeracy: The National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN). It 

is administered to students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 for the purpose of benchmarking 

literacy and numeracy achievement standards nationally. The Australian Curriculum 

was also borne from The Melbourne Declaration on the Educational Goals for Young 

Australians in 2008, which included a call for greater representation of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures in the curriculum (ACARA, 2020). After a 

five-year period of consultation and school trials from 2010, the Australian Curriculum 

was fully implemented from Foundation Year to Year 10 in 2014 (ACARA, 2016). At 

the same time as both the Melbourne Declaration and the introduction of NAPLAN 
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testing in 2008, the Federal Government initiated the Closing the Gap campaign. This 

was a series of goals designed to improve Indigenous outcomes in health, education and 

employment. One educational target was to “halve the gap in reading, writing and 

numeracy achievements for children within a decade” (APH, 2020). NAPLAN was used 

as the benchmark to measure Indigenous students’ progress toward this target. In this 

approach, there is almost never any recognition of the EAL/D learning needs of many 

Indigenous children across Australia. Many Indigenous students do not speak Standard 

English as a first language, and receive no, or at best little, language instruction at 

school. Instead, they are positioned in deficit terms as ‘behind’ or ‘below’ or in terms of 

‘the gap’ between them and their non-Indigenous SAE speaking counterparts. This 

creates a deficit discourse within education and beyond. 

 

Dixon (2013, p. 302) argued: 

 

Within the government agencies of Australia a deficit model of Indigenous 

children has emerged [as] evidenced by the tendency to develop models which 

cast non-Indigenous, monolingual, Standard Australian English-speaking 

children as the ‘norm’, against which difference is problematised as deficit... 

 

NAPLAN has been widely criticized for not recognising that SAE is not the first 

language of many Indigenous Australians (Angelo, 2013; Freeman, 2013; Macqueen, 

Knoch, Wigglesworth, Nordlinger, Singer, McNamara & Brickle, 2018; Wigglesworth, 

Simpson & Loakes, 2011). The test ignores that fact that many Indigenous children only 

encounter Standard English on entry into the school system, and that their only SAE 

input is from their teachers (Wigglesworth & Simpson, 2018). It also fails to account for 

differing cultural knowledges, beliefs and practices (Guenther, Bat & Osborne, 2014; 

Klenowski, 2014). In essence NAPLAN does not represent a language-fair or culture-

fair assessment. On this basis, Indigenous students are set up to ‘fail’ in the Australian 

schooling system. The failure to ‘close the gap’ in NAPLAN test scores has been 

reported every year from 2008 to the present day, and as a result, the negative rhetoric 

of deficit perspectives has extended beyond educational discourse to a clear public 

perception of failure by Indigenous students. Thus, while there has been progress in 

terms of linguistic recognition of community vernacular languages in pockets 
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throughout Australia, it is yet to reach the mainstream where the monolingual mindset 

(Clyne, 2005) is the lens through which Indigenous EAL/D learners are frequently 

viewed by both the Government and the general population. It is imperative that this 

changes. 

 

2.5 Research questions 
 

From the foregoing theoretical discussion, there are three main arguments that can be 

made regarding differential levels of Standard English acquisition for Indigenous 

EAL/D children. The first is linked to whether dialect differences are ‘noticed’ by the 

learner (Schmidt, 1990). The second, is linked to the purpose or usefulness of the dialect 

differences: Long (2007) suggested that linguistic differences can be ‘communicatively 

redundant’ and therefore do not acquire meaning. It is not clear whether differences are 

noticed or not; it is only clear that the learner, either consciously or unconsciously, has 

determined that acquisition of a particular dialect features is not necessary for their 

communicative purposes and therefore they do not incorporate them into their linguistic 

repertoire. Likewise, Hudson and Berry (1997) argued that ‘learning English’ may not 

be a meaningful activity for some EAL/D children who do not acquire it as a second 

dialect. Thirdly, there is the perspective that there may be cultural resistance to learning 

the standard amongst Indigenous communities for a variety of reasons (Sellwood & 

Angelo, 2013; Malcolm & Konigsberg, 2001). Again, dialect differences may well be 

‘noticed’ and even acquired, but not actively used. Alternatively, in both situations, 

dialect differences might not have been noticed; it is most difficult, if not impossible, to 

determine without some insight into the internal process of ‘noticing’. 

 

Central to each of the three arguments is the role of ‘noticing’. Schmidt argued that 

‘noticing’ is integral to language learning. Without ‘noticing’ there is no acquisition. 

Thus, this research must first set out to establish whether dialect differences are indeed 

‘noticed’ with a focus on oral language acquisition which stems from the importance of 

oral language as a foundational skill from which to develop literacy skills and the role 

of oral language as the dominant mode of communication for Indigenous peoples in 

Australia. This is no mean feat. In fact, it represents a distinct methodological challenge, 

as will be discussed in the next chapter. Second, most importantly from an educational 
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perspective, if dialect differences are not ‘noticed’ and therefore not acquired, can 

dialect differences be taught in a schooling context to improve second dialect 

acquisition? Figure 2.3 summarizes the hypothesis addressed in this research.  

 

Figure 2.3 
 
Research hypothesis 
 

 
 

First, dialect differences are either noticed or not. When dialect differences are noticed, 

they are either acquired or not. They are potentially not acquired due to the dialect 

differences being ‘communicatively redundant’ or because there is cultural resistance to 

acquiring the dialect. It is also possible that dialect differences are noticed and acquired, 

but not used, due to cultural resistance to the standard. On the other hand, where dialect 

differences are not noticed, they are not acquired. Again, the dialect might not be 

acquired because of cultural resistance or due to the ‘communicative redundancy’ of the 

differences. However, it could also be that they simply were not noticed, which begs the 

question – can rates of ‘noticing’ and therefore second dialect acquisition improve from 

teaching dialect differences? 

 

The following research questions were formulated to test this hypothesis: 

 

Dialect 
differences

Noticed

Not 
acquired

Communicatively 
redundant

Cultural resistance 
to the standard

Acquired Cultural resistance 
to the standard

Not 
noticed

Not 
acquired

Not noticed; Can 
we teach dialect 

differences to 
promote noticing?

Yes - improved 
acquisition

No - acquisition to 
occur naturally 
when 'noticed'

Cultural resistance 
to the standard

Communicatively 
redundant
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1. What do Indigenous students who are EAL/D learners ‘notice’ about the 

differences in oral language use between their home language/dialect and the 

standard used in school? 

2. Can the contrastive approach (making students aware of the differences in oral 

language between their own dialect/language and the standard) improve 

acquisition of the standard? 

 

This research project consisted of two related studies5 to address these questions. First, I 

present Study 1, which addresses the first research question with the methodology in the 

next chapter, followed by the results in Chapter 4. Next, I present Study 2 that reports 

on a teaching intervention administered in an Indigenous school. The methodology for 

this study is explained in Chapter 5, while the results are reported in Chapter 6.  Chapter 

7 discusses the results, their implications and ideas for future research. 

 

 

                                                 
5 The ethics approvals for both studies are presented in Appendix B. Ethics approvals was gained from 

the University of Melbourne Humanities and Applied Science Human Ethics Sub-Committee and from 

the Department of Education and Training, Queensland Government 
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Chapter Three.  

Study One: Research Methodology – 

Experimental Design 
 

3.0 Introduction 
 

Study One was designed to address research question 1:  

 

1. What do Indigenous students who are EAL/D learners ‘notice’ about the 

differences in oral language use between their home language/dialect and the 

standard used in school? 

 

To do this, there were two participant groups: an Indigenous EAL/D group (called the 

IEAL/D group throughout); and a monolingual SAE speaking group (called the SAE 

group). The SAE group acted as a normative comparison group for the IEAL/D group. 

The research employed an experimental design that consisted of two short-term memory 

tasks (the STM task), an elicited imitation task (the EI task), and two forced-choice 

tasks that sought to capture ‘noticing’ (the Noticing tasks). The EI and Noticing tasks 

sought to establish whether dialect differences are ‘noticed’ or not, as shown in figure 

3.1. This chapter presents the methodological approach employed to answer the first 

research question. I begin with a theoretical discussion around capturing ‘noticing’ and 

then introduce the research participants, followed by a description of the experimental 

design that was used.  
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Figure 3.1 
 
Research hypothesis – Study 1 
 

 
 

3.1 Theoretical framework 
 

I am not so sanguine that the noticing hypothesis can be either proved or 

disproved. It cannot be proved because subjective awareness is fleeting and 

cannot be completely recorded. It cannot be falsified for the same reason; reports 

of learning without awareness will always f[l]ounder on the impossibility of 

demonstrating beyond doubt that a given test of awareness is exhaustive. 

Schmidt (1995, p. 28) 

 

As discussed earlier (section 2.2.2), given ‘noticing’ is an internal albeit a conscious 

process, it is inherently difficult if not impossible, to capture according to Schmidt 

(above). Nevertheless, a growing number of studies have endeavoured to do so. This 

section explores exactly what constitutes ‘noticing’ and more importantly, how noticing 

can be adequately defined, operationalized and measured.  

 

For input to become intake, it must first be ‘noticed’, which represents a conscious 

process (Schmidt, 1990, p. 139). Schmidt (1990, pp. 132-133) proposed three levels of 
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consciousness: consciousness as awareness (perception, noticing, understanding); 

consciousness as intention; and consciousness as knowledge. Although ‘noticing’ is a 

conscious process that the learner is ‘aware’ of, awareness may be fleeting and not 

always recognized by the learner, which makes it difficult to identify. To decide 

whether a learner has noticed the input, research must capture the split second that the 

learner’s attentional resources detect, or become aware of, linguistic input. Because of 

this, the use of self-report to determine if the learner has ‘noticed’ is highly problematic.  

 

There have been many attempts to catch the fleeting moment but definitive results have 

not been forthcoming. Schmidt and Frota (1986) used personal journal entries in 

attempting to record when new linguistic forms were noticed. These self-reports were 

compared with taped conversation to show that there was a relationship between when 

the form was recorded in the journal entry and when it appeared in speech production. 

However, this approach was marred with complications because, for example, the very 

act of recording made it much more likely that the learner would use the linguistic 

forms. This is because recording forms that are ‘noticed’ in a personal journal is a 

learning strategy that is likely to promote acquisition. As only the linguistic input 

retained in memory is included in the personal journal, this tendency is reinforced. 

Short-term memory and therefore the personal journal, do not include any ‘fleeting 

moments’ of noticing or detecting and as a result, the linguistic content in these ‘fleeting 

moments’ are less likely to become acquired. Input that has been processed and 

practiced in short-term memory is more likely to be available to the learner as output. 

Additionally, there is the issue of using self-report as a reliable research method. In all, 

there are too many uncontrolled variables. 

 

Since the initial study by Schmidt and Frota (1986), a range of methods have been 

developed and employed in the field, categorized into online and offline methods. 

Online methods are those that occur in the moment such as ‘think-alouds’ where 

learners described the processes whilst directly engaged in the task or act of noticing. 

Offline methods are measurements that take place immediately afterward which may 

include recalling the experience, written questionnaires/uptake sheets, stimulated recalls 

or oral interview questions.  
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A major criticism of these research methods is the use of self-report or other descriptive 

processes to capture ‘noticing’. Behaviourists would argue that any methodology that 

employs self-report is unreliable, believing that only actions can be observed. This is 

particularly true for children who might not possess the oral proficiency, the 

metacognition or the metalanguage to allow them to adequately report. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3, Lichtman (2016) showed that for children learning a made-up 

language under implicit teaching conditions, rates of reported ‘noticing’ were very low, 

but the children still largely acquired the language. Thus, they could learn the language, 

but not report their learning. Additionally, Bigelow and Tarone (2004) pointed out that 

many introspective methods are often only suitable for literate populations. Both are 

important considerations for the current study where the participants are children who 

possess low levels of literacy and would be asked to communicate in SAE as a second 

language/dialect. 

 

Immediate recall methods, such as elicited imitation (EI) have been used to overcome 

the issue of self-report and literacy levels in assessment. Focussing on observable 

behaviour, ‘noticing’ has been defined as “detection plus rehearsal in short-term 

memory, prior to encoding in long-term memory” (Robinson, 1995, p. 296), and 

operationalized as the “accurate recall of recasts produced in elicitation tasks” (Philp, 

2003, p. 101). EI is the most common and preferred method of capturing noticing and 

was employed in this study. Its ease of administration and wide-use in the field make it 

an appropriate choice. However, EI alone does not remain true to the definition of 

noticing provided by Schmidt (1990) and Tomlin and Villa (1994). It will most 

certainly capture what has been noticed and can be reproduced, but it will not capture 

what has been noticed but cannot yet be said.  

 

Izumi and Bigelow (2000) express another dimension of ‘noticing’ as the gap between 

what participants want to say and what they can say, it could therefore be captured 

without them ever having to say it. Thus, in addition to what children can accurately 

reproduce in an EI task, this research attempted to capture what participants could hear 

in the linguistic input they receive. To achieve this in the current study, two noticing 

tasks were designed to capture ‘noticing’ by presenting participants with a forced-

choice response to utterances containing minimal dialect differences. This helped to 
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distinguish whether ‘noticing’ can be reported by participants before it becomes output 

in the form of EI sentences. It is an attempt to capture, as closely as possible, the 

fleeting moment of intake before it becomes output.  

 

Using the well-established method of EI enabled results to be compared to those in 

other studies, and attempting to contribute a new approach through the design of two 

noticing tasks heeds the advice that best practice involves employing multiple measures 

to triangulate findings and build more robust conclusions (Izumi & Bigelow, 2000; 

Mackey, 2006). 

 

Task participation and performance requires participants to have sufficient short-term 

memory (STM) capacity, and this was measured as described in Section 3.3.1. As 

Adams (2003) pointed out “Speech is ephemeral – in order for learners to notice 

differences between their speech and that of others, they presumably need sufficient 

processing space available to hold both versions in memory and compare them” (p. 

349). This was true of both tasks. Within the field of ‘noticing’ research, Mackey, Philp, 

Egi, Fujii and Tatsumi (2002) have shown that the ability to ‘notice’ is clearly related to 

verbal working memory. Two STM tasks were used to account for the role of short-term 

memory in the performance of the EI and noticing tasks. 

 

3.2 Research participants 
 

Research was conducted at two sites with two different participant populations. The first 

was with Indigenous EAL/D learners (IEAL/D group) and the second was with 

monolingual native SAE speakers (SAE group). Each participant population will be 

presented in turn and then the two will be compared. 

 

3.2.1 Research Site 1: IEAL/D group 
 

One research site was an Independent P-12 school that caters for Indigenous students, 

located in Far North Queensland, Australia. It consists of a primary school (Years P to 

6) and a high school (Years 7 to 12). The primary school was divided into five classes, 

each made up of multiple year levels. There was a Prep/Year 1 class, a Year 1/2 class, a 
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Year 3/4 class, a Year 4/5/6 class and a Year 5/6 class. The school provides an 

extensive bus network and draws its student population from a variety of locations, 

extending north for 25 kilometres, east for 47 kilometres and 10 kilometres south.  

 

At the time of the research, the primary school had 111 students in Prep to Year 6. Prep 

students were excluded from the study as they did not have the cognitive maturity or the 

requisite levels of SAE to successfully participate, leaving 99 eligible students in Years 

1 through to 6. Of the 99 eligible students, 61 students returned consent forms. Two 

families returned consent forms indicating that they did not wish their children to 

participate, resulting in 59 eligible students. However, there were five students who 

listed as their first language English or a traditional language of PNG and these students 

were excluded. The eight students who did not list a home language were included 

because it was evident from teacher reports and our interactions that these students did 

not speak SAE. The final sample size was 54 students. However, due to poor student 

attendance as is common with Indigenous students6, not all students participated in all 

tasks, resulting in cases of missing data throughout. Participant numbers are always 

displayed in the tables, where the rate participation between the tables, it indicates either 

a student’s absence from school or a case of missing data. 

 

Key demographic information (age, gender, cultural background and first language) was 

collected for each student and is represented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.  

 

                                                 
6 Many reasons have been given to explain the low school attendance of Indigenous students in Australia. 

Particular to Indigenous peoples in Australia are their cultural obligations, which might see them travel 

large distances across Australia and have a transient presence within schools and communities (Steele & 

Wigglesworth, 2018). Other reasons include parental attitudes, disengagement with schools, poor 

teaching, bullying, health and poverty (Reid, 2008). 
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Table 3.1 
 
IEAL/D group demographics 
 

Year level N  Gender  Age 
   Male Female  Min Max M S.D. 

1 9  4 5  6.42 7.77 6.90 .426 
2 11  6 5  7.53 8.34 8.11 .306 
3 7  5 2  8.71 9.38 9.18 .241 
4 5  3 2  9.56 10.30 9.84 .314 
5 12  3 9  10.62 11.47 10.98 .292 
6 10  6 4  10.96 12.61 11.95 .493 

Total 54  26 28      
 

The first languages spoken by the participants were Aboriginal English (AE), Yarrie 

Lingo (YL) (the language or dialect spoken by the Aboriginal community of Yarrabah), 

Torres Strait Islander Creole (TSC) (also known as “Yumplatok”) and Traditional 

Indigenous Languages (TIL). The language data collected by the school did not allow 

families to list multiple languages. For some participants, this information was 

unknown. Table 3.2 shows the first languages for the participants in the study.  

 

Table 3.2 
 
IEAL/D languages spoken 
 

Year 
level 

 Aboriginal 
English 

Torres Strait 
Creole 

Yarrie 
Lingo 

Indigenous 
Languages 

Unknown  Total 

1  4 3 1 0 1  9 
2  6 2 1 0 2  11 
3  2 3 0 0 2  7 
4  4 0 1 0 0  5 
5  7 3 1 0 1  12 
6  3 3 1 1 2  10 

Total  26 14 5 1 8  54 
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3.2.2 Research Site 2: SAE group 
 

The second research site was Catholic primary school located in rural/regional far North 

Queensland. It was chosen because it was of a similar size and structure to the IEAL/D 

school with multi-age classes, but the majority of the students (95%) were monolingual 

SAE speakers. Of the 68 eligible students, 53 students returned consent forms, however 

nine students were excluded because they were either Indigenous, or English was not 

their first language, resulting in 44 eligible participants.  

 

Key demographic information (age, gender) was collected for each student and is 

represented in Table 3.3. All participants have Standard Australian English listed as 

their first and only language spoken. 

 

Table 3.3 
 
SAE group demographics 
 

Year level N  Gender  Age 
   Male Female  Min Max M S.D. 

1 9  5 4  6.61 7.40 6.93 .26 

2 6  4 2  7.54 8.29 7.84 .33 

3 7  2 5  8.49 10.14 9.23 .72 

4 11  4 7  9.68 10.24 9.92 .20 

5 7  2 5  10.59 11.79 11.15 .44 

6 4  0 4  11.47 12.65 11.85 .54 

Total 44  17 27      
 

3.2.3 Group comparison 
 

Before beginning any analysis, it is important to consider whether the two groups of 

participants can fairly be compared. The mean ages of the two groups did not 

significantly differ from one another (t (96) = .749, p = .456), nor were they 

significantly different at any year level (shown in Table 3.4). As a result, the 

performance of these two groups can be fairly compared with one another as a whole or 
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by using year level as a grouping variable without age differences compromising the 

findings.  

 

Table 3.4 
 
Participant mean ages 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M SD  N M SD  Mean difference 

1  9 6.90 .43  9 6.93 .26  t (16) = -.201, p = .843 

2  11 8.11 .31  6 7.84 .33  t (15) = 1.707, p = .108 

3  7 9.18 .24  7 9.23 .72  t (7.344) = -.181, p = .861 

4  5 9.84 .31  11 9.92 .20  t (14) = -.636, p = .535 

5  12 10.98 .29  7 11.15 .44  t (17) = -1.050, p = .309 

6  10 11.95 .49  4 11.85 .54  t (12) = .341, p = .739 

Total  54 9.55 1.82  44 9.28 1.70  t (96) = .749, p = .456 
 

An issue arises not from the age spread of the participants, but from the limited number 

of participants in some year cohorts. As shown in Table 3.4, there were only five 

IEAL/D participants in Year 4 and only four SAE participants in Year 6. Thus, limited 

conclusions can be drawn from these year levels.  

 

3.2.4 Ethical considerations 
 

This research was conducted with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participants and 

children, therefore there were important ethical considerations and procedures to follow. 

 

3.2.4.1 Aboriginal participants  

 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander child participants were involved in this study. The 

University of Melbourne Humanities and Applied Sciences Human Ethics Sub-

Committee granted approval to undertake this research, Ethics ID: 1748589.  
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3.2.4.2 Informed consent  

 

Informed consent was granted from the adults responsible for the participants, the 

participants, and from the Principal of the school. For the child participants, verbal 

consent was gained and recorded on the computers during each of the tasks conducted 

by the researcher.  

 

3.2.4.3 Confidentiality, privacy and anonymity  

 

Confidentiality has been maintained and individual students are not identifiable in this 

research. 

 

3.3 Research Methods 
 

The study was informed by cognitive interactionist (SLA) theory and psycholinguistic 

research methods. In the following section, each task will be described: the short-term 

memory (STM) tasks, the elicited imitation (EI) task, and the noticing tasks (NT). 

 

3.3.1 Short-term memory tasks 
 

Speech reproduction, such as in EI tasks, is clearly related to working memory 

(Gathercole & Baddeley, 1993), and more specifically, is a measure of phonological 

working memory. This is represented by the phonological loop in Baddeley and Hitch’s 

(1974) working memory model, which “refer to those aspects of working memory that 

are used to maintain verbal material” (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1993, p. 17). It is widely 

attested that working memory increases over the course of human development from 

infancy to childhood to adulthood. Working memory consists of storage space and 

operating space, and as the operating space required to perform tasks decreases over 

time due to increases in efficiency, storage space can increase (Case, Kurland & 

Goldberg, 1982). As a result, short-term memory expands. Therefore, between infancy 

and adulthood, there is a dramatic increase in the ability to retain temporarily available 

verbal material (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1993, p. 26). 
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The relationship between working memory and naturalistic, spontaneous speech 

production is more complex. For adults, a relationship between working memory and 

spontaneous speech has not been demonstrated (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1993, p. 89). It 

has been hypothesized that this is because an adult’s language skills are developed and 

automatic. Therefore, they do not require any use of the short-term working memory 

system and there is no need to store temporarily available verbal information. However, 

this is not true for infants and young children who are still learning language (Adams & 

Gathercole, 1996). Nor is it true for second language learners regardless of age. 

Consequently, the working memory of child second language or dialect learners will 

impact upon their acquisition of the L2 or D2 as well as their abilities to repeat 

sentences in an EI task. Thus, the second language or dialect proficiency that EI tests 

cannot be separated from working memory as they are a product of working memory. It 

is therefore necessary to measure participant’s working memory and establish the 

correlation between their working memory and language proficiency.  

 

The next question is which measure of working memory should be used? Gathercole 

and Baddeley (1993), the foregrounding literature on working memory, cited auditory 

digit span as the most convenient and widely used measure. It is “the maximum number 

of spoken digits that someone can immediately remember and repeat back in the same 

order” (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1993, p. 26). But the authors argued that despite being 

the most convenient and widely used, “digit span may not provide the most sensitive 

measure of children’s phonological memory skills” (p. 66). Instead, they suggested that 

nonword repetition or unfamiliar phonological sequences might provide a more 

sensitive measure of the phonological memory abilities of children (p. 49). 

 

A nonword repetition test was designed for this purpose (Adams & Gathercole, 1995). 

The test included 15 unfamiliar phonological forms, or “funny made-up words”, with 

five stimuli of one (such as “grall”), two (“rubid”) or three (“blastering”) syllables that 

the child should repeat exactly. This measure is a highly reliable test (Gathercole, 1994) 

and demonstrates considerable stability across a three-year period (Gathercole, Willis, 

Baddeley & Emslie, 1994). The results from this test showed the overall performance 

range of 6 to 12, with the 3-syllable nonwords being slightly more difficult (Adams & 

Gathercole, 1995). Their study, which also measured digit span, showed that nonword 
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repetition was more closely correlated with receptive vocabulary than auditory digit 

span, as Gathercole and Baddeley (1993, p. 66) proposed. This finding led the authors 

(Adams & Gathercole, 1995) to hypothesize that either the processing demands required 

for nonword repetition and vocabulary learning are very similar, or that auditory digit 

span and nonword repetition have different psychometric properties from each other. As 

a result, both STM tasks were used in this research to ensure that participants’ STM 

skills were accurately measured. 

 

3.3.1.1 Forward digit span 

 

The forward digit span test was selected for this study over the other popular measure of 

short-term memory capacity, the backward digit span test. Most commonly the two 

measures are used together. However, considering there was another measure of short-

term memory – the nonword repetition task – it was felt that three tests could lead to 

fatigue. Forward digit span was chosen over backward digit span because it is more 

accessible to all students. Some participants would not have great familiarity with 

numbers and asking them to verbally present numbers in a backward sequence was an 

additional task demand that was deemed unnecessary. Additionally, most participants 

had low SAE proficiency levels and would have struggled with the directive to “repeat 

the numbers in backward sequence”.  

 

Participants were presented with digit sequences from two to nine as illustrated in Table 

3.5. Participants were presented with two sets of digits: one set from two to nine 

numbers followed by another set. 
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Table 3.5 
 
Forward Digit Span Task 
 

Length      Trial 1      Trial 2 

2 digits 43 16 

3 digits 792 847 

4 digits 5941 7253 

5 digits 93872 75396 

6 digits 152649 216748 

7 digits 3745261 4925316 

8 digits 82973546 69174253 

9 digits 246937185 371625948 

 

From the two trials, the highest score was recorded as the participant’s final digit span 

score. For example, a participant received ‘4’ as their digit span score if the participant 

was able to repeat four digits at least once. Self-corrections were allowed. 

 

3.3.1.2 Nonword repetition 

 

There are two commonly-used and research-based tests of nonword repetition: the 

Children’s Test of Nonword Repetition (CNRep) (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1996) and 

the Nonword Repetition Test (NRT) (Dollaghan & Campbell, 1998). Unfortunately, 

both tests use Standard English phonemes, which are likely to disadvantage speakers of 

other languages who do not have these sounds. For example, TSC/Yumplatok does not 

distinguish between /b/ and /v/ and many Aboriginal languages do not distinguish 

between /b/ and /p/ (Eades, 2013, Shnukal, 1988). In this study, NRT was employed 

because it is freely available on the internet, is shorter in length and it has a greater age-

range for testing (CNRep is only suitable for children aged 4 to 8 years old). 

Participants were presented with ‘made-up’ words that were either 1, 2, 3 or 4 syllables 

long. There were four trial words for each syllable length, shown in Table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6 
 
Nonword Repetition Task  
 

Syllables Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 

1 naib  
(nigh+b)7 

voup  
(rope) 

touge  
(gouge) 

doif  
(boy + f) 

2 tay vock  
(day bach) 

cho vag  
(cho(ck) bag) 

va chipe  
(ca(t) type) 

noi towf  
(noi(se) cow+f) 

3 chee noy taub  
(chee(k) boy cow+b) 

nai cho veib  
(nigh toe babe) 

doy tau vab  
(boy cow cab) 

tae voy chaig  
(day boy chai+g) 

4 vay tah chai doyp  
(day tah chai boy+p) 

da vo noy cheeg  
(da(d) low boy 
chee(k)+g) 

noi chow tau vube  
(noi(se) bow cow 
tube) 

ta vah chee narg  
(ta(p) vah chee(k) 
nar+g) 

Note. Taken from Dollaghan, C. & Campbell, T., (1998). Nonword repetition and child 

language impairment. Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research, 41, pp. 1136-

1146. 

 

All responses to the nonword repetition tests were scored at the phoneme level for 

greater discrimination between participant performance. Each phoneme was scored as 

correct or incorrect. Phoneme substitutions and omissions were scored as incorrect, but 

phoneme additions were permitted. For each nonword length, the number of phonemes 

correct was divided by the total number of phonemes in the set, resulting in a 

percentage. These values were used to calculate a mean percentage for the number 

phonemes correct for the whole task. This method was used to avoid the longest 

nonwords weighing more heavily in the final score. This approach to scoring was 

adapted from Archibald and Gathercole (2006). 

 

The software automatically generated Excel spreadsheets with participant results, which 

were collated and imported to SPSS for analysis. The results from both tasks have been 

compared to determine the most valid and useful measure of short-term memory 

capacity for this study. 

 

                                                 
7 Pronunciation guide for nonwords provided in brackets 
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3.3.2 Elicited imitation tasks 
 

Elicited imitation has been used widely in the field of SLA as a valid measure of 

language ability (Bley-Vroman & Chaudron, 1994, p. 255; Gallimore & Tharp, 1981, p. 

383; Yan, Maeda, Lv & Ginther, 2016), as well as within cognitive interactionist (SLA) 

theory as a measure of what is ‘noticed’ (Philp, 2003). Elicited imitation tests were 

traditionally designed as measures of learners’ grammatical knowledge and underlying 

interlanguage. Elicited imitation involves “presenting target-like stimulus sentence in 

the oral mode and asking the learner to repeat the stimulus sentence” (Bigelow & 

Tarone, 2004, p. 694). The target sentence must be “long enough to exceed short-term 

memory capacity so that the subject must revert to interlanguage rules stored in long-

term memory to re-encode the stimulus sentence” (Bigelow & Tarone, 2004, p. 694) but 

not so long that it puts too much pressure on attentional resources (Vinther, 2002). The 

issue here is immediately highlighted: what is long enough, but not too long? This 

becomes a particularly difficult question when researching child SDA as children’s 

working memory capacity expands significantly during the period from infancy to 

adulthood (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1993). Research has not provided an adequate 

answer to this central dilemma (Yan et al, 2016, p. 522), which posed a significant 

challenge to the EI task design for this current study. Simply accounting for STM was 

not enough, the sentence lengths in the EI task needed to exceed participants’ STM, and 

this was unknown. 

 

Beyond STM, there are other factors to consider when designing EI tasks, including 

age, English language proficiency, sentence complexity (simple versus complex 

sentences), sentence length, EI as a global measure versus a specific syntactic measure, 

serial position effects and content familiarity (Cox, Bown & Burdis, 2015). Each of 

these factors will be discussed in turn. 

 

3.3.2.1 Age 

 

Participant age is said to impact upon EI task performance (Gallimore & Tharp, 1981).  

Because the EI task was performed with primary school aged students, and both 

language proficiency and short-term memory capacity increase quite significantly 
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during this period, age was expected to significantly impact EI task performance. As a 

result, the task was designed to ensure that participants of all ages could participate 

without producing ‘floor’ (when participants have low scores because the test is too 

difficult) and ‘ceiling’ (when participants have high score because the test is too easy) 

effects to performance. To account for the effect of age on performance, the length 

(according to syllable count) of the sentences presented to participants was increased.  

 

3.3.2.2 English language proficiency 

 

The meta-analysis of EI research conducted by Yan, Maeda, Lv and Ginther (2016) 

demonstrated EI tasks are “an effective measure of second language proficiency” (p. 

498). Further, a research synthesis showed EI tasks to be a “reliable measure in terms of 

internal consistency and demonstrates a strong correlation with other measures of L2 

proficiency” (Zhou, 2012, p. 90). However, to be an effective measure of second 

language proficiency the task must be designed to provide an adequate performance 

range to avoid floor and ceiling effects and cater for all proficiency levels (Gallimore & 

Tharp, 1981; Bley-Vroman & Chaudron, 1994). To achieve an adequate performance 

range the EI task, the length (according to syllable count) of the sentences presented to 

participants increased to cater for higher proficiency levels.  

 

3.3.2.3 Sentence complexity 

 

Complex sentences are more difficult to process and therefore inhibit EI performance 

(Day, Boggs, Tharp, Speidel & Gallimore, 1975; Vinther, 2002). Vinther (2002) argues 

that if complex sentences are introduced, then the sentence length must be reduced in 

order to account for the increased cognitive load and therefore difficulty in processing 

complex sentences. However, simple sentences presented may be too ‘easy’ for 

participants. Both options can produce floor and ceiling effects. For this reason, Naiman 

(1974) used only simple but long sentences of 15 syllables. This study used simple 

sentences and included a range of sentence lengths to avoid the potential ceiling effects 

of only using simple sentences. In this way sentence length, instead of sentence 

complexity, has been manipulated to achieve a sufficient performance range.  
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3.3.2.4 Stimulus length 

 

There are two aspects to stimulus length: how it is measured; and how long it is (Bley-

Vroman & Chaudron, 1994; Vinther, 2002; Zhou, 2012). Research to date has not 

provided suitable guidelines for developing an appropriate stimulus length for EI tasks 

which can be counted in time, morphemes or syllables, each yielding different results. 

There is no definitive agreement on which is the preferable unit of measurement. In 

addition, there is no indication which length, regardless of how it is measured, is 

appropriate at different ages, memory ability or language proficiency level. 

 

In studying predictors of EI item difficulty Graham, McGhee and Millard (2010) 

showed that item length in terms of syllables impacted performance most. Further, the 

reported sentence length range of EI tasks for English-language learner studies has been 

between six and 19 syllables (Graham et al., 2010; Vinther, 2002). Researching French 

ELL children in grades 1 and 2, Naiman (1974, p. 25 reported in Yan et al., 2016) found 

15 syllables to be an appropriate sentence length when only simple sentences were used. 

Whereas, Campfield and Murphy (2014) used 4 to 9 syllable sentence lengths with 

Polish-speaking ELL children in Year 3 (average age eight years and four months). This 

is a large range to be working with. Additionally, Vinther (2002) points out, the number 

of syllables must be reduced if complex sentences are introduced, although by how 

much remains unclear. Yan et al. (2016) showed that EI tasks with varied sentences 

length yield a larger effect size (g = 1.51 for varied sentences and g = 0.96 for set 

sentence length) as they provide a wider performance range to cater for varied age, 

memory and language related abilities. In their meta-analysis they found great 

discrepancies between sentence length amongst studies using EI because the sentence 

length appropriate for each participant is largely unknown until after the test is 

conducted.  

 

The large range of different EI measures presented in the literature made it difficult to 

design the EI task for the present study. In response, syllables were used as the unit of 

measurement of sentence length, and the design included a range of sentence lengths. 

The varied sentence lengths (of 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 syllables) used improve the ability of 

the EI task to adequately discriminate between English proficiency levels by increasing 
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the performance range. In doing so, ‘floor’ and ‘ceiling’ effects are avoided. This study 

sought to provide some insight to the theoretical question of appropriate EI sentence 

lengths by identifying the optimal sentence lengths for age, STM capacity and SAE 

language ability. 

 

3.3.2.5 EI as a global measure versus a specific syntactic 

measure 

 

General language proficiency, inferring global constructs, is more sensitively measured 

through EI than with specific linguistic knowledge metrics (Bley-Vroman & Chaudron, 

1994, p. 258; Yan et al., 2016, p. 519). This is because syntactic interpretations of 

findings can be confounded with the length of the words, their serial order and other 

aspects of task design (Bley-Vroman & Chaudron, 1994, p. 258). However, this effect 

can be limited by ensuring specific grammatical features are tested multiple times in 

varying positions and within different sentence structures when designing EI tasks. 

Such an approach will enable EI to be used to assess specific linguistic knowledge, 

which is an important part of the study design – to determine which linguistic features 

are ‘noticed’ and whether teaching dialect differences can improve acquisition of the 

targeted features. 

 

In this study, the EI task design focused on specific linguistic knowledge, in particular, 

four grammatical differences between SAE and AE – plurals on nouns; the prepositions 

at-in-on; simple present tense; and simple irregular past tense, which were chosen for 

their prominence in AE as well as suitability for the task. This task design is better 

suited to this study than a global measure of language proficiency because it will enable 

it to meet its theoretical and practical purposes. Theoretically, this study is intended to 

show whether certain grammatical features are ‘noticed’ by students. Practically, it is 

focused on how to teach specific SAE grammatical features to promote SAE language 

acquisition. Therefore, the EI tasks must go beyond establishing general SAE 

proficiency and act as a diagnostic tool for teaching and learning SAE grammar, at the 

cost of reduced effect size, g = 1.59 for the global construct compared with g = 1.00 for 

syntactic items (Yan et al., 2016, p. 519). 
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To overcome the issues identified with testing specific linguistic knowledge, the EI task 

was designed to ensure specific grammatical features were tested multiple times in 

varying positions and with different sentence lengths and content. Each grammatical 

feature was tested three to eight times at each sentence length, across three to five 

lengths, providing a minimum sample of nine and a maximum of 40, with most 

grammatical items being tested 18 times.  

 

3.3.2.6 Serial position effects 

 

The recall of items in a sentence is impacted by their position. Lewandowsky and 

Murdock (1989) examined serial recall task performance and found that the last item is 

recalled best, followed by the first. This issue can be overcome by ensuring specific 

grammatical features are tested multiple times in varying positions (Bley-Vroman & 

Chaudron, 1994; Zhou, 2012). Where possible, this was implemented in the EI task 

design. However, due to the linguistic constraints of each grammatical item, it was not 

possible for each grammatical item to occupy all positions within a sentence. For 

example, the prepositions – at, in and on, could never be placed at the end of a sentence 

and there was a strong tendency toward being placed at the beginning of a sentence. 

Likewise, the verbs were largely placed in the middle of the sentence due to the 

Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) structure of SAE sentences. Plurals on nouns perhaps 

offered the greatest flexibility, but still must be preceded by a determiner. This must be 

considered when interpreting the results. Overall, the EI task was design to ensure each 

linguistic feature held a range of the different available sentence positions. 

 

3.3.2.7 Content familiarity 

 

Familiarity with content will impact performance (Cox et al., 2015). As a result, the EI 

sentences were designed to reflect the local environment and the participant’s everyday 

life. Content such as school life weighed heavily as it is an experience that all 

participants shared. One issue arose during the task design that challenged the content 

familiarity of the EI sentences. As the length of the sentences expanded to 18 syllables, 

the content design became increasingly difficult and more abstract as a result. Thus, the 

need for longer sentences had to be balanced with the desire to have familiar content. It 
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is possible that the abstract nature of the longer sentences may have impacted the 

results.  

 

This study focused on the grammatical differences between SAE and AE. When 

designing the utterances, key AE linguistic features were primarily drawn from Tracks 

to Two-Way Learning (Dept. of Ed. W.A., 2012) and Making the Jump (Berry & 

Hudson, 1997). Both resources were developed in Western Australia and therefore have 

greater relevance to the varieties of AE in that region. However, there appear to be some 

strong commonalities between varieties of AE throughout Australia. From these 

resources, twenty key linguistic differences between AE and SAE were identified. A 

pilot study was conducted with twenty Aboriginal EAL/D learners in Years 1, 3 and 5 

to test the difficulty of listed SAE grammatical items, shown in Table 3.7. 
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Table 3.7 
 
Pilot study EI sentences 
 

SAE EI sentence AE linguistic feature targeted Syllables % 
correct 

All of those boys went to the airport. Zero article before noun  9 89 
Did the camel you saw have two 
humps? 

Redundant article 9 84 

At the airport, they saw an aeroplane. Interchangeable articles a-an 9 27 
They went hunting for camels and 
caught heaps. 

Zero plural ‘-s’ on noun 10 52 

We are watching my cousin’s team 
play. 

Zero possessive ‘s’ on noun 10 80 

Those girls are good at finding honey 
ants. 

Demonstrative adjective 
them/dem 

10 74 

Miss Anne, she is our teacher for 
English. 

Zero gender marking on pronoun 10 48 

After that, we found a dingo trap. Reduced past tense marking on 
verb 

9 56 

When I got the footy, I ran so fast. Preverbal past tense marker bin 10 74 
He is hunting for rock wallaby. Zero auxiliary with progressive 

verb 
9 84 

On the weekend, we saw two big 
lizards. 

Zero perfect aspect 10 59 

My dog is not five; she is six years old. Zero be copula 10 63 
Tomorrow we will begin with English. Preverbal future tense marker 

gonna 
10 46 

After school, let’s go to Shanika’s 
camp. 

Zero preposition to 10 59 

I went walking at night time with my 
Mum. 

Interchangeable prepositions in-
at-on 

10 59 

My Aunty works for a good company. Double subject 10 37 
Are you going to finish your 
schoolwork? 

Zero be copula in questions 10 48 

Do you want to go hunting tomorrow? Zero auxiliary in questions 10 53 
They were playing footy on the 
weekend. 

Zero subject-verb agreement 10 64 

Excuse me can I go to the toilet? Subject-verb inversion in 
questions 

10 78 

 

The results from the pilot study were analysed according to item difficulty to select 

SAE grammatical items to target in the present EI task design. First, the test items for 

which performance was particularly low were selected. Then the selection was filtered 

to exclude the grammatical items that were not always clearly identifiable as features of 
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Aboriginal Englishes and might be confused with other colloquial dialects of English, 

for example, the use of gonna. Next, the participant responses were considered. The 

sentence “My Aunty works for a good company” was designed to elicit a double 

subject, but instead most participants found the simple present tense of “works” most 

difficult so this feature was included in the final EI task design. Lastly, consideration 

was given to whether the grammatical items could be used to create a variety of 

plausible sentences. Sometimes a SAE linguistic feature would only lend itself to a 

particular sentence structure. In order to include other linguistic features in each 

sentence and to change the position of each feature within the sentences, some features 

were preferable to others. This process resulted in the selection of the prepositions at-in-

on, plurals on nouns, simple present tense and simple irregular past tense as the target 

SAE linguistic features. These grammatical items could be easily combined to construct 

plausible EI sentences of different lengths. 

 

3.3.2.8 SAE speakers 

 

Several assumptions were made about the SAE group in the design of the study in the 

light of their language proficiency. They would find simple sentences particularly easy 

to reproduce resulting in near perfect results, and stimulus length would interact with 

memory capacity for this group, like the EAL/D, but at a higher stimulus length. Given 

that this group are native monolingual SAE speakers, ceiling effects were expected for 

EI performance as well as heavily skewed results because all participants speak SAE; 

the skill the EI task is designed to measure.  

 

3.3.2.9 Instrumentation 

 

Across the primary school years, participants in this study were presented with a range 

of sentence lengths – 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 syllable sentences. Each syllable length was 

tested six times to allow for conclusions to be drawn regarding the impact of sentence 

length on performance. Not all participants were presented with all sentence lengths. 

Participants in Years 1 and 2 were presented with 18 sentences in total. Participants in 

Years 3 and 4 were presented with 24 sentences in total. Lastly, participants in Years 5 

and 6 were presented with 30 sentences in total. This design was used to ensure that the 
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EI task was appropriate to each age group in terms of attention span and language 

ability and to enable conclusions to be drawn regarding appropriate EI stimulus lengths 

for age, memory capacity and language proficiency. At each length four SAE 

grammatical items were tested: prepositions at-in-on; plurals on nouns; simple present 

tense; and simple irregular past tense, as the target SAE linguistic features. It is 

important to note that plurals on nouns and simple present tense (3rd person) are 

represented by the “s” morpheme, which has three allomorphs: /z/ (as in toys, hides), /s/ 

(patients, works) and /əz/ (bushes, catches). It is possible that this may influence the 

linguistic difficulty and/or salience of these test items, particularly when potentially 

more difficult consonant clusters such as friends, works, patients, are presented. The 

task design is shown in Table 3.8. 

 

Table 3.8 
 
EI task design 
 

Syllables Sentence content Sentence 
All year levels completed 18 sentences 

6 x 6 
syllable 
sentences 

3 sentences contain: 
Plural on nouns 
Prepositions at-in-on 
Simple present tense 

The cat sleeps in the sheets. 
The boy lies on the chairs. 
The dog barks at the cats. 

 3 sentences contain: 
Plural on nouns 
Prepositions at-in-on 
Simple irregular past tense 

The cat slept in the sheets. 
A girl lay on the chairs. 
Tom met friends at the park. 

6 x 9 
syllable 
sentences 

3 sentences contain: 
Plural on nouns 
Prepositions at-in-on 
Simple present tense 

At night, she walks to the local shops. 
In her room, she plays with soft toy dolls. 
On the weekend, she catches small birds. 

 3 sentences contain: 
Plural on nouns 
Prepositions at-in-on 
Simple irregular past tense 

At the park, they found heaps of lizards. 
In the bush, they built houses from sticks. 
On the weekend, they dug lots of holes. 

6 x 12 
syllable 
sentences 

3 sentences contain: 
Plural on nouns 
Prepositions at-in-on 
Simple present tense 

He always eats mangoes in the park with his 
friends. 

He never stays at school after the ball games end. 
He quickly jumps on the tables at recess time. 

 3 sentences contain: 
Plural on nouns 
Prepositions at-in-on 
Simple irregular past tense 

My mother ate too many bananas at work. 
My brother dreamt about ten monkeys in a cage. 
My sister lost her note books on the way to 

school. 
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Syllables Sentence content Sentence 

Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 completed 24 sentences 
6 x 15 
syllable 
sentences 

3 sentences contain: 
Plural on nouns 
Prepositions at-in-on 
Simple present tense 

My Dad runs at the park with the dogs every day. 
My cousin hides on the roof of the football shed 

with his friends. 
My aunty works in a hospital with lots of sick 

patients. 
 3 sentences contain: 

Plural on nouns 
Prepositions at-in-on 
Simple irregular past tense 

My cousin hid in the school lockers at home time 
with his friends. 

My friend and I saw lots of kangaroos in the 
fields last night. 

Yesterday he spent all his money on toys for his 
brother. 

Years 5 and 6 completed 30 sentences 
6 x 18 
syllable 
sentences 

3 sentences contain: 
Plural on nouns 
Prepositions at-in-on 
Simple present tense 

My grandfather sleeps outside in the summer with 
all the other oldies. 

All the family gathers together at Christmas time 
to share presents. 

My uncle drives the football buses to and from 
the games on Saturday. 

 3 sentences contain: 
Plural on nouns 
Prepositions at-in-on 
Simple irregular past tense 

On the weekend, my aunty drove all the way to 
the shops with her brake on. 

At the campground, we heard scary noises 
coming from the bushes all night. 

In the past, people wore all sorts of strange 
clothing, including skirts with hoops. 

 

3.3.2.10 Data Analysis 

 

First, the oral EI responses for each participant were transcribed. These responses were 

then scored in Excel with the following rubric:  

• Was the participant’s response different to the original utterance? Yes/No.  

For example, when the SAE target sentence was: “My Dad runs at the park with 

the dogs every day” and the participant response was “My Dad run in park with 

dog every day”, it was coded – Yes, it was different to the original utterance. 

• How many differences were evident in the participant’s response compared to 

the original utterance? 1/2/3+ differences. 

For example, when the SAE target sentence was: “My Dad runs at the park with 

the dogs every day” and the participant response was “My Dad run in park with 

dog every day”, it was coded – 3+ differences. 
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• How was the participant’s response different to the original utterance? Was it 

still SAE? Was the meaning retained or not? This led to four categories: SAE 

and meaning retained; Not SAE and meaning retained; SAE and meaning not 

retained; Not SAE and meaning not retained. 

For example, when the SAE target sentence was: “My Dad runs at the park with 

the dogs every day” and the participant response was “My Dad run in park with 

dog everyday”, it was coded – Not SAE and meaning not retained. 

• Participant performance according to grammatical item tested (plural on nouns, 

prepositions at-in-on, simple present tense, simple irregular past tense) and the 

combined average score for all grammatical items. 

For example, when the SAE target sentence was: “My Dad runs at the park with 

the dogs every day” and the participant response was “My Dad run in park with 

dog everyday”, no score was given for plurals, prepositions, or simple present 

tense. 

 

Individual performance was tallied for each syllable length. All individual data was 

collated and imported to SPSS for statistical analysis. 

 

When scoring the data, the following guidelines were set and adhered to: 

• Self-corrections were permitted, the final utterance is what was scored. For 

example, the participant utterance, “In her room, she plays with soft toy doll, 

dolls” was marked as completely correct because the participant self-corrected 

from doll to dolls demonstrating that in this case the plural form was indeed 

noticed. 

• Change in order of prepositional phrases were permitted provided the sentences 

was still grammatical in SAE. For example, the participant utterance, “My Dad 

runs with the dog at the park, everyday” was not penalized for the changed order 

of the sentence, when the SAE target sentence was: “My Dad runs at the park 

with the dogs every day”. The participant utterance was noted as different to the 

original utterance because it did not contain the plural form of “dogs”. 

• When sentences were forgotten, they were not categorized into SAE/not SAE 

because there was not enough language available to be able to make that 

classification. For example, the participant utterance, “My friend….” when the 
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SAE target sentence was: “My cousin hides on the roof of the football shed with 

his friends” was not classified as SAE or not because there was not enough 

language information available to make that decision. 

• Different and missed grammatical features were both marked zero. For example, 

the participant utterance, “My brother hid in the school lockers when its home 

time” when the SAE target sentence was: “My cousin hid in the school lockers 

at home time with his friends” was marked as different for the different words of 

“cousin” instead of “brother” and “when its” instead of “at” as well as for the 

missed grammatical features of “with his friends”. 

• Features added to a sentence counted toward the number of differences 

identified. For example, the participant utterance, “My sister lost her notebooks 

when she was off to school” when the SAE target sentence was: “My sister lost 

her notebooks on the way to school” was marked as different for its additional 

features added to the sentence. 

• When testing grammatical items such as simple irregular past tense words that 

conformed to the rule were accepted, for example, for “built”, “made” was 

accepted but “build” was not. The overall sentence was marked as different, but 

the participant was marked as knowing simple irregular past tense. This had 

minimal occurrence. 

• ‘Meaning not retained’ or ‘Meaning retained’ was from a SAE speaker’s 

perspective, judged by the researcher. 

 

3.3.3 Noticing tasks 
 

An alternative forced-choice design was used to create the noticing tasks which were 

used to determine whether dialect differences were ‘noticed’ by participants. It is a 

psycholinguistic experimental design which has been used by researchers to narrow 

down and isolate very specific decision-making processes in children related to 

language (see Kinzler & Dautel, 2012; Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013; Kinzler, Dupoux & 

Spelke, 2007, 2012; Kinzler, Shutts, DeJesus & Spelke, 2009; Kinzler, Shutts & Spelke, 

2012; Kinzler & Spelke, 2011; Olson, Shutts, Kinzler & Weisman, 2012; Shutts, 

Kinzler, Katz, Tredoux & Spelke, 2011). An advantage of alternative forced-choice 

design is its use of online, observational techniques, which hold greater reliability and 
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therefore, validity in comparison to methods such as self-report (verbal or otherwise) 

(Bigelow & Tarone, 2004). In this way, the task was designed to capture the internal 

split-second response of participants to the linguistic input provided. 

 

For this study, two tasks were designed to test different aspects of ‘noticing’. The first 

task (Noticing task 1) asked participants to listen to a sentence and identify whether the 

utterance sounded more like “home language” or “school language”. The second task 

(Noticing task 2) asked participant to listen to two utterances and identify whether they 

were the “same” or “different”, where there was either no difference or a minimal 

difference between the two, that is, a plural on a noun or a different preposition used. 

This was an attempt to capture the very first stage of ‘noticing’, before one can 

categorize speech differences, as is required in the first task. 

 

To create these tasks, the IEAL/D participant responses from the EI task were 

transcribed to determine the most frequently occurring differences between the EI 

sentence presented and the utterances produced. This was a rudimentary transcription 

that was not used for data analysis but to create this task as shown in Appendix C. From 

the analysis of transcribed student responses, those which occurred most frequently 

were recorded for use in each of the noticing tasks. To avoid participants falsely using 

accent to demarcate differences between the SAE utterances and the examples of their 

own language, all voice-recorded sentences presented were spoken by a local 

Indigenous elder. The elder was female of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander descent 

who had full control of both AE and SAE dialects.  

 

3.3.3.1 Instrumentation 

 

Noticing task 1 

 

Noticing task 1 asked, “Does this sentence sound like how you speak at home or at 

school?” and the participant could respond by choosing either “home” or “school” with 

corresponding pictures. The concepts of “home” and “school” language were explained 

prior to students undertaking the task. Figure 3.2 shows the image that was presented to 

participants (on iPads) in Noticing task 1. The sentences contained only one difference 
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to the original sentence from the elicited imitation task that tested simple present tense 

and simple irregular past tense grammatical structures. Eight sentences used the simple 

present tense, and six used the simple irregular past tense. Both the original SAE 

sentences and the created sentences with one difference were presented. SAE sentences 

were present 14 times and sentences containing one difference were also presented 14 

times. All sentences were presented in a randomized order. 

 

Figure 3.2 
 
Noticing task 1 iPad screenshot 
 

 
 

The following sentences were presented to participants in Noticing task 1: 

• The cat sleep in the sheets 

• The cat sleeps in the sheets 

• The cat slept in the sheets 

• The cat slepts8 in the sheets 

• At night, she walk to the local shops 

• At night, she walks to the local shops 

• At the park, they find heaps of lizards 

• At the park, they found heaps of lizards 

                                                 
8 “Slepts” is most likely a feature of interlanguage/dialect presented by a participant but was included 

because it was a regular occurrence in language produced by students in the EI task. 
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• He always eat mangoes in the park with his friends 

• He always eats mangoes in the park with his friends 

• He quickly jump on the tables at recess time 

• He quickly jumps on the tables at recess time 

• My aunty work in a hospital with lots of sick patients 

• My aunty works in a hospital with lots of sick patients 

• The boy lies on the chairs 

• The boy lays on the chairs 

• On the weekend, she catch small birds 

• On the weekend, she catches small birds 

• On the weekend, they dug lots of holes 

• On the weekend, they dugs lots of holes 

• The dog bark at the cats 

• The dog barks at the cats 

• A girl lay on the chairs 

• A girl lays on the chairs 

• In her room, she play with soft toy dolls 

• In her room she plays with soft toy dolls 

• In the bush, they built houses from sticks  

• In the bush they build houses from sticks 

 

Noticing task 2 

 

The second task asked, “Are these two sentences the same or different?” and 

participants could respond by choosing either “same” or “different” with corresponding 

pictures. Figure 3.3 shows the image that was presented to participants (on iPads) in 

Noticing task 2. The images were chosen to clearly communicate the concept of ‘same’ 

and ‘different’ to students to aid their understanding of the task. The sentences 

contained either one difference between each sentence or were the same. Twelve 

sentences tested plurals on nouns, and six tested the prepositions at-in-on. All sentences 

were presented in a randomized order.  
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Figure 3.3 
 
Noticing task 2 iPad screenshot 
 

 
 

The following sentence pairs were presented to participants in Noticing task 2: 

• The cat sleeps on the sheets/ The cat sleeps in the sheets 

• The boy lies on the chairs/ The boy lies on the chair 

• The dog barks at the cats/ The dog barks at the cat 

• The cat slept in the sheet/The cat slept in the sheets 

• A girl lay on the chair/A girl lay on the chairs 

• At night, she walks at the local shops/At night, she walks to the local shops 

• At night, she walks to the local shop/At night, she walks to the local shops 

• He always eats mangoes in the park with his friends/He always eats mangoes at 

the park with his friends 

• He always eats mangoes in the park with his friend/He always eats mangoes in 

the park with his friends 

• He quickly jumps on the table at recess time/He quickly jumps on the tables at 

recess time 

• He quickly jumps on the tables at recess time/He quickly jumps on the table in 

recess time 

• On the park, they found lots of lizards/At the park, the found lots of lizards 

• He always eats mango in the park with his friends/ He always eats mangoes in 

the park with his friends 
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• He quickly jumps on the tables at recess times/ He quickly jumps on the table at 

recess time 

• In the weekend, they dug lots of holes/On the weekend, they dug lots of holes 

• At the park, they found heaps of lizards/At the park, they found heaps of lizard 

• He quickly jumps at the tables at recess time/He quickly jumps on the table at 

recess time 

 

3.3.3.2 Data analysis 

 

The scoring process was very simple due to the correct/incorrect nature of the question. 

However, using iPads this study resulted in an occasional where students did not click 

on the image that resulted in an error, this was coded as incorrect. Occurrence was less 

than 5%. 

 

3.3.4 Procedure 
 

All three tasks were designed and delivered using Paradigm Experiments software. The 

STM and EI tasks were presented on PC laptops because participant responses needed 

to be recording through the internal microphones, while the noticing tasks which 

required a tap response were conducted on iPads. 

 

The software enabled participants to independently complete the tasks on PC laptops or 

iPads, allowing multiple participants (around seven participants was found to be ideal, 

given noise interference and behavioural considerations) to complete the task at the 

same time. All aspects of the tasks were explained verbally in the pre-recorded voice 

recordings that were presented through the experiment software. This approach ensured 

that the task was delivered verbatim in the same manner to each participant promoting 

internal consistency and reliability.  

 

On the PC laptops, participants were asked to provide their name, year level and 

consent.  
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For the STM tasks, instructions were provided asking participants to repeat exactly what 

they heard and their responses were recorded. Some participants were assigned to the 

forward digit span task first, while others were assigned the nonword repetition task to 

ensure there was no effect from fatigue. 

 

For the EI task, instructions were provided asking participants to repeat “word-for-

word” the sentences that were presented, the software recorded their responses. An ‘A’, 

‘B’ and ‘C’ test was created for Years 1 and 2, Years 3 and 4, and Years 5 and 6 (shown 

in Section 3.3.2.9). Each test presented the stimulus sentences in a different order to 

ensure the effect of presentation order was accounted for and would not influence 

overall results. Students were randomly assigned an ‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’ test. 

 

The noticing was task completed on iPads, participants listened to the pre-recorded 

stimulus sentences. To respond, participants clicked on the image that represented their 

choice. 

 

For the IEAL/D group, the STM and EI tasks were completed together on PC laptops. 

Their EI responses were used to create the noticing tasks, which took approximately 

two weeks. Once it was developed, the noticing tasks were completed on iPads. For the 

SAE group all tasks were completed at the same time.  

 

3.3.4.1 Setting 

 

Tasks were conducted in a spare room in the school with the researcher and seven 

participants at a time. Seven laptops and/or iPads were set up and spread out across the 

room to ensure there was no noise interference on each participant’s voice recording 

from the other participants, as well as to reduce any behavioural disruptions. Once 

students were seated, the process or procedure was explained (supported by steps 

written on the whiteboard) alongside behavioural expectations for the session. 

Participants were instructed to wait quietly for the researcher to start the program. They 

were instructed to raise their hand once they had finished one task and wait quietly for 

the researcher to start them on the next task. The total task time required to complete all 

tasks was approximately 20 minutes. However, students had to be collected from class, 
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walked to the classroom used for research and returned to their classroom. The task 

completion time combined with the instruction time, resulted in students being out of 

class for approximately 30 to 40 minutes depending on the distance between the 

classrooms, and the age of the students as younger students required greater support. 

Students found all tasks to be enjoyable and were excited to speak about them both to 

the researcher and their peers on the way back to class. 

 

3.3.4.2 Data Collection timing 

 

Research was conducted first at research Site 1, the IEAL/D group in 2017. The data 

collection process was longer than for the SAE group because the results from the EI 

task were analysed in order to produce the noticing tasks. Therefore, this group of 

participants first completed the short-term memory tasks and the EI task and then 

completed the noticing task approximately two weeks later. The SAE group (research 

Site 2) completed all tasks at the same time in 2018. The data collection at both research 

sites occurred at exactly the same time of the year, in November. All other aspects of 

the data collection and procedure remained the same for both groups. 

 

3.3.4.3 Task participation 

 

Due to a combination of student absences (IEAL/D group, described in Section 3.2.1) 

and issues with technology, there was not full participation in all tasks. Table 3.9 shows 

the number of participants per year level in each of the tasks.  
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Table 3.9 
 
Task participation rates 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group 
 FDS NRT EI NT  FDS NRT EI NT 

1  8 8 9 8  9 9 9 9 
2  11 10 10 8  6 6 6 4 
3  7 7 7 6  6 6 6 7 
4  5 5 5 4  9 10 10 9 
5  12 12 12 10  6 6 6 7 
6  9 8 9 8  4 4 4 4 

Total 
 

 52 50 52 44  40 41 41 40 

 

3.3.4.4 Quality Control Mechanisms 

 

To ensure internal consistency and, therefore, reliability, in the administration of the 

tasks the researcher remained the same throughout the data collection process. The 

research methods have been used extensively in the field demonstrating their reliability 

and validity.  

 

As the research is quantitative, the threat to the reliability and therefore, validity may 

occur in the data analysis and coding process, thus clear categories and procedures for 

undertaking this process were established. This has helped to ensure internal 

consistency and, therefore, reliability. However, it is acknowledged that the researcher’s 

judgement in the scoring process could influence the findings. 

 

3.4 Summary 
 

In Study 1, there were two participants groups, the IEAL/D group and the SAE group. 

The mean ages of the two groups did not significantly differ. Both groups completed 

two STM tasks, a forward digit span task and a nonword repetition task, to account for 

the role of STM capacity in the performance of the EI and noticing tasks. To gauge 

whether participants could notice dialect differences, they completed an EI task of 

varied sentence lengths (six sentences of 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 syllables each) which 
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targeted the SAE grammatical features of plurals on nouns, the prepositions at-in-on, 

simple present tense and simple irregular past tense. The IEAL/D responses were 

transcribed and analysed to develop the noticing tasks. Noticing task 1 asked 

participants to identify whether sentences represented home language or school 

language and Noticing task 2 required participants to identify whether two sentences 

were verbatim the same or different. The findings from these tasks will be presented in 

the next chapter. 
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Chapter Four.  

Study One: Findings 
 

4.0 Introduction 
 

In this chapter, firstly the results of the Short-term memory (STM) tasks will be 

examined to account for the role of participants’ STM capacity in the performance of 

the Elicited Imitation (EI) and Noticing tasks. Next, EI task performance will be 

analyzed to determine appropriate stimulus lengths. Once this has been established, the 

analysis will focus on global measures of EI performance before specific Standard 

Australian English (SAE) grammatical features are discussed. This sequence will be 

repeated with the Noticing task results, before the relationships between the each of the 

tasks are explored.  

 

Data in statistical analyses are presented as means and standard deviations in 

percentages (which represent the total % correct for the test items), and independent 

samples t-tests are used to compare the performance of participant groups as a whole, 

and by year level. 

 

4.1 Short-term memory tasks 
 

There were two memory tasks conducted to assess the contribution of STM to EI and 

Noticing task performance: a Forward digit span task and a Nonword repetition task. 

Two tasks were used because it was unclear from the literature review which was the 

more accurate measure of STM capacity. These tasks were also used to assess whether 

the two groups, IEAL/D and SAE, could be fairly compared with one another.  
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4.1.1 Forward digit span task 
 

The means and standard deviations for the forward digit span scores for the IEAL/D and 

SAE groups by year level, and comparisons of performance of groups by year level are 

shown in Table 4.1. There were no significant differences between the performance of 

the two groups, or across year levels. The mean scores from the forward digit span 

memory task show a gradual increase across the years of the primary school as would 

be expected because short-term memory capacity improves with age. 

 

 

As shown in the histogram in Figure 4.1, both groups were normally distributed, 

validating the t-test results.  

 

Table 4.1 
 
Forward digit span task performance by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M SD  N M SD  Mean difference 

1  8 4.38 2.00  9 4.78 1.20  t (15) = -.511, p = .617 

2  11 5.00 1.00  6 5.17 .98  t (15) = -.330, p = .746 

3  7 5.14 .90  6 5.17 .98  t (11) = -.046, p = .946 

4  5 5.00 .70  9 5.67 1.23  t (12) = -1.107, p = .290 

5  12 5.42 1.44  6 6.00 .63  t (16) = -.935, p = .364 

6  9 5.89 1.45  4 5.75 .50  t (10.789) = .255, p = .804 

Total 
 

 52 5.17 1.37  40 5.38 1.05  t (90) = -.773, p = .442 
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Figure 4.1 
 
Histogram of Forward digit span task performance 
 

 
 

4.1.2 Nonword repetition task 
 

The Nonword repetition task scores for both groups by year level, and comparisons of 

performance of groups by year level are presented in Table 4.2. The only significant 

differences between the performance of two groups was the SAE Year 2 cohort who 

outperformed all year levels. It is possible that the heightened focus on phonological 

awareness, phonemic awareness and phonics that is often present in Year 2 learning 

could have contributed to this increased performance. The performance of this group 

was deemed to be an outlier. In contrast to the Forward digit span task, the Nonword 

repetition task results were consistent across all year levels and did not discriminate 

between participant performance. 
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Table 4.2 
 
Nonword repetition task performance by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  8 70.6 28.0  9 77.2 21.0  t (15) = -.555,  p = .587 

2  10 77.0 9.6  6 89.7 8.8  t (14) = -2.640,  p = .019 

3  7 82.4 12.2  6 82.1 7.9  t (11) = -.047,  p = .963 

4  5 78.8 10.7  10 83.4 14.4  t (13) = -.626,  p = .542 

5  12 82.4 10.5  6 87.9 13.6  t (16) = -.952,  p = .355 

6  8 83.4 9.8  4 85.5 5.1  t (10) = -.391,  p = .704 

Total  50 79.2 14.7  41 83.6 14.0  t (89) = -1.457,  p = .149 

 

As shown in Figure 4.2, the histogram used to check for a normal distribution of scores 

in the Nonword repetition task showed highly skewed9 results for both groups, the 

IEAL/D group results showed a skewness of -2.752 and the SAE group showed a 

skewness of -1.708.  

 

                                                 
9 A skewness figure that is less than -1 or greater than 1 is considered highly skewed. 
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Figure 4.2 
 
Histogram of Nonword repetition task performance 
 

 
 

There is no difference between the short-term phonological processing abilities of the 

two groups as measured by the Nonword repetition task. However, the non-normal 

distribution of data (shown by the histogram in Figure 4.2) indicates the task did not 

adequately discriminate between participant performances. The task is not considered a 

valid measure and was, therefore, excluded from the analysis. 

 

The Forward digit span task emerged as the more reliable indicator of STM capacity 

due to its normal distribution and evidence of improvement across the year levels which 

would be expected from a measure of short-term memory performed with children. 

Therefore, it can be considered to be a fair test of STM for both populations and the 

finding that there is not a significant difference between the short-term memory 

capacities of the IEAL/D group and the SAE group is valid. As a consequence, any 

differences in the results between the two groups cannot be attributed to short-term 

memory capacity and are most likely representative of differences in SAE language 

ability as intended. 
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4.2 Elicited Imitation 
 

Factors influencing the design of the EI task including age, stimulus length, memory 

capacity and language ability were considered. Generally EI holds greater value as a 

global measure of performance rather than targeting specific linguistic items (Yan, 

Maeda, Lv & Ginther, 2016). In this study, the EI task was used as both a global and 

specific grammatical measure. The global measure of EI performance is represented by 

an entirely accurate reproduction of the original utterance as per Philp (2003) and is 

indicative of SAE language ability. EI task performance as a specific grammatical 

measure is represented by participant performance in the four targeted SAE linguistic 

features: plural on nouns, the prepositions at-in-on, simple present tense and simple 

irregular past tense, as will be discussed in Section 4.2.4.  

 

In this section the EI results from the two groups will be compared. I begin by 

discussing some of the methodological considerations set out in the previous chapter 

with regard to EI stimulus length – what is an appropriate EI sentence length for this 

particular group of learners given their short-term memory capacities, age and SAE 

language ability levels. Once this has been established, an analysis of the EI results as a 

global measure of language ability will follow. Next, participant EI task responses were 

analyzed according to the number of differences from the original SAE utterance, 

whether their reproductions were SAE or not and whether the meaning of the original 

utterance was retained. Finally, I will focus on the specific SAE grammatical items 

targeted in the task design. 

 

4.2.1 Appropriate EI sentence length 
 

Table 4.3 presents the EI task performance of both groups according to sentence length 

in syllables and Figure 4.3 plots this relationship. As expected, there are noticeable 

differences between the performance of the two groups and the performance of both 

groups diminishes as sentence length increases. Given the two groups did not record a 

significant difference in age or STM capacity, this difference can be attributed to 

differences in SAE language ability. The EI task performance of IEAL/D group is more 

sensitive to increases in stimulus length because of their varying levels of SAE ability 
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that make the task more demanding. The EI task performance of the SAE group is less 

sensitive to increases in stimulus length because of their SAE ability. This is clearly 

shown in the results with sentence lengths of 6 and 9 syllables that did not produce a 

change in performance levels for the SAE group but did for the IEAL/D group.  

 

As predicted, performance at these sentence lengths is skewed for the SAE group 

because the test is too easy for native SAE speakers. However, performance levels are 

lower than expected - there was a performance ceiling and a performance floor with 

some participants scoring 100% and others 0% at the 6, 9, 12 and 15 syllable sentence 

lengths. This is a high range for participants who are native monolingual speakers of 

SAE and indicates the significant role that age and short-term memory capacity play in 

the performance of this task even for the SAE group. It is clear that the 18 syllable 

sentence lengths are too long even for native monolingual SAE speaking child 

participants. 

 

Table 4.3 
 
Elicited Imitation Task performance by sentence length 
 

Group  Syllables 
  6 9 12 15 18 

IEAL/D N 52 52 52 33 21 

 M % 62.7 46.8 25.7 20.2 7.9 

 SD % 28.5 31.8 22.2 19.4 18.7 

 Min % 0 0 0 0 0 
 Max % 100 100 83.3 66.7 83.3 

 Skewness -.589 -.013 .602 .692 3.575 
SAE N 41 40 41 26 10 

 M % 76.3 75.8 60.5 34.4 20.0 
 SD % 29.9 30.0 30.6 26.4 18.9 

 Min % 0 0 0 0 0 
 Max (%) 100 100 100 100 50.0 

 Skewness -1.370 -1.298 -.480 .843 .661 
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Figure 4.3 
 
Line plot of mean EI task performance by group and sentence length 
 

 
 

When considering which sentence length is most appropriate for the IEAL/D group, 

Table 4.3 suggests that nine syllables is appropriate for the group as a whole. At this 

length participant performance is normally distributed with very low levels of skewness 

observed. However, this does not account for the different ages and STM capacities of 

the IEAL/D participants. The large standard deviations and performance ranges 

presented for all sentence lengths indicate highly differential performance that could be 

explained by differences in age and STM capacity. Each of these factors will now be 

examined to gain a fuller understanding of the most appropriate EI sentence lengths for 

this learner group that is the focus of this study. I begin by considering age. 

 

EI task performance (across all sentence lengths) for the IEAL/D group are presented in 

Table 4.4. The results show that when the different sentence lengths are combined to 

form one measure, there is no evidence of a ‘ceiling’ effect. This suggests the EI task 

was sufficient to cater to a range of ages and SAE ability levels. However, there is slight 

evidence of a ‘floor’ effect, where participants achieved 0% and therefore the test has 

failed to record evidence of any SAE language ability, which in unlikely to be the case 

given students’ SAE schooling experiences.  
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Table 4.4 
 
IEAL/D group EI task performance by year level 
 

Year level Syllables N Min% Max% M% SD% 
1 6, 9, 12 9 0.0 56.7 28.3 18.4 
2 6, 9, 12 10 0.0 66.7 33.3 22.2 
3 6, 9, 12, 15 7 8.3 75.0 32.7 24.0 
4 6, 9, 12, 15 5 20.8 62.5 37.5 19.3 
5 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 12 20.0 56.7 37.8 10.3 
6 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 9 16.7 83.3 48.1 18.3 

All participants 52 0.0 83.3 36.4 18.8 
 

The means show low rates of accurate reproduction, suggesting that not all features of 

the SAE sentences were ‘noticed’ by participants. There is a general upward trend in 

mean scores across the years, however, there is no improvement between Years 2 and 3, 

and 4 and 5, when new, more difficult sentences are introduced. This is shown in Figure 

4.4, which presents the mean for each year level with a 95% confidence interval. The 

line connecting mean performance in each year level demonstrates the performance dip 

that is produced by the introduction of the longer syllable length test. Therefore, the 

challenge of increased sentence length negates the improved performance based on age.  
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Figure 4.4 
 
Interval plot of EI task performance (all tests) – IEAL/D group by year level 
 

 
 

The issue that arises here and throughout the research is determining which sentence 

length is appropriate for students’ STM capacities and ages in order to accurately test 

their SAE language ability. Boxplots were used to examine the impact of sentence 

length on year level performance to assess the performance range and determine 

whether the tests were appropriate to the year level, shown in the series of Figures 4.5 to 

4.9. Boxplots represent the interquartile ranges of results. The line in the box represents 

the median result, the interquartile range box represents the middle 50% of the results 

and the whiskers that extend out from the box represent the bottom and top 25% of the 

results. Some boxes do not have whiskers because participant performance is 

concentrated with the interquartile range box. 
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Figure 4.5 
 
Boxplot of EI task performance (6-syllable test) – IEAL/D group by year level 
 

 
 

Figure 4.5 shows the 6-syllable test was appropriate for Years 1 through to 5, but not 

Year 6. In Year 6 the median is 100% which represents a ‘ceiling’ effect. Year 3 has a 

very large interquartile range indicating great variability in the results. There is much 

less variability observed in Years 4, 5 and 6.  
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Figure 4.6 
 
Boxplot of EI task performance (9-syllable test) – IEAL/D group by year level 
 

 
 

In the 9-syllable test, shown in Figure 4.6, there are some observable changes in the 

data and less of a ‘ceiling’ effect. There is a greater spread of results for Years 2, 4 and 

6 indicating this test is a more sensitive measure, that is, it has a greater ability to 

discriminate between participant performance. However, with this larger range, there 

are some very skewed results. In Year 4 the median sits at the bottom of the 

interquartile performance range therefore most students achieved approximately 18% in 

this test, but there were a large range of students who performed much better than this. 

Some ‘floor’ effects are beginning to emerge in Years 1, 2 and 3. This pattern is 

repeated and becomes more evident in the 12-syllable test shown in Figure 4.7.  
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Figure 4.7 
 
Boxplot of EI task performance (12-syllable test) – IEAL/D group by year level 
 

 
 

The boxplot of participant performance in the 12-syllable test showed that the range of 

performance has significantly diminished – the box and whiskers are much smaller than 

in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. For Years 1 and 2, the 12 syllable sentence lengths posed a 

significant challenge to their performance. In Year 1 the median sits around 0%, and in 

Year 2 the median is close to 10%. For all year levels there is a dramatic decrease from 

previous performance in the 6- and 9-syllable tests, even for Year 6 whose median is 

now 50%. These findings suggest that 12 syllable sentence lengths represent the upper 

bound of what is suitable for this group of SAE learners. 
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Figure 4.8 
 
Boxplot of EI task performance (15-syllable test) – IEAL/D group by year level 
 

 
 

Only Year 3 to 6 students participated in the 15-syllable test, shown in Figure 4.8. The 

results show low levels of performance for all participants. The test is too difficult for 

the Year 3 participants who recorded a median of 0%, bar the one outlier indicated by 

the asterisk in Figure 4.8. The median for students in Years 4, 5 and 6 was below 20%. 

These results indicate that this stimulus length is not suitable for Year 3 and 4 students, 

and is less appropriate than the 12-syllable tests for those in Years 5 and 6. 
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Figure 4.9 
 
Boxplot of EI task performance (18-syllable test) – IEAL/D group by year level 
 

 
 

Bar the one outlier (who performed the task at native SAE speaker level) shown by the 

asterisk in Figure 4.9, the 18-syllable test was too difficult for the Year 5 and 6 

participants, as also observed in the measure of skewness (3.575) displayed in Table 

4.3. Based on these results, the 18-syllable test was removed from the results as it did 

not contribute to the findings due to the large ‘floor’ effects observed. At such low 

performance levels, it is not possible to draw conclusions about the SAE language 

ability of these participants. This is especially true when content validity of this test is 

also considered. As discussed in the methodology chapter describing the EI task design 

(Section 3.3.2), it was cautioned that the 18 syllable sentences lacked content validity 

because it was difficult to construct such long simple sentences that made sense and 

therefore, they did not adequately meet the criteria of ‘familiar content’ (Cox, Bown & 

Burdis, 2015) for valid EI task construction. When taken together, these two points 

confirm that the 18-syllable test results do not productively contribute to findings and 

should be removed from the analysis. 

 

The question remains whether the 15-syllable test should be included, as it was not 

appropriate for Years 3 and 4 participants and had limited value for the Year 5 and 6 
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participants. For these participants the 12-syllable test was most appropriate, but there 

was a concern that the 6-syllable test did not exceed the STM capacity of these 

participants. To decide the issue, participant performance in the 6, 9 and 12 syllable 

lengths was combined and analyzed to see if it provided an adequate performance range 

for all year levels, shown by the boxplots in Figure 4.10. An adequate performance 

range has been achieved for all year levels with the 6-, 9- and 12-syllable tests. While 

the median is somewhat skewed in all, there are minimal ‘floor’ and ‘ceiling’ effects 

and each boxplot includes an interquartile range box and whiskers. 

 

Figure 4.10 
 
Boxplot of EI task performance (6-, 9- and 12-syllable tests) –IEAL/D group by year 
level 
 

 
 

Next, the mean performance of each year level was considered across 6-, 9- and 12-

syllable tests combined, shown in Table 4.5, it was also tested for skewness and very 

low levels were found (.020).  
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Table 4.5 
 
EI task performance (6-, 9- and 12-syllable tests) – IEAL/D group by year level 
 

Year level N Min % Max % M % SD % 
1 9 0.0 56.7 28.2 18.4 
2 10 0.0 66.7 33.3 22.2 
3 7 11.1 83.3 40.5 27.7 
4 5 22.2 72.2 44.4 23.2 
5 12 33.3 77.8 55.1 12.6 
6 9 27.8 94.4 65.4 21.3 

Total 52 0.0 94.4 45.1 23.6 
 

Lastly, an interval plot of EI task performance in the 6-, 9-, and 12-syllable tests was 

created for the IEAL/D group, shown in Figure 4.11. Participant performance in the EI 

task now shows a linear year-on-year growth in performance. These results suggest that 

SAE language ability improves over the course of years at school due to both the 

influence of schooling and increases in short-term memory ability which supports 

language acquisition. Therefore, participant performance in the 6-, 9- and 12-syllable 

tests is an acceptable and preferable measure for EI task performance. 
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Figure 4.11 
 
Interval plot of EI task performance (6-, 9- and 12-syllable tests) – IEAL/D group by 
year level 
 

 
 

The final consideration for determining appropriate stimulus length for this group of 

learners is STM capacity. Short-term memory was analyzed to determine whether the EI 

stimulus lengths of 6, 9 and 12 syllables were appropriate to participants’ STM 

capacities that is, the task demands exceed short-term memory. First, the distribution of 

participant performance in the Forward digit span task was cut into performance bands. 

These performance bands were used to develop three categories of STM capacity: low 

(0 to 4), standard (5 to 6) and high (7 to 8). Performance across the 6-, 9- and 12-

syllable tests was then compared according to STM capacity, shown in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12 
 
Boxplot of EI task performance – IEAL/D group by short-term memory capacity 
 

 
 

The results show a sufficient and appropriate performance range for each category. 

Those participants with a lower memory capacity have not performed as well as those 

with a higher memory capacity and the performance range of the test is wide enough to 

cater simultaneously for all participants.  

 

4.2.2 EI performance as a global measure of SAE 

language ability 
 

Global EI performance was measured by the combined result of the 6, 9 and 12 syllable 

sentence length tests. It was deemed a fair and valid measure of performance for the 

IEAL/D group as it was normally distributed largely without skewness (.020). Using 

this measure, the results for the SAE group were highly skewed10 (-1.184), but this is 

both expected and normal because it is a test of a language in which they are already 

proficient, as previously discussed, it therefore does not present a challenge the validity 

                                                 
10 A skewness figure that is less than -1 or greater than 1 is considered highly skewed. 
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of the findings. Instead, it accurately represents the difference in SAE language ability 

between the two groups (the role of STM has been accounted for, there was no 

significant difference between the mean scores of both groups in short-term memory).  

 

Table 4.6 shows the EI task results for each group, by year level and the line plot in 

Figure 4.13 illustrates the relationship in task performance between the two groups by 

year level. The t-test results show a significant mean difference of 26% in the EI 

performance of the two groups. The IEAL/D group accurately reproduced the SAE 

utterances at a rate of less than half, while the SAE group were mostly accurate in their 

reproductions. While the IEAL/D group showed a general linear pattern of performance 

as would be expected for learners of SAE as language ability it is expected to improve 

with years of schooling and age, the performance of the SAE group appears more 

varied. The performance of SAE participants in Years 1 and 2 is very similar and 

significantly lower than in those Years 3 to 6, which most likely represents the ongoing 

first language acquisition of participants in Years 1 and 2. The mean ages for the Year 1 

and 2 participants were 6.93 and 7.84 respectively, which fits with theories of first 

language acquisition (Brown, 1973; Clark, 2009). There is a significant leap in first 

language acquisition in Year 3, which appears to be maintained at similar levels in the 

following years. 

 

Table 4.6 
 
EI task performance (6-, 9-, 12-syllable tests) by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  9 28.3 18.4  9 55.1 23.2  t (16) = -2.710,  p = .015 

2  10 33.3 22.2  6 55.6 26.8  t (14) = -1.796,  p = .094 

3  7 40.5 27.7  6 76.7 12.4  t (11) = -2.941,  p = .013 

4  5 44.4 23.2  10 84.1 15.3  t (13) = -3.991,  p = .002 

5  12 55.1 12.6  6 77.4 38.4  t (16) = -1.869,  p = .08 

6  9 65.4 21.3  4 80.3 4.7  t (11) = -1.348,  p = .205 

Total  52 45.1 23.6  41 71.1 24.7  t (91) = -5.177,  p < .001 
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Figure 4.13 
 
Line plot of mean EI task performance (6-, 9-, 12-syllable tests) by group and year level 
 

 
 

The t-tests in Table 4.6 show that there is a significant difference in the performance of 

the two groups in Years 1, 3 and 4 as well as overall. An interval plot was used to 

compare the mean EI task performance for the two groups, which was 45.1% for 

IEAL/D compared with 71.1% for the SAE group within a 95% confidence interval, 

shown in Figure 4.14. The 95% confidence interval that indicates the range in which the 

true mean is likely to lie. The results show a very narrow 95% confidence interval 

indicating that the mean values are accurate. Therefore, the two groups significantly 

differ from one another in terms of their SAE language ability at a rate similar to that 

described in these results. 
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Figure 4.14 
 
Interval plot of EI task performance (6-, 9-, 12-syllable test) by group 
 

 
 

Lastly, regression analysis was performed to examine four variables that contribute to 

EI task performance. From one data set (Table 4.7), year level, age and short-term 

memory capacity were examined, and another data set (Table 4.8) was used to examine 

the impact of sentence length.  

 

Table 4.7 
 
EI task performance regression analysis (year level, age, memory) by group 
 
Group Variable R2 Sig. 
IEAL/D Year level .312 <.001 

 Age .249 <.001 

 Short-term memory .314 <.001 

SAE Year level .182   .005 

 Age .218   .002 

 Short-term memory .296 <.001 
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Short-term memory had similar impacts on EI task performance for both the IEAL/D 

and SAE groups. In keeping with the prior finding that the two groups did not have 

significant difference in STM capacity, differences in performance are attributed to 

SAE language ability. The results also show that year level was a greater predictor of 

performance for the IEAL/D group than for the SAE group. The SAE group already had 

a functional level of SAE language ability so gains made each year are more likely to 

reflect improvements in STM capacity. The larger year level gains made by the IEAL/D 

group reflects improvements in SAE language ability and STM ability. 

 

Table 4.8 
 
EI task performance regression analysis sentence length 
 

Group Variable R2 Sig. 

IEAL/D  Sentence length .523 .001 

SAE  Sentence length .228 .045 
 

Table 4.8 shows the degree of variability attributed to sentence length. The impact of 

sentence length on EI task performance is significant for both groups, but is greater for 

the IEAL/D group. Again, the difference between the two groups can be attributed to 

SAE language ability. For both groups increasing sentence lengths put pressure on their 

STM capacity and impacted performance. However, for the IEAL/D group sentence 

length accounted for a greater proportion of the variance noted because longer SAE 

sentences are more difficult to process for this group. 

 

4.2.3 How do participant reproductions differ from the 

target sentence? 
 

Where participants’ EI responses differed from the target utterance, they were coded 

according to the following categories: one difference, two differences or three plus 

differences; whether they could be considered SAE utterances or not, and; whether the 

meaning of the original utterance was retained in the reproductions (described in 

Section 3.3.2.10). This was used to establish the extent to which they differed, the 
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perceived language of the utterance and whether the meaning of the original sentence 

remained intact in the reproduction. 

 

Table 4.9 
 
Number of accurate EI sentence reproductions by group and sentence length 
 

Group EI reproduction  Sentence length 
   6 syllables 9 syllables 12 syllables 

IEAL/D Same (n)  9 4 0 

 Different (n)  43 48 52 

SAE Same (n)  18 17 8 

 Different (n)  23 24 33 
 

The results in Table 4.9 show the number of perfect reproductions for each group in the 

three sentence lengths. The IEAL/D group did not produce many accurate sentence 

reproductions, whereas the SAE group produced many more accurate sentences. The 

performance of the SAE group did not diminish greatly between the 6 and 9 syllable 

sentence lengths, whereas it more than halved from 9 to 4 for the IEAL/D group. The 

impact of the 12 syllable sentence length was greater with the number of perfect 

reproductions more than halving for the SAE group from 17 to 8 and no perfect 

reproductions recorded for the IEAL/D group. Therefore, the majority of participants 

for both groups were producing sentences that differed from the target sentences 

provided in the EI task.  

 

The next analysis examined how different the reproductions were from the original 

utterance. Participant reproductions were coded according to whether there was one, 

two or more than three differences. The results are shown in Table 4.10. 
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Table 4.10 
 
Number of differences in EI sentence reproductions 
 

Sentence length  No. of  
differences 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group 
 M% SD%  M% SD% 

6 syllables 1  73.1 36.1  79.0 36.7 

2  20.6 33.0  10.9 24.9 

3+  6.3 18.5  10.1 25.0 

9 syllables 1  39.3 36.0  66.0 40.9 

2  29.7 30.1  15.3 29.9 

3+  31.0 35.4  18.6 27.3 

12 syllables 1  40.0 33.3  53.5 40.6 

2  19.2 21.5  17.2 31.0 

3+  40.8 30.5  29.3 39.3 
 

Table 4.10 shows that when participant EI reproductions differed from the original SAE 

utterance, the SAE group were more likely to have fewer differences in their 

reproductions than the IEAL/D group. This finding is consistent across the different 

sentence lengths, however, the difference between the two groups is more exaggerated 

in the 9 and 12 syllable sentence lengths, shown in the series of graphs in Figures 4.15 

a, b and c. Figure 4.15a shows similar trajectories for the two groups in the 6-syllable 

test. Whereas in Figures 4.15b and c, the 9- and 12-syllable tests, the IEAL/D group 

were less likely to have only one difference in their sentence reproductions and more 

likely to have two or more differences.  
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Figures 4.15 a, b, c 
 
Line plots of mean EI different responses in 6-, 9- and 12-syllable test by group 
 
a. 6-syllable test 

 
 
b. 9-syllable test 
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c. 12-syllable test 
 

 
 

T-test results in Table 4.11 show the difference in performance between the two groups 

is significant when there are 1 or 2 differences, but not for 3+ differences. Therefore, 

the SAE group are much more likely to record only one difference and less likely to 

record two when compared with the IEAL/D group. This relationship is shown in 

Figure 4.16. 

 

Table 4.11 
 
Average number of differences in EI sentence reproduction by group  
 
Number of 
differences 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1 52 50.9 22.8  38 68.6 31.4  t (64.091) = -2.948, p = .004 

2 52 22.2 14.5  38 13.2 21.7  t (88) = 2.355, p = .021 
3+ 52 27.0 22.1  38 18.2 26.5  t (88) = 1.726, p = .088 
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Figure 4.16 
 
Line plot of mean EI difference (6-, 9-, 12-syllable tests) by group 
 

 
 

In addition to the number of differences, participant responses were coded according to 

whether or not their EI sentence reproductions were perceived to be an SAE utterance 

(Table 4.12). The SAE group were more likely to produce utterances that were SAE 

(66.4%) than the IEAL/D group (36.7%). Conversely, the IEAL/D group were more 

likely to produce utterances that could not be considered SAE (63.2%), compared with 

the SAE group (33.6%). Differences in the performance of the two groups for both sets 

of results were significant. This finding represents expectations that EI sentences of a 

suitable length that exceed STM pushes participants to produce sentences that reflect 

their primary language. 
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Table 4.12 
 
Language of EI sentence reproductions 
 
Utterances Group N M% SD% Mean difference 

SAE  IEAL/D  52 36.7 20.8 t (57.565) = -4.845, p <.001 
 SAE  38 66.4 33.4   
Not SAE  IEAL/D  52 63.2 20.7 t (57.398) = 4.832, p <.001 
 

 SAE  38 33.6 33.4   

 

Data was coded according to whether the meaning of the original utterance was retained 

(from the perspective of an SAE speaker). The results in Table 4.13 show that 

participant reproductions from both groups retained the meaning of original utterance at 

roughly the same rate and that meaning was lost at roughly the same rate. There was no 

significant difference between performance of the two groups. Therefore, even though 

the SAE group was significantly more able to reproduce SAE utterances, this did not 

guarantee that their reproduction retained the meaning of the original sentence. 

Likewise, even though the IEAL/D group largely produced sentences that were not in 

SAE, this did not make them any less comprehensible than the SAE speakers. Both 

groups were equally likely to retain or to lose the meaning of the original utterance in 

their reproduction. 

 

Table 4.13 
 
Retention of meaning in EI sentences reproductions by group 
 

 Group N M% SD% Mean difference 

Meaning retained IEAL/D  52 36.7 21.4 t (58.248) = -.724, p =.472 

 SAE  38 41.2 33.9   

Meaning not retained IEAL/D  52 63.2 21.4 t (58.242) = .756, p =.482 

 SAE  38 58.8 33.9   

 

This aspect of the analysis speaks to the ‘communicative redundancy’ (Long, 2007) of 

certain grammatical items in SAE that are potentially not acquired. Reponses that are 

not considered SAE but where the meaning was retained would be understood by an 

SAE speaker, therefore there is little incentive to learn the SAE forms for successful 
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communication. Such utterances represent a substantial average of 29.5% in the data for 

the IEAL/D group. However, most often the utterances were not SAE and the meaning 

was not retained, 34% overall, suggesting that this cannot provide a full explanation and 

it is more likely that the SAE forms were not noticed by the IEAL/D participants. This 

data is shown in Table 4.14. 

 

Table 4.14 
 
EI response categories – IEAL/D group 
 

IEAL/D  Meaning retained  Meaning not retained 
group  SAE Not SAE  SAE Not SAE 

 N  52 52  52 52 

 M%  7.2 29.5  29.5 33.8 

 SD%  12.3 21.2  16.6 22.5 
 

4.2.4 EI grammatical item analysis 
 

Thus far, the analysis has focused on EI as a global measure of SAE language ability. It 

showed that the IEAL/D group frequently did not ‘notice’ dialect differences, but that 

their ability to do so improved over the years of school. The IEAL/D group participants 

were more likely to record a great number of differences in their EI reproductions which 

were generally not considered SAE and often did not retain the meaning of the original 

utterance. The EI task also measured participants’ ability to notice specific linguistic 

features of SAE: plurals on nouns, the prepositions at-in-on, simple present tense and 

simple irregular past tense. The results of independent samples t-tests showed that the 

EI task performance of the two groups were significantly different in the targeted 

grammatical items of plural on nouns, simple present tense and simple irregular past 

tense (p < .001), but not for the prepositions (p = .148). The year level analysis 

produced a range of results which may reflect the smaller sample sizes in some year 

levels and the increased variability of student performance. This section will closely 

examine each of these findings in turn. 
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In Table 4.15 there are significant differences between the two groups in plurals on 

nouns in Years 1, 3, 4, 6 and overall, with the relationship of the performance between 

the two groups shown in Figure 4.17. The IEAL/D group began with low rates of 

performance that gradually improved across the year levels, implying acquisition of this 

feature. This is in marked contrast to the SAE group who largely acquired this 

grammatical form by Year 1 and from Year 3 onwards, performance is near perfect. The 

Year 1 SAE group outperformed the Year 6 IEAL/D group. For both groups, the 

standard deviations show greater variability in results for the younger years reflecting 

the nature of this stage of development. By Year 3, there was very little variability in 

the performance of the SAE group, performance in the mean score range of 96.7% to 

99.2% with a standard deviation range of 1.9% to 8.1% suggesting full attainment of 

this SAE linguistic feature. For the IEAL/D group the variability in performance was 

lessened slightly by Year 4 demonstrating more consistent findings about rate of 

acquisition for plurals.  

 

Table 4.15 
 
EI task performance (plurals on nouns) by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  9 61.3 28.2  9 89.6 16.6  t (16) = -2.592,  p = .020 
2  10 76.0 16.3  6 87.1 12.5  t (14) = -1.418,  p = .178 

3  7 70.6 22.4  6 99.2 1.9  t (6.105) = -3.354,  p = .015 

4  5 81.6 8.8  10 97.5 3.8  t (4.746) = -3.865,  p = .013 

5  12 85.1 13.2  6 96.7 8.1  t (16) = -1.965,  p = .067 

6  9 86.1 9.5  4 98.8 2.4  t (11) = -2.592,  p = .025 

Total  52 77.1 19.2  41 94.5 10.4  t (81.698) = -5.561, p < .001 
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Figure 4.17 
 
Line plot of mean EI task performance (plurals on nouns) by group and year level 
 

 
 

Table 4.16 shows a significant difference between the two groups for prepositions in 

Year 3 but not in any other year level, or overall. The relationship between the 

performance of the two groups in the prepositions is shown in Figure 4.18. The IEAL/D 

group performance in prepositions differs from the other SAE grammatical items in a 

several important ways. The mean scores of the two groups do not differ greatly, with 

86.6% for the IEAL/D group and 91.3% for the SAE group. The IEAL/D group 

sometimes outperformed the SAE group, as seen in Years 5 and 6. IEAL/D participant 

performance in prepositions was much higher than the other SAE grammatical items in 

all year levels. Year 1 recorded a mean score of 74% in prepositions, 61% for plurals on 

nouns and 57% for both simple present tense and simple irregular past tense. This 

suggests that the IEAL/D group are coming to school with a greater level of acquisition 

of SAE prepositions and at a rate that is comparable to SAE speakers (84%). These 

findings suggest that IEAL/D participants’ use of prepositions did not differ from SAE. 
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Table 4.16 
 
EI task performance (prepositions) by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  9 74.2 30.3  9 83.7 12.1  t (16) = -.880,  p = .392 

2  10 78.7 23.2  6 84.3 11.4  t (14) = -.550,  p = .591 

3  7 83.8 10.7  6 96.9 3.6  t (11) = -2.838,  p = .016 

4  5 91.7 8.5  10 97.0 5.8  t (13) = -1.423,  p = .178 

5  12 95.0 7.9  6 93.1 14.6  t (16) = .366,  p = .719 

6  9 95.6 3.9  4 93.9 7.1  t (3.825) = .449,  p = .677 

Total  52 86.6 18.7  41 91.3 10.9   t (91) = -1.460,  p = .148 

 

Figure 4.18 
 
Line plot of mean EI task performance (prepositions) by group and year level 
 

 
 

Table 4.17 shows a significant difference between the performance of the two groups in 

simple present tense in Years 1 and 3 and overall, with the relationship shown in Figure 

4.19. Patterns of performance for both groups are similar to those described for plurals 

on nouns. 
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Table 4.17 
 
EI task performance (simple present tense) by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  9 57.1 35.9  9 88.9 16.9  t (11.382) = -2.404,  p = .034 

2  10 58.9 29.7  6 82.4 21.8  t (14) = -1.680,  p = .115 

3  7 68.6 23.5  6 97.2 6.8  t (7.148) = -3.112,  p = .017 
4  5 73.3 20.2  10 97.2 6.0  t (4.358) = -2.590,  p = .056 

5  12 86.1 9.6  6 94.4 13.6  t (16) = -1.512,  p = .150 

6  9 86.4 20.2  4 100 0.0  t (8.000) = -2.052,  p = .074 

Total  52 72.3 26.3  41 93.1 13.7  t (79.840) = -4.919,  p < .001 

 

Figure 4.19 
 
Line plot of mean EI task performance (simple present tense) by group and year level 
 

 
 

Table 4.18 shows a significant difference between the performance of the two groups in 

simple irregular past tense in Year 4 and overall with the relationship shown in Figure 

4.20.  
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Table 4.18 
 
EI task performance (simple irregular past tense) by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  9 56.8 27.5  9 70.0 28.1  t (16) = -1.014,  p = .326 

2  10 63.3 21.6  6 80.6 17.8  t (14) = -1.1639,  p = .124 

3  7 79.4 21.7  6 82.4 20.0  t (11) = -.261,  p = .799 
4  5 71.1 16.9  10 91.7 10.9  t (13) = -2.885,  p = .013 

5  12 75.9 14.6  6 92.6 18.1  t (16) = -2.089,  p = .053 

6  9 85.2 18.4  4 89.6 20.8  t (11) = -.383,  p = .709 

Total  52 71.8 21.8  41 83.9 20.6  t (91) = -2.718,  p < .001 

 

Figure 4.20 
 
Line plot of mean EI task performance (simple irregular past tense) by group and year 
level 
 

 
 

For the IEAL/D group both tenses, simple present tense and simple irregular past tense, 

were equally difficult and the most difficult of the four SAE grammatical items 

presented. Both followed a similar pattern to that noted for plurals on nouns. Year 1 
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students achieved a low mean score which gradually improved until 86% simple present 

tense and 85% for simple irregular past tense was achieved in Year 6. One notable 

difference is that the standard deviations did not narrow in the tense forms as they did 

with plurals. Therefore, there is higher variability of individual performance in these 

two items, most likely due to their increased difficulty. For the SAE group, mean 

performance in simple present tense was greater than simple irregular past tense. 

 

4.3 Noticing tasks 
 

There were two noticing tasks. Noticing task 1 asked participants to classify utterances 

as either “home” or “school” language. Noticing task 2 asked participants to determine 

whether two utterances were the “same” or “different”. The results for each will be 

discussed in turn. 

 

4.3.1 Noticing task 1 – home or school language? 
 

In Noticing task 1 there were 28 test items. Both “home” and “school” were the correct 

response 14 times. The results for both groups were not significantly different at any 

year level or overall and were close to chance levels of performance across both groups, 

which suggests that participants did not understand this task (Table 4.19). A single 

sample t-test with a value of 50% was used to find out whether participant results 

significantly differed to chance and they did not, IEAL/D group, t (44) = 0.346, p = .731 

and SAE group, t (39) = 0.863, p = .394. Further, the generally low standard deviations 

suggest that most participants did not perform significantly above or below chance 

levels, except for a few possible outliers. Because of this, these results will not be 

further discussed. 
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Table 4.19 
 
Noticing task 1 performance by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  8 48.7 7.6  9 48.8 8.4  t (15) = -.039,  p = .970 

2  8 52.7 7.1  4 42.9 14.6  t (10) = 1.613,  p = .138 

3  6 48.2 13.3  7 49.5 5.2  t (6.318) = -.221,  p = .832 

4  4 56.2 1.8  9 56.0 13.1  t (8.640) = .067,  p = .948 

5  10 48.9 7.9  7 53.1 5.6  t (15) = -1.185,  p = .227 

6  8 50.9 13.2  4 55.4 7.4  t (10) = -.619,  p = .550 

Total  44 50.5 9.3  40 51.3 9.8  t (82) = -.410,  p = .683 

 

4.3.2 Noticing task 2 – same or different? 
 

Noticing task 2 asked participants whether two utterances were verbatim, the “same”, or 

“different”. There were 24 test items, “same” was the correct response for six items and 

“different” was the correct response for 18 items. Therefore, if participants chose only 

“different” they would have received a score of 75% and conversely, if “same” was the 

only response, they would have scored 25%. Table 4.20 shows this was not the case. 

Instead, there was a large range of results. Further, participant performance in some 

cases was almost entirely correct (95.8% for SAE speakers and 91.7% for the IEAL/D 

group). This indicates that participants understood the task and results reflect their 

ability to hear whether sentences are the same or not. This hypothesis was tested using a 

single sample t-test with a test value of 50%. The results confirmed that participant 

performance was significantly different from chance for both groups, IEAL/D, t (44) = 

4.429, p <.001 and SAE, t (41) = 13.334, p <.001. Table 4.20 also shows a high level of 

skewness in the results of the SAE group (-1.240) because the task represents a skill that 

participant already possess, SAE language ability. The distribution of results for the 

IEAL/D group is not skewed (.013) demonstrating that the task discriminates the SAE 

language abilities of this group.  
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Table 4.20 
 
Noticing task 2 performance by group 
 

 IEAL/D group SAE group 

N 45 42 
M% 60.6 78.0 

SD% 16.0 13.6 
Skewness .013 -1.240 

Min% 29.2 33.3 
Max% 91.7 95.8 
 

Table 4.21 shows there was a significant difference between the performance of the two 

groups in Years 1, 2 and 3 and overall. The relationship between the performance of the 

two groups is shown in Figure 4.21. 

 

Table 4.21 
 
Noticing task 2 performance by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  8 55.7 12.8  9 78.2 11.7  t (15) = -3.785,  p = .002 
2  9 49.5 17.7  5 70.0 10.8  t (12) = -2.328,  p = .038 

3  6 67.4 14.0  7 83.3 10.2  t (11) = -2.372,  p = .037 

4  4 58.3 19.8  10 75.8 11.4  t (12) = -2.112,  p = .056 

5  10 65.4 10.4  7 81.0 21.8  t (15) = -1.977,  p = .067 

6  8 67.7 17.8  4 78.1 15.7  t (10) = -.989,  p = .346 

Total  45 60.5 16.0  42 78.0 13.6  t (85) = -5.458,  p <.001 
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Figure 4.21 
 
Line plot of mean noticing task 2 performance by group and year level 
 

 
 

Figure 4.21 shows that results do not improve in a linear fashion with year level. This 

finding is confirmed by regression analysis that shows year level has a significant but 

mild relationship (r2 = .117, p = .022) with task performance for the IEAL/D group. It 

was interesting that both groups followed similar performance patterns, which do not 

reflect an expected pattern of improved performance with age. Therefore, variables 

other than year level (or age) must determine performance levels; the impact of STM 

and SAE language ability on EI task performance were therefore examined. 
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Figure 4.22 
 
Line plot of mean noticing task 2 performance by group and memory capacity 
 

 
 

Figure 4.22 shows the mean task performance according to STM capacity for both 

groups. A linear relationship is observed as would be expected. Figure 4.23 shows the 

mean task performance according to EI task performance (organized into performance 

thirds) for both groups. Interestingly, participants with low EI performance in both 

groups record similar mean task performance. Thereafter, there is a distinct difference 

between the performance of two groups which demonstrates a linear improvement.  
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Figure 4.23 
 
Line plot of mean noticing task 2 performance by group and EI task performance 
 

 
 

The graphs in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 demonstrate that SAE language ability (as shown 

by EI task performance) and STM capacity have a stronger relationship with task 

performance compared to year level. Regression analysis was used to quantify these 

relationships, shown in Table 4.22. EI task performance was the greatest predictor of 

Noticing task performance for both groups. This relationship suggests that the Noticing 

task is also a good measure of SAE language ability. The impact of STM was 

significant for the SAE group but not for the IEAL/D group for whom the relationship 

was also weaker. This could indicate that the task is not confounded by participants’ 

STM capacities, supporting the case that it is a valid measure of SAE language ability. 

The role of year level was significant for the IEAL/D group but not for the SAE group, 

it is possible that this is related to the influence of language in task-taking ability. The 

instructions were in SAE which likely provided a barrier to understanding how the task 

worked for the IEAL/D group, particularly in the younger years. 
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Table 4.22 
 
Noticing task 2 regression analysis  
 

Group Variable R2 Sig. 

IEAL/D  EI task performance .224 .001 
 Year level .117 .022 

 Age .079 .062 
 Short-term memory .086 .057 

SAE  EI task performance .183 .007 
 Year level .004 .695 

 Age .010 .536 
 Short-term memory .176 .009 
 

The mean performances of the two groups were compared using an interval plot with a 

95% confidence interval. The results in Figure 4.24 show a small confidence interval for 

the mean of both groups suggesting the significant mean difference between the 

performance of the two groups in the task is accurate. 
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Figure 4.24 
 
Interval plot of Noticing task 2 performance by group 
 

 
 

4.3.3 Analysis of grammatical items 
 

Noticing task 2 tested plurals on nouns (12 times) and prepositions at-in-on (six times). 

It also recorded whether participants were accurate with their response of “same” or 

“different” (Table 4.23). Independent samples t-tests showed that the SAE group were 

more able to accurately identify when two utterances were “different” compared to the 

IEAL/D group. In contrast, the difference between the mean scores of each group when 

“same” was the correct response was not significant. SAE speakers recorded similar 

rates of correct responses for “same” and “different”, whereas, the IEAL/D group were 

more likely to respond “same” than “different”. The literature suggests that the IEAL/D 

group are more inclined to answer “same” because it is difficult for them to hear the 

differences resulting in a higher success rate when “same” is the correct response 

(Siegel, 2010b, p. 127, also see discussion in section 2.4). 
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Table 4.23 
 
Noticing task 2 rate of correct “same” and “different” responses by group  
 
Response  IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 

 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

same  45 72.2 20.4  42 75.4 22.5  t (85) = -.691,  p = .492 

different  45 56.7 21.3  42 78.8 15.3  t (79.908) = -5.609,  p < .001 

 

Table 4.24 details participant performance in plurals by year level and a significant 

difference was found in Years 1 and 2 and overall. The year level analysis shows 

inconsistent growth patterns across the year levels (Figure 4.25). The performance of 

the two groups follows a similar trajectory and the SAE group outperformed the EAL/D 

group at all year levels. The differences were more pronounced in Years 1 and 2. The 

mean rates of ‘noticing’ plurals was quite low for the IEAL/D group (53.5%) and Year 

3 had the highest rates of performance. However, the mean rates of ‘noticing’ plurals 

are not particularly high for the SAE group either and standard deviations were quite 

high.  

 

Table 4.24 
 
Noticing task 2 (plurals on nouns) performance by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  8 54.2 19.9  9 78.7 13.2  t (15) = -3.024,  p = .009 

2  9 36.1 25.0  5 63.3 9.5  t (11.188) = -2.910,  p = .014 

3  6 65.3 14.4  7 79.8 17.3  t (11) = -1.627,  p = .132 

4  4 50.0 34.0  10 70.8 9.8  t (3.202) = -1.205,  p = .310 

5  10 57.5 18.6  7 77.4 22.4  t (15) = -1.995,  p = .079 

6  8 60.4 18.2  4 68.7 21.9  t (10) = -.701,  p = .499 

Total  45 53.5 22.3  42 74.0 15.7  t (85) = -4.919,  p <.001 

 

Year level does not have a strong influence on results; rather SAE language ability 

accounts for the greatest level of variance in participant noticing (Table 4.22), therefore 

EI task performance has been used as the grouping variable to examine Noticing task 
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performance (Figure 4.25). For both groups, participants who did not perform well in 

the EI task found it difficult to hear the dialect differences in the task at roughly the 

same rate. Thereafter the gap widens significantly between the two groups. There is a 

large increase between low and standard levels of EI task performance, but less between 

standard and high EI performance for both groups. This suggests that a certain level of 

SAE language ability is required to hear successfully the differences between the two 

utterances (discussed further in section 7.2.3). 

 

Figure 4.25 
 
Line plot of mean Noticing task 2 performance (plurals on nouns) by group and EI task 
performance 
 

 
 

For prepositions, higher rates of noticing were recorded particularly for the SAE group 

and differences between the two groups were greater (Table 4.25). Independent samples 

t-tests showed there was a significant difference between the two groups in Years 1, 2, 

3, 4 and overall. The strong performance in prepositions mirrors that in the EI task, 

where it was a more readily acquired feature of SAE. Figure 4.26 shows group Noticing 

task performance in prepositions with EI performance as the grouping variable. In 

Figure 4.25 plural performance tapers between standard and high levels of EI task 

performance and in Figure 4.26 preposition performance continues to increase. 
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Table 4.25 
 
Noticing task 2 (prepositions) performance by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 IEAL/D group  SAE group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  8 58.3 21.8  9 88.9 11.8  t (15) = -3.653,  p = .002 
2  9 48.1 29.4  5 83.3 16.7  t (12) = -2.439,  p = .031 

3  6 69.4 24.5  7 95.2 12.6  t (11) = -2.443,  p = .033 

4  4 54.2 28.5  10 90.0 16.1  t (12) = -3.040,  p = .010 

5  10 70.0 24.6  7 81.0 36.6  t (15) = -.742,  p = .470 

6  8 75.0 25.2  4 91.7 9.6  t (10) = -1.252,  p = .239 

Total  45 63.0 26.1  42 88.5 18.9  t (80.273) = -5.248,  p <.001 

 

Figure 4.26 
 
Line plot of mean Noticing task 2 performance (prepositions) by group and EI task 
performance 
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4.4 The relationships between the tasks 
 

Based on Schmidt’s (1990) Noticing Hypothesis, it is proposed the ability to hear 

whether two utterances are different (Noticing task 2) is an integral part of language 

learning and would closely relate to performance in the EI task. Further, an impact of 

short-term memory capacity on performance in both tasks was expected. According to 

the theory, before grammatical items can be acquired, they must first be ‘noticed’. The 

Noticing task was developed to be used alongside the EI task to understand whether 

participants could ‘notice’ when two sentences were different, but not necessarily 

produce the linguistic item noticed. That is, to measure the gap between what 

participants want to say and what they can say (Izumi & Bigelow, 2000). Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient was employed to examine the relationships between the tasks. 

Strong positive relationships were found between each skill set, except the STM and 

Noticing tasks for the IEAL/D group, and similar results were observed for both groups 

(Table 4.26). The relationships between the tasks are illustrated in the series of Figures 

4.27, 4.28 and 4.29. 

 

Table 4.26 
 
The relationships between task performance by group 
 

Group Task pair Correlation 
(Pearson’s) 

Sig. 

IEAL/D  Short-term memory Elicited imitation .560 <.001 

Elicited imitation Noticing task .474 .001 

Noticing task Short-term memory .293 .057 

SAE  Short-term memory Elicited imitation .544 <.001 

Elicited imitation Noticing task .428 .007 

Noticing task Short-term memory .419 .009 
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Figure 4.27 
 
Scatterplot of Forward digit span task and EI task performance by group 
 

 
 

Figure 4.28 
 
Scatterplot of EI task and Noticing task 2 performance by group 
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Figure 4.29 
 
Scatterplot of Forward digit span task and Noticing task 2 performance by group 
 

 
 

These results show a strong positive relationship between the Noticing task and the EI 

task, as anticipated, however, the direction of the impact is less clear. Schmidt’s 

Noticing Hypothesis (1990) suggests that hearing differences (Noticing task 2) would 

precede production (the EI task). To test this, participant performance in the two 

targeted SAE grammatical items were compared using an interval plot with a 95% 

confidence interval. The results in Figures 4.30 and 4.31 show that participant 

performance in the EI task is greater than the Noticing task for the IEAL/D group, but 

not necessarily for the SAE group. 
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Figure 4.30 
 
Interval plot of mean preposition performance in Noticing task 2 and the EI task by 
group and year level 
 

 
 

Figure 4.30 shows that for the IEAL/D group Noticing task results were lower than EI 

task results for the prepositions in each year level. The confidence intervals are also 

larger suggesting a less reliable mean score compared with the EI task mean scores. The 

correlation of mean performances across the two tasks indicated a strong positive 

relationship (r = .483, p = .001) for the IEAL/D group. This suggests it is more difficult 

to ‘notice’ the differences in speech than it is to reproduce them. The same does not 

hold true for the SAE group participants who performed both tasks at roughly the same 

rate with mean scores around 80-100%. Therefore, ability to ‘notice’ differences could 

be a product of SAE language ability, that is, a certain level of SAE language ability is 

required in order to ‘notice’ dialect differences (discussed further in section 7.2.3).  
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Figure 4.31 
 
Interval plot of mean plural performance in Noticing task 2 and the EI task by group 
and year level 
 

 
 

While some similar patterns are noted in participant performance in plurals there are 

key differences. The performance of the IEAL/D group was not as high in plurals on 

nouns as it was for prepositions. There was no relationship between plural performance 

in the two tasks (r = .016, p = .919). For the SAE group EI performances in plurals was 

near perfect, but mean scores were much lower in the noticing task. This may indicate 

that this feature is difficult to ‘notice’ for both groups. 

 

The results have shown a strong relationship between the Noticing task and the EI task. 

The pattern of mean performance in the two tasks show that the IEAL/D group 

performs better in the EI task than they do in the Noticing task for the targeted SAE 

grammatical features. This relationship was significant for prepositions but not plurals, 

which could reflect the saliency of the grammatical items and order of acquisition. 

Together, these results indicate that SAE language ability plays an important role in 

participants’ ability to hear the dialect differences presented in the Noticing task. 
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4.5 Summary 
 

Several key findings emerge from Study 1. Section 4.1 showed that the Forward digit 

span task was the preferable measure for STM and using this, there was not a significant 

difference between the STM capacities of the two groups at any year level or overall. 

As a consequence, the significant differences observed between the performance of the 

two groups in the EI and Noticing tasks can be attributed to SAE language ability. In 

Section 4.2 the results of the EI task were presented. Together the 6-, 9-, and 12-syllable 

tests most accurately discriminated between participant performance for the IEAL/D 

group without ‘ceiling’ and ‘floor’ effects. Using these tests, there was a significant 

difference between the IEAL/D group and SAE group in most areas under examination. 

In the EI task, the IEAL/D group showed improvement over the years of school overall 

and in each of the SAE target features. Sentence length, STM capacity and then year 

level significantly contributed to EI task performance. Simple present tense and simple 

irregular past tense were the most difficult SAE grammatical items for the IEAL/D 

group, followed by plurals and then prepositions, where preposition performance did 

not significantly differ to the SAE group. The IEAL/D group were more likely to record 

a great number of differences in their EI reproductions that were generally not 

considered SAE and often did not retain the meaning of the original utterance. For both 

groups the meaning of the original utterance was retained at equal rates, suggesting 

some language differences might be ‘communicatively redundant’ (Long, 2007). There 

was also a large significant difference between the Noticing task performance of the two 

groups, overall and in each of the targeted SAE features, examined in section 4.3. As in 

the EI task, plurals were more difficult than prepositions. In the last part of the chapter, 

Section 4.4, the relationships between the tasks were analyzed. STM capacity had the 

greatest impact on EI task performance, and EI task performance had the largest 

influence on Noticing task performance. It was harder for IEAL/D participants to hear 

dialect differences than it was to reproduce SAE target features. The two skills are 

clearly related, and while the nature and direction of this relationship is not fully known, 

it is thought that participants require a degree of SAE language ability in order to 

successfully hear dialect differences. 

 

Together, these results suggest that dialect differences are not always noticed.  
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In Study 2, the contrastive approach to SDA was trialled in three classes (Years 1, 3 and 

5) to see whether rates of noticing dialect differences would improve. Chapter 5 

describes the research methodology and Chapter 6 presents the findings. A discussion of 

both studies will follow in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter Five.  

Study Two: Research Methodology – 

Teaching Intervention 
 

5.0 Introduction 
 

Study 1 sought to establish whether dialect differences were ‘noticed’ by Indigenous 

EAL/D learners (IEAL/D group). Findings indicated that participants often did not 

‘notice’ dialect differences, but that their ability to do so improved over the years of 

school. It was much easier for participants to reproduce SAE sentences than it was for 

participants to hear a minor difference between two utterances, and the two skills were 

clearly related. In Study 2, a teaching intervention was used to determine whether rates 

of ‘noticing’ and therefore, SAE acquisition could be improved. Results addressed the 

second research question: 

 

2. Can the contrastive approach (making students aware of the differences in oral 

language between their own dialect/language and the standard) improve 

acquisition of the standard? 

 

This part of the research, circled in grey in Figure 5.1, seeks to explore the nature of 

these differences more deeply, and how ‘noticing’ or not ‘noticing’ interacts with the 

other named elements. 
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Figure 5.1 
 
Research hypothesis – Study 2 
 

 
 

The teaching intervention in Study 2 explores the nature of ‘noticing’, and provides an 

opportunity to gain insight into the internal processes through the observations that can 

be made when students are able to work through some dialectal differences. This 

chapter will explain the methodological approach employed.  

 

5.1 Research site 
 

The research site was an Aboriginal community school situated south-east from Cairns 

in Far North Queensland. It was chosen for its language homogeneity and large student 

population with two classes per year level to allow for an intervention study to take 

place (both of these features were not present at the first research site). Almost all 

community members speak ‘Yarrie Lingo’ (YL), a variety of Aboriginal English (AE), 

as their first language. The student population is entirely Indigenous and 83% of 

students have reported a language background other than English (ACARA, 2018). 

There were approximately 443 students enrolled at the school (ACARA, 2018). The 

research was conducted in the primary school which is on a separate site from the high 
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school. The primary school had two classes per year level. This was significant to the 

research design for two reasons. First, it provided a large number of potential 

participants; and second, it enabled the formation of treatment and control groups based 

on class designation to ensure the research design with the teaching intervention could 

take place with minimal disruption to the classes and school. These factors made the 

school an ideal site for this study, however, the large number of potential participants 

did not translate into high participation rates for reasons discussed in section 7.2.3. The 

small sample sizes for the treatment and controls groups, shown in Table 5.1, greatly 

impacted the findings (see section 6.1.5). 

 

5.1.1 Participants 
 

Participants were drawn from Years 1, 3 and 5, and were divided into treatment and 

control groups. The number of participants in the treatment and control groups by 

gender and year level is shown Table 5.1. All students spoke YL as their first language. 

 

Table 5.1 
 
Age and gender of participants by group and year level 
 

 
Year level 

 
N 

 Treatment  Control 
 Male Female  Male Female 

1 20  3 7  2 8 

3 20  3 6  7 4 

5 14  4 4  4 2 

Total 54  10 17  13 14 

 

Although the two groups were not randomly assigned, the mean ages of the two groups 

did not significantly differ from one another, as shown in Table 5.2 by the mean 

differences derived from independent samples t-tests. That is, except for Year 1 where 

the mean ages of the treatment and control groups did significantly differ with the 

treatment group being slightly older than the control group.  
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Table 5.2 
 
Participant age by group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 Treatment group  Control group  Both groups 
 N M SD  N M SD  Mean difference 

1  10 7.08 .26  10 6.74 .18  t (18) = -3.418,  p = .003 

3  9 8.58 .13  11 8.92 .60  t (11.199) = 1.818,  p = .096 

5  8 10.74 .31  6 10.92 .38  t (12) = .985,  p = .344 

Total  27 8.67 1.53  27 8.56 1.67  t (52) = -.245,  p = .807 

 

5.1.2 Ethical considerations 
 

This research was conducted with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participants and 

children, therefore there were important ethical considerations and procedures to follow. 

 

5.1.2.1 Aboriginal participants  

 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participants were involved in this study. The 

University of Melbourne Humanities and Applied Sciences Human Ethics Sub-

Committee granted approval to undertake this research, Ethics ID: 1748589. 

 

5.1.2.2 Informed consent  

 

Informed consent was granted from the adults responsible for the participants, the 

participants, the Principal of the school and the teacher who co-taught the lessons in the 

teaching intervention with the researcher. For the child participants, verbal consent was 

gained and recorded on the computers during each of the tasks conducted by the 

researcher. 

 

5.1.2.3 Confidentiality, privacy and anonymity  

 

Confidentiality has been maintained; individual students are not identifiable in this 

research. 
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5.2 Research method 
 

Sociocultural research is situated within the fields of psychology and pedagogical 

studies and heavily draws on the work of Vygotsky (1978) to understand classroom 

learning processes (Mercer, 2010, p. 2). It uses a range of methods, including 

observational, interventional and/or quasi-experimental, to evaluate learning processes 

and can be qualitative, quantitative or mixed methods in nature (Mercer, 2010, p. 2). 

The application of sociocultural theory to SLA theory can be seen in the work of 

Lantolf and colleagues (Lantolf & Pavlenko, 1995; Lantolf, 2000; Lantolf & Thorne, 

2006). Within the sociolinguistic classroom interaction literature there are three strands 

that apply to this type of research, as described by Creese (2006, p. 437). The first is 

from the education literature, which employs Vygotskian principles of learning and 

views learning as socially constructed and a mediated process which occurs through the 

interactions within a learner’s zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). The 

second draws on literature from SLA particularly input interactionist theory, for which 

interaction in the form of comprehensible input and output is the basis for language 

development (Long 1983, 1991; Mackey, Gass & McDonough, 2000). Last, a 

functional view of language (Hymes, 1974) is the third strand relevant to sociolinguistic 

classroom interaction.  

 

The current study fits within a sociocultural research paradigm, in design and purpose. 

It used a pre- and post-intervention design to measure whether the contrastive approach 

improved rates of ‘noticing’, which formed the quantitative research method. 

Qualitative Sociolinguistic discourse analysis was employed to examine student 

responses to the contrastive approach, in particular, how they problem-solved and 

reconciled new linguistic information with their prior knowledge in order to ‘notice’ 

and hopefully, acquire dialect differences.  

 

There were three main parts to the research design, which will be described: 

1. the pre- and post-test experimental design 

2. the intervention itself  

3. the sociolinguistic discourse analysis. 
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5.2.1 Pre- and post-test experimental design 
 

This part of the study was informed by cognitive or input interactionist (SLA) theory 

and psycholinguistic research methods. The pre- and post-test were the same as those 

used in Study 1. These tasks were administered as in Study 1 (see Section 3.3 for a 

detailed description of the research method, task design and instrumentation). I 

summarize briefly. 

 

The Elicited imitation (EI) task targeted four specific SAE linguistic features: the 

prepositions at-in-on; plurals on nouns; simple present tense; and simple irregular past 

tense. As before, the SAE grammatical items were tested over the 6, 9, and 12 syllable 

sentence lengths. The Forward digit span task adequately discriminated between 

participants’ STM memory capacities, which was normally distributed and is used again 

in this study. The Noticing task that asked students whether two utterances (SAE vs 

nonstandard) were the same or different was used in this study. 

 

5.2.2 Teaching Intervention design 
 

A teaching intervention was held to explore the differences between YL and SAE and 

was designed to develop students’ ability to ‘notice’ key differences between the two 

dialects. The theoretical underpinning of the lessons, reflected the methodological 

approach taken, is discussed in this section.  

 

Of concern in the design of the teaching intervention was its short length, limited to 

three lessons as the Principal felt unable to commit students to further withdrawal from 

class. Despite this limitation it was hoped that the great value and novelty of the 

approach, and the anticipated large student numbers student would yield significant 

results. In the event that this was not the case, the study would still provide valuable 

qualitative results from the sociolinguistic analysis to guide future research. 

 

In designing the lessons, there was consideration of the language learning processes 

potentially at play, and the approach that would best suit these processes as well as the 
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educational expectation of Queensland state schools. Explicit Instruction (Archer & 

Hughes, 2011) was the primary and mandated instructional approach in Queensland 

state schools at the time of the research and the school had fully adopted this model into 

their teaching practice.  

 

5.2.2.1 Activation of prior knowledge 

 

Activation of prior knowledge is a concept derived from cognitive psychology and is 

widely recognized as a key tool in learning new knowledge (Bransford, Brown & 

Cocking, 2000). It is foundational to language learning (Cummins 1998, 2005, 

Cummins et al., 2007) and its activation is situated in the orientation (or beginning) 

phase of new learning (Archer & Hughes, 2011). Activation of prior knowledge can 

also be placed in the pedagogical practices of Culturally Responsive Teaching (Gay, 

2000) which advocates learning be placed within cultural frames of reference. All three 

perspectives can be seen in the lessons. 

 

At the beginning of the series of three lessons, students were asked which language is 

spoken in Yarrabah to gauge their level of language awareness. The At da Crick poster 

(Language Perspectives, 2009) (see Appendix A) was used to activate students’ 

knowledge of YL. Learning was placed in the context of their language using the 

explanation that “we are going to learn about YL and SAE”. Thereafter, each lesson 

began with a review of the prior lesson in order to activate knowledge learned. 

 

5.2.2.2 Learning goals 

 

Goals for learning are a key feature of Explicit Instruction (Archer & Hughes, 2011) 

and have received considerable attention in the Australian educational context since 

Hattie’s (2012) oft cited metanalysis of effective teaching strategies, and have been 

mandated into classrooms. The school language developed to communicate goals for 

learning was, “Your job is…” and was employed in each lesson to inform students of 

the lesson’s purpose and their learning goal. 
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5.2.2.3 The contrastive approach 

 

The lessons were informed by Berry and Hudson’s (1997) Making the Jump, which 

outlines the key features of Kriol, provides teaching and learning activities to target 

these features, and assessments to monitor student progress. It contains chapters on 

singular and plural nouns and simple irregular past tense which were relevant to the 

lessons. The Kriol content and examples were replaced with YL content and examples 

and the activities were modernized and contextualized (these examples and activities are 

shown in the lessons plans in Appendix D). 

 

The lessons began by comparing some pragmatic, phonological and semantic 

differences between YL and SAE and then focused on how the two differed in terms of 

singular and plural nouns and simple irregular past tense. Using the contrastive 

approach, the two dialects were presented side-by-side by the two teachers team-

teaching and students were guided to ‘notice’ the differences between them. 

 

5.2.2.4 Scaffolding 

 

Vygotsky’s (1978) seminal work introduced the zone of proximal development (ZPD), 

which can be explained as “the distance between the actual developmental level as 

determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as 

determined through problem solving under adult guidance, or in collaboration with 

more capable peers” (p. 86). This has been significantly expanded and is now widely 

referred to as scaffolded learning (QCAA, 2018). Scaffolded learning has been 

represented as ‘I do, We do, You do’ (Archer & Hughes, 2011; Wheldall, Stephenson & 

Carter, 2014) or in terms of high-level, medium-level and low-level scaffolding 

(QCAA, 2018).  

 

The lessons employed a scaffolded approach to learning. Students were encouraged to 

take risks and engage in problem-solving (QCAA, 2018), which operated within 

students’ ZPD and reflected a level of guided learning. Excerpt 5.1 shows a scaffolded 

interaction between the teachers and students used to guide students to produce the 
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metalanguage needed to describe their understanding of the differences between YL and 

SAE. 

 

Excerpt 5.1 
 

 SAE Teacher: Bottle 

 YL Teacher: Boddel 

 All students: Bottle, boddel 

 SAE Teacher: Bottle 

 YL Teacher: Nah I'm gonna say it 

 All students: Bottle, Yarrie Lingo, boddel and bottle 

 YL Teacher: Nah I'm saying it, you gotta see how I'm saying it different 

 SAE Teacher: Bottle 

 YL Teacher: Boddel 

 All students: Bo- different. You sayin' boddel and she sayin' bottle 

 YL Teacher: But what's the difference? 

 Student 1: She gotta 't' in there 

 YL Teacher: Yeh and I've gotta? 

 All students: ‘d’ 

 YL Teacher: So, what, what's different? The ssss... 

 Student 2: Sound! 

 YL Teacher: Yes! 
 

5.2.2.5 Checking for understanding 

 

Teachers conducted ‘checking for understanding’ throughout and at the end of each 

lesson. In order to ‘check for understanding’, students engaged in independent practice 

of the learned linguistic and grammatical differences between YL and SAE. 

This technique was borrowed from broader educational research that recommends 

‘checking for understanding’ as a feedback tool for both students and teachers. While 

the term, was borrowed from Fisher and Frey (2014), the concept aligns with the 
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principles of formative assessment and quality feedback from Hattie and colleagues 

(2012, 2018) and William (2017). 

 

5.2.2.6 Positive reinforcement 

 

The value of positive reinforcement has been widely attested to and Galloway (2003) 

suggests that Aboriginal students respond well. In the delivery of the lessons positive 

language was actively used to support and promote student learning. A simple search of 

the phrase “well done” in the third lesson with the Year 5 group showed 21 occurrences 

by teachers, while “excellent” was used 11 times. This is in addition to the types of 

positive reinforcement shown in Excerpts 5.2 to 5.5 from the same lesson, providing 

examples that are not easily captured by a quick search function. 

 

Excerpt 5.2 
 

 YL Teacher: Who was, who has their thinking cap on Miss? I reckon... 

 SAE Teacher: I think they all do - they are very quick. 
 

Excerpt 5.3 
 

 YL Teacher: Miss and I, we couldn't even trick them 

 SAE Teacher: No, they're very, very... you know your rules! 
 

Excerpt 5.4 
 

 YL Teacher: They know it. Too quick. 
 

Excerpt 5.5 
 

 YL Teacher: Okay you're too deadly 
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5.2.2.7 Two-ways learning and valuing home language 

 

The Our Land Our Languages Report (2012) highlights the importance of languages in 

every aspect of Aboriginal peoples’ lives. The report argues for the inclusion of 

Aboriginal language and cultural programs for the significant benefits that they provide 

to the person and their education “...early childhood Aboriginal language and cultural 

programs lead to increased self-esteem, improved academic performance, improved 

school attendance, reduced drop-out rates and better proficiency in reading skills in both 

the Indigenous language and English” (p. 99). The inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander language and culture in the classroom is beneficial not only for 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students in terms of identity and self-esteem but 

also to learning (Gower & Bryne, 2012; Harrison, 2011; Sarra, 2011).  

 

One example of a pedagogical approach for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

students is the ‘two-ways’ or ‘both ways’ approach that was implemented through the 

Department of Education, Western Australian with their Tracks to Two-Way Learning 

program (2012). ‘Two-ways’ cultural learning involves learning about both cultures, 

and valuing both equally. This approach is also seen in Making the Jump (Berry & 

Hudson, 1997) and was used in the lessons. In the lesson delivery, teachers placed YL 

in a preferential position in relation to SAE by always introducing it first in order to 

promote it as equal and also to situate learning in students’ home language before 

introducing another. 

 

5.2.2.8 Instrumentation – lesson plans 

 

The lessons were written and delivered by two fully qualified and experienced teachers, 

an Aboriginal YL speaking teacher at the school and the researcher, myself. Both have 

worked with Aboriginal students in community settings. The lesson content was derived 

from Making the Jump, which is a teacher resource book that employs the contrastive 

approach to SDA for Aboriginal students (Berry & Hudson, 1997). Community 

members were consulted about YL language use to check and confirm the grammar 

rules being taught. There were three lessons of 30 minutes each. The purpose for each 

lesson is shown in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3 
 
Lesson purposes 
 

Lesson Purpose 
1 Introducing YL and SAE and identifying some pragmatic, phonological 

and semantic differences 
2 Learning singular and plural nouns in YL and SAE 
3 Learning past tense in YL and SAE 

 

Each lesson in the series of three lessons followed the same structure. The lesson 

sequence was: 

• activation of prior knowledge  

• the introduction of lesson goals 

• a ‘noticing’ task using the contrastive approach – where students were presented 

with each language and asked to identify the difference between the two  

• guided practice with medium level teacher scaffolding, which is characterized 

by teacher support, prompting, join interaction and problem-solving  

• an activity for independent practice and checking for understanding 

• followed by a summary of the lesson. 

 

The lesson plans in their original forms are shown in Appendix D. They were not 

designed for the purpose of publication in this thesis, but for the two teachers team-

teaching the lesson. We held the lesson plans as we were teaching to guide us through 

the lessons. 

 

5.2.3 Sociolinguistic discourse analysis 
 

‘Sociocultural’ and ‘linguistic’ discourse analyses differ in that the former is “less 

concerned with the organizational structure of spoken language, and more with its 

content, function, and the ways shared understanding is developed, in social context, 

over time” (Mercer, 2010, p. 9). However, as made clear from the discussion of 

sociocultural research and SLA theories, this research is concerned with both. 

Wardhaugh and Fuller (2014, p. 293) present the view that “within sociolinguistics, 
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attention is given to the cultural norms that surround language, as well as the language 

itself”. From this perspective, the term ‘sociolinguistic discourse analysis’ adequately 

captures the intent of this research. The framework for analysis is based on the code-

switching stairway (Berry & Hudson, 1997). 

 

The code-switching stairway presents a learner pathway to successful SAE acquisition. 

The first step is awareness, followed by separation, code-switching and then control. 

Within each step, there are a number of learning goals to be met. The learning goals 

incorporate an understanding of the social function of language as well as attention to 

grammatical features. Many elements of the educational approaches to SDA can be 

identified within these learning goals.  

 

The first step, “realise that there are different languages in the community”, describes 

the development of language awareness, which has been highlighted as foundational to 

SDA, especially for speakers of languages that are not necessarily recognized (Nero, 

2014; Siegel, 2010). Nonstandard languages are frequently unnamed and 

undocumented, and therefore difficult to identify in the community. It is crucial that 

vernacular languages are recognized and legitimized, moreover valued, within society. 

This is represented in the next two goals of the code-switching stairway: “recognise 

Aboriginal English as a valid language” and “understand that each language is good and 

should be a source of pride”. These two goals acknowledge the important role of 

cultural identity in language learning (Kiramba, 2018; Kumaravadivelu, 2016; Malcolm 

& Koningsberg 2001; Nero, 2005, 2014) and are aligned with the critical awareness 

approach. However they do not address the historical, social and political factors that 

have created the present-day language inequalities (Alim, 2005; Siegel, 2006; Sledd, 

1996). 

 

In the second step, the focus is exploring the differences between home language and 

SAE at all levels of language – phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics and 

pragmatics. It is in this step, separation, that the contrastive approach is implemented. 

Students are encouraged to distinguish between the two languages both in terms of 

linguistic features and social uses. The explicit inductive learning processes that 

underpin the contrastive approach involves drawing learners’ attention to the target 
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language or grammatical features and encouraging them to develop a metalinguistic rule 

in response (Leow, 2019, p. 483). In doing so, it becomes clear what students ‘notice’ 

about the two languages. 

 

The third step, code-switching, provides students with the opportunity to apply their 

knowledge through practice. It provides insight into students’ language abilities and 

what they have ‘noticed’ in their learning. Control is the final step, in which students 

can “switch unconsciously between SAE and their home language”. It is in this stage 

that ‘translanguaging’ practices are likely to emerge as students develop the linguistic 

ability to move beyond the boundaries of the two languages (Li Wei, 2018).  

 

5.3 Procedure 

 

The research took place in November (2019) to ensure comparability with Study 1. The 

pre-test tasks were administered in the first week. The teaching intervention took place 

in the second week. In the third week, the post-test tasks were conducted in the same 

order as the pre-test tasks. Both the testing and the teaching were conducted in a large 

spare room used for cooking and various other activities. As a consequence, it was set 

up as a somewhat makeshift classroom that was different to what students were used to. 

However, it still had the basic requirements for teaching – a large whiteboard, a mat for 

students to sit on as well as appropriate chairs and tables for children. It was a generally 

quiet room away from the noise of others. All other aspects of the procedure were the 

same as those described in Section 3.4 for Study 1. As in Study 1, the students in Study 

2 found all tasks to be enjoyable, however, the EI tasks on the PC laptops were 

significantly more enjoyable for them, evident in Excerpt 5.6. 
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Excerpt 5.6 
 

 Student 1: Morning! 

 Student 2: We we um doin' something next week eh? 

 SAE Teacher: Yeh next week we're back on the computers though. 

 Both students: Yesss!! 

 SAE Teacher: Did you like those computers? 

 Both students: Yes! 

 Student 1: Talking to the computer! 
 

Participation in the teaching intervention was not randomized due to schooling 

constraints. There were two classes at each year level. On the first day of the teaching 

intervention, the intervention was held with whichever class had the most students in 

attendance that day. That class became the treatment groups and the other, the control 

group. Students for whom consent was not gained remained in class with their teacher, 

whilst those who participated were withdrawn from the class. The teaching intervention 

was held in the same room over three consecutive days – Tuesday, Wednesday, 

Thursday which have the highest rates of school attendance. Each 30 minutes lesson 

was team taught as discussed above. The lessons were recorded with a Zoom H1 Handy 

recorder held by the teacher during the lesson that picked up all of the interaction 

between the teachers and students.  

 

The post-test followed the same procedure as the pre-test but only the EI and the 

Noticing tasks were completed this time. 

 

5.3.1 Task participation 

 

Each year level had 45 to 48 students. From this, consent forms were gained for almost 

half in each year level. Student absences further reduced the number of participants in 

the research. A total of 63 consent forms were returned with 54 students participating in 

the research. 
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In the pre-test, data was collected for all students in Years 3 and 5 for each of the three 

tasks. However, for Year 1, although ten students participated in both the control and 

treatment groups, there is not a full data set for each of these groups because some Year 

1 students, unsurprisingly, fiddled with the laptop computers and iPads producing 

errors. This is shown in Table 5.4. 

 

Table 5.4 
 
Pre-test participation rates by treatment group and year level 
 

Year 
level 

 Treatment Group  Control Group 
  

N 
Memory 

task 
EI Noticing 

task 
  

N 
Memory 

task 
EI Noticing 

task 
1  10 9 10 8  10 8 9 9 

3  9 9 9 9  11 11 11 11 

5  8 8 8 8  6 6 6 6 

Total 
 

 27 26 27 25  27 25 26 26 

 

In the teaching intervention, the number of students who participated in all lessons was 

relatively low, shown in the final column of Table 5.5. Only half of the students in Year 

5 attended all three lessons. This number was slightly higher in Year 1 with six of ten 

students attending all lessons in the intervention. Year 3 had the highest rate of 

attendance both as a total number of participants and as a proportion of the Year 3 

treatment group. The total number of students that participated in the teaching 

intervention was 27 and the total number of students that completed all three lessons in 

the teaching intervention was 17. 
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Table 5.5 
 
Teaching intervention participation rates by group and year level 
 

Year  
level 

 
N 

 Treatment Group  attended all lessons 
(n)  Tuesday Wednesday Thursday  

1 10  10 7 8  6 

3 9  9 9 7  7 

5 8  5 7 7  4 

Total 27  24 23 22  17 

 

Post-test data were collected from all students in the treatment groups (Table 5.6). 

Students were familiar with the technology and followed the instructions well in the 

post-test stage, and no data were lost. For the control group, one of the EI tests is 

missing from the control group in Year 1 due to human error, the other missing post-

tests are due to absences. There were no absences from the treatment group and all 

absences were instead from the control group. 

 

Table 5.6 
 
Post-test participation rates by treatment group and year level 
 

Year  
level 

 Treatment Group  Control Group 
 N EI Noticing task  N EI Noticing task 

1  10 10 10  10 8 9 

3  9 9 9  11 9 9 

5  8 8 8  6 5 5 

Total  27 27 27  27 22 23 

 

5.3.2 Data analysis 
 

There is debate about the timing of data analysis, as well as growing recognition of the 

crucial role of transcription in the analysis and interpretation (Bucholtz, 2000; 

Davidson, 2009; Green, Franquiz & Dixon, 1997; Lapadat, 2000; Lapadat & Lindsay, 

1999; Roberts 1997). For example, Green, Franquiz and Dixon (1997) argue that 

transcriptions are often presented as an objective truth which legitimizes the analysis. 
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However, the process of transcription requires important decisions about the level of 

detail, what to include and exclude, which will ultimately impact the analysis and 

interpretation (Lapadat, 2000, p. 208).  

 

From the viewpoint of researcher as observer, the first opportunity to create the research 

narrative begins with transcription. Transcription undertaken by someone removed from 

the interaction may alleviate potential bias, a separation of the process of transcription 

into discrete roles offering an element of objectivity. However, this risks creating an 

inaccurate account due to the complex interactional dynamics that characterize 

classroom instruction, which was particularly important in this study where student tone 

and engagement with learning SAE were important factors to note. 

 

Participatory roles in research add a depth of understanding and a degree of insight that 

is not available to the observer (Hymes, 1996). The role of the researcher in all aspects 

of the data analysis process provided scope for visiting and re-visiting the classroom 

interactions from different perspectives. This included personal account of the lessons 

from the teaching perspective [during] and linguistic account from the transcription 

[after] to gain a strong sense of the meaning behind the linguistic observations. 

 

In this study, the researcher played the roles of teacher, co-teacher, transcriber, and data 

analyst. Each role introduces potential bias as well as benefit in transcription of the 

complex interactive space of this study. This section will describe the qualitative and 

quantitative data analysis process that was undertaken in this part of the study. 

 

The data analysis process began during the lessons with both teachers making real-time 

observations based on the responses from the students. Excerpt 5.7 shows the two 

teachers realising that students were struggling to separate the two languages. In 

response, they provided students with that feedback and incorporated more practice of 

the target features into the lesson. In this way, it is evident that the teachers are 

undertaking data analysis and changing the nature of the intervention based on their 

interpretations. This is a necessary feature of teaching to meet students’ learning needs. 
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Excerpt 5.7 
 

 SAE Teacher: Yeah cos I can hear we're getting a little bit mixed up, aren't we, 
between the two 

 YL Teacher: Yes 
 

In Excerpt 5.7, the team-teaching dynamic is also clear. The two teachers are engaged in 

a process of co-designing the lesson as it progresses in response to the real-time 

feedback they are receiving from the students. This dynamic gave strength to the 

lessons as teachers work together to build student understanding and cater to their 

needs. It also aided data analysis. After the series of lessons each day, the two teachers 

‘debriefed’. This process involved analysing the aspects of the lesson that were effective 

and those that were less so, as well as examining student responses and gathering 

evidence of their prior knowledge and learning in the lesson. The teachers also made 

comparative observations between the year levels, adding their personal hypotheses for 

the patterns that emerged. The researcher listed the conclusions drawn by the two 

teachers. 

 

The next phase of the data analysis was the transcription. Each lesson was transcribed in 

ELAN. All audible utterances were transcribed. Particular attention was given to the 

aspects of learning that was undertaken to ensure the accuracy of student utterances 

regarding linguistic differences between YL and SAE. Utterances were time stamped to 

also consider how long it took for participants to ‘notice’ differences between the two 

languages. For examples, see the excerpts provided in chapters 5 and 6 and Appendix 

G. Each lesson was analysed to find evidence of student progression up the code-

switching stairway used as the framework for analysis.  

 

For the quantitative analysis, the same processes for data analysis as in Study 1 were 

used for the Forward digit span task, the EI task and the Noticing task. Independent 

samples t-tests were used to compare ages and STM capacities of the treatment and 

control groups to ensure they could be fairly compared. Participant results from Study 2 

(YL group) were compared with those from Study 1 (IEAL/D group) for each task. In 

order to understand the impact of the teaching intervention, analysis of covariance 

(ANCOVA) was used. Using ANCOVA, the post-test scores of the treatment and 
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control groups in the EI and Noticing tasks were adjusted taking into account their pre-

test scores. 

 

5.3.3 Quality Control Mechanisms 
 

As before, to ensure internal consistency and, therefore, reliability, in the administration 

of the tasks the researcher remained the same throughout the data collection process. 

Clear procedures for data analysis have been set and followed. The role of the 

researcher in the teaching intervention is acknowledged. However, it is viewed as an 

asset to the research process for the depth of experiential understanding it adds both to 

the transcription, the analysis and the interpretation (Hymes, 1996).  

 

5.4 Summary 
 

Study 2 was conducted at an Aboriginal community school with YL speaking primary-

school aged children. Participants were drawn from Years 1, 3 and 5. They were 

allocated to treatment and control groups in a pre- and post-test experimental design 

study with a teaching intervention. All participants partook in the pre- and post-tests 

which consisted of the Forward digit span task, the EI task and the Noticing task. The 

treatment group received three 30-minute lessons teaching differences between YL and 

SAE with the contrastive approach to SDA. A quantitative analysis was performed to 

determine whether participants ‘noticed’ dialect differences and whether the teaching 

intervention had an impact. The lessons were transcribed and sociolinguistic discourse 

analysis was used to evaluate student responses according to their progress on the 

‘code-switching stairway’ (Berry & Hudson, 1997). The quantitative and qualitative 

findings are presented in Chapter 6 followed by the discussion in the final chapter, 

Chapter 7. 
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Chapter Six. 

Study Two: Findings 
 

6.0 Introduction 
 

Study 1 established that Indigenous students who speak another dialect of English do 

not perform as well as their SAE speaking counterparts in tests of SAE language ability. 

This was not attributed to participants’ memory ability as there was no difference 

between the SAE and IEAL/D groups in short-term memory capacity. While the study 

showed that the SAE language skills of the IEAL/D group members improve as they 

age it was unclear whether this was mostly due to environment exposure, developmental 

processes, or schooling. The SAE language ability of these students was not 

commensurate with that of the SAE group, and this is likely to impact their academic 

success in the Australian schooling system. 

 

In this chapter, I present the results for Study 2 which explores the nature of SAE 

acquisition for the Yarrie Lingo (YL) group as outlined in the previous chapter. This 

small-scale study explored whether rates of ‘noticing’ SAE grammatical features could 

be improved through teaching and impact on students’ SAE language ability. 

Participants were drawn from Years 1, 3 and 5. They were divided into treatment and 

control groups. As before, both completed a range of tasks: the forward digit span task, 

the EI task and the noticing task. A teaching intervention of three 30-minute lessons11 

utilizing the contrastive approach was conducted with the treatment group. These 

lessons were analysed to understand students’ language learning processes by what they 

could ‘notice’. After the teaching intervention, the treatment and control groups 

repeated the tasks to examine the impact of the teaching intervention on rates of 

‘noticing’ SAE grammatical features. 

                                                 
11 The teaching intervention was limited to three lessons due to schooling constraints, as explained in the 

methodology Section 5.2.2.8 and discussed further in the limitations in Section 7.1. 
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6.1 Quantitative analysis 
 

In this section, student performance in each of the three tasks will be examined to 

determine the SAE language abilities of the YL group, followed by an analysis of co-

variance (ANCOVA) between the pre- and post-tests to determine the efficacy of the 

teaching intervention. These results will then be compared with those from the IEAL/D 

group in Study 1. All results represent the mean percentage of accurate responses. 

 

6.1.1 Forward digit span task 
 

The short-term memory (STM) capacities of the treatment and control groups measured 

using the forward digit span test did not differ from one another (Table 6.1). Therefore, 

differences between the two groups in performance of other tasks cannot be attributed to 

STM capacities. It is worth noting that STM ability did not improve between Years 3 

and 5 for the YL group. 

 

Table 6.1 
 
Participant Short-Term Memory Capacity by group and year level  
 

Year 
level 

 Treatment group  Control group  Both groups 
 N M SD  N M SD  Mean difference 

1  9 3.78 1.86  8 4.25 1.90  t (15) = .517,  p = .613 

3  9 5.44 .88  11 5.00 1.00  t (18) = -1.042,  p = .311 

5  8 5.13 1.25  6 5.00 .63  t (12) = -.223,  p = .827 

Total  26 4.76 1.30  25 4.77 1.53  t (49) = -.023,  p = .982 

 

The next section will examine students’ EI task results and the factors that influence 

task performance. 
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6.1.2 Elicited Imitation 
 

EI task performance was measured by global and syntactic factors, respectively. The 

global measure required an entirely accurate reproduction of the original utterance 

(Philp, 2003) and the syntactic factor required an accurate reproduction of the targeted 

SAE grammatical items.  

 

The results represent performance over the 6, 9 and 12 syllable sentence lengths. Mean 

EI task performance with a 95% confidence interval for the YL group shows a gradual, 

linear increase in SAE language ability across the year levels (Figure 6.1). The 

performance of the Year 5 students appears to be more variable than those in lower 

years, as shown by wider confidence interval in Figure 6.1.  

 

Figure 6.1 
 
Interval plot of EI task performance for YL group by year level 
 

 
 

Table 6.2 presents mean EI performance in the targeted SAE grammatical features for 

the YL group. For all categories, the improvement between Years 1 and 3 was greater 

than it was between Years 3 and 5. For all year levels the simple present tense was the 
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most difficult SAE item to ‘notice’ and reproduce, followed by simple irregular past 

tense, then plurals on nouns and prepositions. Student performance in prepositions 

improved most between Years 1 and 3 and then remained high for Years 3 and 5. The 

interval plot with a 95% confidence interval in Figure 6.2 shows student performance in 

each year level for each of the SAE linguistic features. 

 

Table 6.2 
 
EI task performance of YL group by grammatical feature and year level 
 

Year  Prepositions  Plural nouns  Simple irregular 
past tense 

 Simple present 
tense 

  M% SD%  M% SD%  M% SD%  M% SD% 
1 (n=19)  69.1 35.1  59.0 31.8  55.1 28.2  32.7 26.4 
3 (n=20)  90.6 6.7  70.2 19.6  66.7 17.1  53.5 23.7 
5 (n=14)  89.9 23.0  73.6 22.9  71.4 21.2  58.7 31.3 

Total (N=53)  82.7 26.1  67.1 25.7  63.8 23.3  47.4 28.6 
 

Figure 6.2 
 
Interval plot of EI task performance for YL group by grammatical feature and year level 
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The number of differences between the SAE target sentence and the EI reproductions 

were counted and averaged to examine how different they were. Table 6.3 shows the 

results for the YL group. Participants in Year 1 had mostly three or more differences in 

their utterances, whereas participants in Years 3 and 5 had mostly 1 difference between 

the two. There was a sharp growth between the Years 1 and 3, with 44.2% of Year 1 

participants producing three or more differences in their sentence productions, but only 

20.7% doing this by Year 3. Overall, there was mostly only one difference between the 

two. There were no instances of perfect performance. 

 

Table 6.3 
 
Number of differences in EI sentence reproductions 
 

No. of 
differences 

 Year 1 
(n=19) 

 Year 3 
(n=20) 

 Year 5 
(n=14) 

 Total 
(N=53) 

  M% SD%  M% SD%  M% SD%  M% SD% 
1  32.9 21.5  55.2 17.7  52.6 26.3  46.9 25.3 

2  22.9 17.7  24.1 13.0  25.9 20.9  24.3 16.8 
3+  44.2 31.2  20.7 16.6  21.5 26.2  28.8 26.9 

 

Next these differences were examined according to whether the language produced was 

SAE or not, and whether the meaning of the original utterance was retained. Table 

6.4shows that for all year levels, the majority of the differences were not SAE and the 

meaning of the original utterance was not retained. Dialect differences that were 

considered ‘communicatively redundant’ (Long, 2007, p. 62) were those that were “not 

SAE, but the meaning was retained”. In other words, despite the utterance not being 

SAE, an SAE speaker would have understood the meaning of the utterance. These 

accounted for 30.1% of the overall different sentence reproductions. Performance in 

each of the categories was relatively stable across the year levels. One notable 

difference was that utterances which were not SAE and where the meaning was not 

retained, dropped from 44.9% in Year 1 to 33.6% in Year 3 suggesting that the 

students’ utterances become more comprehensible between these years. This pattern 

does not extend to Year 3 to Year 5.  
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Table 6.4 
 
EI sentence reproductions for YL group by year level 
 

Year  Meaning retained  Meaning not retained 
 SAE Not SAE  SAE Not SAE 

 M% SD% M% SD%  M% SD% M% SD% 
1 (n=19)  2.6 4.0 26.4 15.8  26.1 16.7 44.9 23.5 

3 (n=20)  5.0 6.3 33.8 22.5  27.6 16.0 33.6 21.0 

5 (n=14)  8.7 14.9 29.1 19.5  27.9 21.4 34.3 20.7 

Total (N=53) 
 

 5.2 9.2 30.1 19.6  27.6 17.5 37.1 22.0 

 

Regression analysis was used to examine the variables that contributed to EI task 

performance of the YL group. Table 6.5 indicates the contribution of sentence length to 

EI task performance across all year levels. From a separate analysis, Table 6.6 indicates 

the contributions of year level, age and STM to EI task performance across all sentence 

lengths. Comparison of data from both tables shows that sentence length had the largest 

impact on EI task performance. 

 

 

Table 6.6 
 
EI task performance regression analysis (age, year level, memory) - YL group 
 

Group  Variable R2 Sig. 

YL speakers  Year level .130 .008 

  Age .106 .018 

  Short-term memory .186 .002 
 

Table 6.5 
 
EI task performance regression analysis (sentence length) - YL group 
 
Group Variable R2 Sig. 

YL speakers Sentence length .596 .000 
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The next section will present students’ Noticing task results and examine the variables 

that impacted performance. 

 

6.1.3 Noticing task 
 

The Noticing task asked students whether two utterances (SAE vs nonstandard) were 

the “same” or “different”. Figure 6.2 shows the overall performance of the YL group in 

the Noticing task, which reveals a clear pattern of linear improvement from Year 1 

through to Year 5. The mean result for each year level was plotted within a 95% 

confidence interval, the tight ranges indicate a high reliability of mean values. A single 

sample t-test revealed that participant results significantly differed from chance levels (t 

(50) = 2.947, p = .005). 

 

Figure 6.3 
 
Interval plot of Noticing task performance for YL group by year level 
 

 
 

In the Noticing task, there were 24 test items. The correct response was “same” for six 

items and “different” for 18 items. For each response type, the mean percentage was 

calculated, shown in Table 6.7. Participants performed better when the two utterances 
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were the “same” than when they were “different”, 65.7% compared with 53.5%. A 

paired samples t-test found this difference to be significant. This suggested that the YL 

group found it difficult to identify when the utterances were different, and were more 

likely to respond that the two sentences were the “same”. 

 

Table 6.7 
 
Noticing task rate of correct “same” and “different” responses for YL group  
 

Response  YL group Mean difference 
 N M% SD% 

same  51 65.7 28.9 t (50) = -2.104,  p = .040 
different  51 53.5 22.0 

 

The Noticing task tested whether participants could hear differences in prepositions and 

plural nouns. Table 6.8 shows the results for each grammatical feature and overall. 

There was improvement in the overall rates of ‘noticing’ across all years of school. For 

prepositions, large gains were made from Year 1 through to Year 5. For plurals on 

nouns, there was little change between the year levels. This finding aligns with those 

from the EI results that suggest that plurals on nouns are more difficult ‘notice’ than 

prepositions. 

 

Table 6.8 
 
Noticing task performance of YL group by year level 
 

Year  Prepositions  Plural nouns  Noticing task overall 
  M% SD%  M% SD%  M% SD% 

1 (n=17)  43.1 27.7  46.6 28.1  46.3 14.5 
3 (n=20)  60.8 30.2  49.2 21.9  57.3 13.9 
5 (n=14)  81.0 20.5  55.4 19.8  67.9 12.2 

Total (N=51)  60.5 30.4  50.0 23.5  56.5 15.8 
 

Year level and age accounted for the greatest proportion of variance, followed by short-

term memory and SAE language proficiency at similar levels, shown by the regression 

analysis in Table 6.9.  
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Table 6.9 
 
Noticing task performance regression analysis – YL group 
 

Group  Variable R2 Sig. 

YL speakers  Year level .139 .007 

  Age .285 .000 

  Short-term memory .268 .000 
 

This study has attempted to capture whether ‘noticing’ occurs, in particular whether it 

must be perceived (the Noticing task) before it can be reproduced (the EI task). The 

next section examines the relationship between the tasks to determine whether 

performance in the two tasks, and the targeted grammatical items were correlated, as 

well as the nature of this relationship. 

 

6.1.4 Relationship between the tasks 
 

If the ability to hear a difference between two utterances is an integral part of language 

learning, then to reproduce the grammatical forms (the EI task), the participants must 

first hear them (the Noticing task). Performance of participants in a range of EI and 

Noticing tasks was correlated. As short-term memory capacity is a factor in task 

performance it was included in the analysis. Pearson’s correlation coefficient, which is a 

widely used measure of correlation, was employed to examine these relationships. Table 

6.10 shows a strong positive relationship between each skill set – STM, the EI task and 

the Noticing task.  
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Table 6.10 
 
Relationships between task performance – YL Group 
 

Group  Task pair  Correlation 
(Pearson’s) 

Sig. 

YL  
speakers 

 Short-term memory  Elicited imitation  .431 .002 

 Elicited imitation  Noticing task  .373 .007 

 Noticing task  Short-term memory  .399 .004 

 Noticing - prepositions  EI - prepositions  .299 .033 

 Noticing - plurals on nouns  EI - plurals on nouns  .318 .023 

 

The relationship between the targeted SAE grammatical items in the two tasks was also 

explored. Table 6.10 shows that EI performance in prepositions and plurals was clearly 

related to and the Noticing task performance in prepositions and plurals, but the nature 

of the relationship was unclear. To explore whether students had to notice the 

grammatical items before they could reproduce them in the EI task, the results from the 

two tasks in each grammatical item were plotted alongside one another. Figure 6.4 

shows participant performance in prepositions across the two tasks and student 

performance in the noticing task is always lower than that in the EI task, at each year 

level.  
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Figure 6.4 
 
Interval plot of Noticing and EI task performance in prepositions for YL group by year 
level 
 

 
 

This pattern across the years is also seen in plural performance across the two tasks 

(Figure 6.5). Together, this suggests that it is harder for participants to hear the dialect 

differences in the Noticing task than it is to reproduce them in the EI task. 
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Figure 6.5 
 
Interval plot Noticing and EI task performance in plurals on nouns for YL group by 
year level 
 

 
 

The correlation coefficient in Table 6.10 showed that there is a relationship between 

participants’ ability to hear the dialect differences and their ability to reproduce the 

grammatical features, but it did not make clear the direction of this relationship. That is, 

which skill developed first was not identified. To explore the nature of this relationship, 

patterns of participant performance in the two tasks were examined. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 

show the mean results for the EI task are always higher than for the Noticing task, 

suggesting it is easier to reproduce the SAE feature than it is to hear it (discussed further 

in section 7.2.3). 

 

6.1.5 ANCOVA of teaching intervention 
 

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to compare the pre- and post-test results 

for the treatment and control groups to determine the effect of the teaching intervention. 

Data for performance in the EI and the Noticing tasks from global (overall) and 

syntactic (targeted SAE grammatical features) perspectives were considered. The 
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analysis did not demonstrate significant differences (results are presented in Appendix 

E). It is likely that the sample size compromised the reliability of the observed mean 

differences. The large range for confidence interval shown in each result suggests that 

intervention and tests would need to be run again with a much larger sample size in 

order to safely draw any conclusions. Overall, these results are not surprising in the 

context of the research conducted which represents a complex environment as will be 

discussed in the limitations. A number of factors to consider when both interpreting this 

result and making an evaluation will be addressed in the discussion. 

 

6.1.6 Comparison of YL and IEAL/D groups 
 

In this section the results from the YL group in Study 2 will be compared with those of 

the IEAL/D group from Study 1. Only significant results will be presented and other 

results can be found in Appendix F. 

 

Before comparisons were made the STM capacities and ages of the two groups were 

compared for Years 1, 3 and 5. In the forward digit span task, there was no significant 

difference between the STM capacities of the two groups, shown in Table 6.11.  

 

Table 6.11 
 
Forward digit span task performance – YL and IEAL/D groups 
 

Year 
level 

 YL group  IEAL/D group  Both groups 

 N M SD  N M SD  Mean difference 
1  17 4.00 1.84  8 4.38 2.0  t (23) = .464,  p = .885 

3  20 5.20 .95  7 5.14 .90  t (25) = -.139,  p = .891 

5  14 5.07 1.0  12 5.42 1.44  t (24) = .718,  p = .569 

Total  51 4.77 1.41  27 5.04 1.53  t (76) = .788,  p = .433 

 

The mean ages of participants did significantly differ in Year 3 (p=.042), but not for the 

other year levels, shown in Table 6.12. 
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Table 6.12 
 
Mean ages – YL and IEAL/D groups 
 

Year 
level 

 YL group  IEAL/D group  Both groups 

 N M SD  N M SD  Mean difference 
1  20 6.91 .43  9 6.89 .28  t (27) = -.104,  p = .919 

3  20 8.77 .48  7 9.18 .24  t (25) = 2.149,  p = .042 

5  14 10.82 .34  12 10.98 .29  t (24) = 1.268,  p = .217 

Total 
 

 54 8.61 1.59  28 9.21 1.81  t (79) = 1.553,  p = .124 

 

Previously, regression analysis showed that age accounts for the least amount of 

variance in task performance and is therefore unlikely to impact findings. Further, there 

is no significant difference between any results at the Year 3 level.  

 

Table 6.13 shows that the IEAL/D group significantly outperformed the YL group as a 

total cohort, and in Year 5. However, the pattern of improvement for both groups was 

very similar, following a linear trend line.  

 

Table 6.13 
 
EI task performance –YL and IEAL/D groups by year level 
 

Year 
level 

 YL group  IEAL/D group  Both groups 

 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 
1  19 19.8 16.8  9 28.3 18.4  t (26) = 1.213,  p = .260 

3  20 32.3 20.7  7 40.5 27.7  t (25) = .826,  p = .416 

5  14 39.3 24.8  12 55.1 12.6  t (19.912) = 1.994,  p = .050 

Total  53 29.6 21.7  28 42.8 21.8  t (79) = 2.593,  p = .011 

 

The IEAL/D group also significantly outperformed the YL group in simple present 

tense (Table 6.17) overall and at Year 5. This was the most difficult SAE grammatical 

item for the YL group. For the IEAL/D group simple present tense and simple irregular 

past tense were equally difficult and for both groups, prepositions were the easiest 
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followed by plurals but there were no significant differences between the groups in 

these features (Tables F.1 to F.3, Appendix F). 

 

Table 6.14 
 
EI task performance (simple present tense) –YL and IEAL/D groups by year level 
 

Year 
level 

 YL group  IEAL/D group  Both groups 

 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 
1  19 32.8 26.4  9 57.1 35.9  t (26) = 2.029,  p = .053 

3  20 53.5 23.7  7 68.3 23.5  t (25) = 1.424,  p = .167 

5  14 58.7 31.3  12 86.1 9.6  t (24) = 2.911,  p = .008 

Total  53 47.4 28.6  28 72.3 26.6  t (79) = 3.901,  p = .000 

 

The Noticing task results for the two groups did not significantly differ (Table F.4, 

Appendix F). Both groups found plurals on nouns more difficult to notice than 

prepositions (Tables F.5 and F.6, Appendix F). 

 

There was a strong significant relationship between EI task performance and Noticing 

task performance of  the YL group in both of the targeted grammatical items (Table 

6.10); whereas, for the Indigenous EAL/D learner group, there was a strong significant 

relationship between the performance in the two tasks for prepositions, but not plurals 

on nouns (Section 4.3.3). 

 

6.2 Qualitative analysis: Code-switching stairway 
 

The code-switching stairway represents a hypothesized learner pathway to successful 

SAE language acquisition. As discussed previously (Figure 2.1 in Section 2.4; Section 

5.2.3) within each of the four steps, there are a number of learning goals to be met, 

which represent both social and linguistic functions of language. Each lesson was 

analysed to find evidence of student progression up the stairway. The analysis is 

presented according to each step and the goals related to that step. Key evidence is 

provided in excerpts from class transcripts, and the additional excerpts referred to 

throughout are in Appendix G. 
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6.2.1 Step 1: Awareness 
 

The first step of the code-switching stairway is ‘awareness’. It consists of four learning 

goals: 1) realise that there are different languages in the community; 2) recognise 

Aboriginal English as a valid variety of language; 3) understand that each language is 

good and should be a source of pride; and 4) practice. This step was addressed in the 

first lesson to gauge an understanding of students’ levels of language awareness. The 

first three learning goals will be analysed. 

 

6.2.1.1 Realise that there are different languages in the 

community 

 

In the first step, students are encouraged to realise that there are different languages in 

the community. To begin the series of three lessons and to introduce the languages of 

YL and SAE, students were asked about languages in the community. There were ten 

students in Year 1, nine in Year 3 and eight in Year 5. Excerpt 6.1 shows the responses 

from each of the year levels demonstrating that they were aware of, and could name, 

different languages in the community. 

 

Excerpt 6.1 
 

 Year 1 responses: Language12, English, Yarrie Lingo 

 Year 3 responses: Yarrie Lingo, English 

 Year 5 responses: English, Yarrie Lingo, Torres Speak 
 

It was clear that students had a body of pre-existing knowledge in relation to the range 

of languages spoken in the community. It was evident that for the Year 3 students, this 

topic had already been the focus of lessons in the classroom and they were aware of the 

                                                 
12 ‘Language’ is a term used in many Aboriginal English/es and/or creoles to refer to Traditional 

Indigenous Languages (TILs). It does not have the same meaning as the word “language” in Standard 

English. 
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‘technical’ terminology for languages in the case of SAE. Excerpt G.1 (Appendix G) 

shows that Year 3 students had learned the term ‘Standard Australian English’ in their 

classroom already and were so familiar with the concepts presented that they could 

predict that was what the teacher was going to say. 

 

6.2.1.2 Recognise Aboriginal English as a valid language 

 

The second step of ‘awareness’ proposes teaching students to recognise AE as a valid 

language variety. In this community and school setting considerable work had already 

taken place to promote YL as a valid language. In collaboration with the community 

and linguists, the At da Crick poster (Language Perspectives, 2009; see Appendix A) 

was produced to illustrate common examples of YL with the goal of raising community 

awareness and recognition. This poster was displayed throughout the school. Despite 

this, as SAE is the language of instruction the extent to which YL is used in the 

classroom is highly dependent upon the teacher’s knowledge of YL. In the first lesson 

the At da Crick poster was used to help explain what we were doing, to activate 

students’ prior knowledge and to promote recognition of YL as a valid variety. In 

Excerpt 6.2, the Year 1 student’s response, “It’s our language!” demonstrates not only 

the recognition of YL as a valid form, but also a sense of pride in their language, which 

is the final learning goal for step 1 – ‘awareness’. 

 

Excerpt 6.2 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 1 

 YL Teacher: Okay ‘cos this is really important ‘cos Miss Carly is from … 
and she wants to know some of the things we know about 
Yarrie Lingo. 

 Student: It’s our language! 
 

Excerpts G.2 to G.3 (Appendix G) show that Year 3 and 5 students were also well 

acquainted with the poster but did not express the pride evident from the Year 1 student 

in Excerpt 6.2. 
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6.2.1.3 Understand that each language is good and should be 

a source of pride 

 

The last aspect of awareness is understanding that each language is good and should be 

a source of pride. In Excerpt 6.2, a sense of pride and ownership of YL was displayed 

from the student in Year 1. However, throughout the series of lessons, deficit 

perspectives were evident in the responses from students in Years 3 and 5, despite the 

high level of work undertaken in the community and the school to promote YL as a 

valid language. As shown in Excerpt 6.3, when exploring a phonological difference 

between YL and SAE, a Year 5 student expressed the view that the YL word was 

“wrong” and the SAE word was “right”. Thus, viewing YL as an incorrect version of 

SAE, rather than a language in its own right that is different. Both teachers were quick 

to respond with the intention of promoting YL as a valid variety of language. To 

achieve this, the YL teacher expresses her pride in her language in the last line, “There's 

nothing wrong with any language. Yarrie Lingo is a deadly language. I love it.”  

 

Excerpt 6.3 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 1 

 YL Teacher: So, what's the difference? 

 Student 1: You sayin “‘ave”, and she sayin 'have" 

 Student 2: You doin, you doin it wrong and she doin it, she's saying it right 

 SAE Teacher: Not wrong! 

 YL Teacher: Nooooooo. Yarrie Lingo is my, I- that's my language so I'm 
speaking it right and she's speaking Standard Australian 
English, right. 

 SAE Teacher: Both are right! 

 YL Teacher: There's nothing wrong with any language. Yarrie Lingo is a 
deadly language. I love it. 

 

Students seemed unsure about the role of YL in the classroom as illustrated in Excerpt 

G.4 (Appendix G) where the student did not recognize that we were learning about 

English and YL. Instead, the Year 3 student voiced that we were learning “English”. 
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Again, the YL teacher strongly responded, “No, we learning about Yarrie Lingo AND 

Standard Australian English but this time...” positioning YL first in the sentence. In 

contrast, Excerpt G.6 (Appendix G) shows the response from a Year 1 student who was 

quick to recall that last lesson we learnt about YL and SAE, placing YL in the 

prominent position. In the third lesson, another Year 1 student interrupts the lesson to 

call out and say, “We always talk about Yarrie Lingo and Standard Australia English” 

(Excerpt G.7, Appendix G). While still maintaining YL in the primary position, it 

appears as if the student trying to figure out exactly what is going on because the 

purpose was not quite clear to him. Meanwhile, in Excerpt G.5 (Appendix G), a Year 5 

student questions the purpose of the lessons outright, asking “How come we gotta do 

dis Miss?”. 

 

These perspectives are not surprising given the peripheral position of vernacular 

languages in society and the schooling system (Sellwood & Angelo, 2013), but they 

demonstrate the need to address the underlying socio-political status of languages in 

teaching in order for students to make sense of the language learning they are being 

asked to engage with.  

 

6.2.2 Step 2: Separation 
 

The second step in the code-switching stairway is ‘separation’ which has two learning 

goals: 1) learn to recognise the languages, name them and identify the social situation 

appropriate for each language; and 2) discover the differences between SAE and their 

home language. This step was implemented across all lessons. In the first lesson, 

students learnt to recognise the languages, name them and identify the social situation 

appropriate for each and then were guided to discover pragmatic, phonological and 

semantic differences between the two languages. In lessons 2 and 3 the focus was 

grammatical differences and students were guided to discover the differences between 

YL and SAE in their expression of singular and plural nouns and past tense. 
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6.2.2.1 Learn to recognise the languages, name them and 

identify the social situation appropriate for each 

language 

 

In this part of the lessons, it was clear that students in Years 3 and 5 had developed an 

understanding of cultural identity and assigned the two teachers a language based on 

their perception of the teachers’ cultural identities that informed their understanding of 

the social situations appropriate for each language. The Year 1 students recognized the 

language identity of the YL teacher, but not the SAE teacher.  

 

Although Year 1 students could name three different types of languages spoken in the 

community – Language, English and Yarrie Lingo, Excerpt G.8 (Appendix G) shows 

that they did not identify the SAE speaking teacher as a speaker of SAE. The Year 3 

and 5 students, however, could do this and predict which language the teacher would 

use in the activity (Excerpt G.9, Appendix G), demonstrating a sense of how the two 

languages should be used in the classroom context, implying it might not be possible or 

appropriate for each teacher to use the other language.  

 

The two teachers intentionally disrupted this view. To see if students could identify the 

two languages based on linguistic information alone, students were given cards with 

“Yarrie Lingo” on one side and “SAE” on the other and were asked to hold up the side 

that represented the language being spoken. After a few turns of students successfully 

responding, the teachers switched the languages they used. Excerpt G.10 (Appendix G) 

shows that for the most part, students were “tricked” because they were not using the 

linguistic information presented to them, rather they were basing their decisions on the 

cultural identity of the speaker. In response, the YL teacher made the point that she 

could also speak SAE. This excerpt was taken from the end of the lesson, when students 

were already familiar with the sentences that we used and we had already identified the 

YL and SAE features in them. 

 

Through this activity, students learned to become attuned to the linguistic information 

provided to them in the sentences, and with practice, could soon complete the task 

successfully. Excerpt G.11 (Appendix G) from Year 1, shows that students are no 
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longer “tricked” when the SAE teacher speaks YL. Thus, they were able to ‘notice’ the 

dialect differences that were learned that lesson. 

 

6.2.2.2 Discover the differences between SAE and their home 

language 

 

In each of the three lessons, students worked towards identifying differences between 

SAE and YL. Lesson 1 focused on pragmatic, phonetic and semantic differences, lesson 

2 focused on singular and plural nouns and lesson 3 focused on simple past tense. These 

differences in each lesson will be discussed in turn. 

 

Lesson 1: pragmatic, phonetic and semantic differences 

 

In the first lesson, students were presented with pragmatic, phonetic and semantic 

differences between SAE and YL and asked to ‘notice’ the differences. Students were 

largely able to identify that there was a difference, and with a degree of 

guiding/scaffolding, name the difference. Students were very engaged with this part of 

the series of three lessons and found the differences between the two languages “funny” 

(Excerpt G.12, Appendix G). When these differences were re-visited in later lessons, 

student could accurately recall the pragmatic, phonetic and semantic differences 

between the two languages demonstrating both their understanding and engagement. 

 

Pragmatic differences 

 

Students were presented with two pragmatic differences between YL and SAE. Firstly, 

that YL uses short sentences while SAE uses long sentences, and secondly the use of 

body language/sign in YL compared with oral discourse in SAE. 

 

Long and short sentences 

 

Pairs of YL and SAE sentences, of short and long lengths respectively, describing three 

pictures were used to explore the differences ‘noticed’ by participants (Figure 6.5). The 

YL teacher spoke about the picture in YL and then the SAE teacher spoke about it in 
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SAE. The purpose of the three sentence pairs was to illustrate that, although both 

languages can express the same level of detail/information about the pictures, they 

convey meaning differently. In YL, as in many other Aboriginal Englishes, information 

is largely derived from context or shared knowledge and therefore, in contrast with 

English, utterances do not explicitly refer to all the information that is available (Eades, 

2013).  

 

Figure 6.6 
 
Images and sentences for teaching the pragmatic difference: long and short sentences 
 

   
YL: Dey digging  

SAE: These men in Fluoro 

shirts are digging 

YL: Dey eating mango 

SAE: These children are 

eating green mangoes 

YL: ’E playing game  

SAE: The boy is sitting on 

the chair playing games 

 

The student responses are presented in a time sequence in Excerpts 6.4 (and G.13-G.14, 

Appendix G) to show the process they went through to arrive at the conclusion the 

sentences were long and short. The students in Years 3 and 5 could immediately 

recognise that the sentences were different but it took a little bit longer for them to 

express their understanding of how in order to derive a metalinguistic rule. It is 

interesting to note the way the difference is described. In Year 5 (Excerpt G.13, 

Appendix G), the language “long” and “short” sentences was employed with an apt 

concluding sentence, “Standard Australian English use lotta sentence”. Whereas, in 

Year 3 the ideas about ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ language resurfaced again. One of the 

Year 3 students stated that the SAE utterance was a sentence, while YL utterance was 

not, “Because you sayin’ a sentence and you not” (Excerpt 6.4). But both utterances are 

sentences in their respective languages and this student did not recognise this, instead 

viewing YL as deficit because through the lens of SAE it would not be considered a 

sentence. This shows that negative perceptions about vernacular languages are quite 
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pervasive and continue to manifest themselves in classroom discourse and learning. 

Moreover, student’s linguistic descriptions appear confined to the grammatical 

structures presented. They do not include a holistic understanding of language with 

pragmatics, which is an incredibly important aspect to effective communication. 

 

Excerpt 6.4 
 

 Year 3 responses to “short” and “long” sentences 

 3:19.5 [Examples presented] 

 3:31.0 Different! 

 3:42.5 Different! 

 4:00.5 Different! 

 4:05.9 Dug! “s” at the end 

 4:10.1 Digging 

 4:12.6 Because you sayin’ a sentence and you not 

 4:20.5 Looonnnggg 

 4:22.1 And yours is short 
 

For both Years 3 and 5 roughly a minute transpired between when the sentence pairs 

were presented and the difference ‘noticed’. Year 1 students took much longer and 

required high levels of scaffolding from the teachers (Excerpt G.14, Appendix G). They 

were directed to count the number of words in each sentence, which was said slowly by 

each teacher to enable students to count them, in order to elicit the response that one 

was long and the other short. Almost four minutes elapsed through this process 

compared with one minute for Years 3 and 5. 

 

Body language and spoken language 

 

To explore the use of body language/sign in YL compared with spoken language for 

SAE, the teachers acted out a scenario, taking turns asking each other questions and 

answering the questions in their respective languages. In YL the use of body language 

represents an appropriate response to answer the question and does not require further 

elaboration. In SAE, it is common to apologise if the answer cannot be provided or 
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assistance cannot be given, responses can often overcompensate or become elaborate in 

detail with the desire to help. Both are pragmatic features of each language and each can 

appear either rude or unnecessary in the other. Question 3 also demonstrates that shared 

context leaves a certain level of detail unspoken in YL, as in the previous examples. 

Three examples were given:  

 

Question 1: Where is Miss Sylvia?  

YL: shoulder shrug 

SAE: I don’t know. I’m really sorry I haven’t seen her today. 

 

Question 2: Do you have any money?  

YL: hand finger movements 

SAE: I’m really sorry – I spent the last of my money at the canteen this morning. I’m 

sorry I can’t help you. 

 

Question 3: Where is the telephone?  

YL: lip movement/head motion 

SAE: Over there at the back of the classroom on top of the table 

 

Students in all year levels were very quick to ‘notice’ the difference in communicative 

styles. (Excerpts G.15 to G.17, Appendix G). But their articulation was specific to the 

different year levels. Years 3 and 5 were able to articulate what the YL Teacher was 

doing in place of “talk”, she was using “action”, “signs” and “body for talk”.  
 

Year 1 students (Excerpt G.15, Appendix G) were unable to move past “quiet” and 

“talking” as descriptors, even though it was clear they could both see and understand the 

YL use of signs or body language to communicate. They even translated it during the 

skit. When the YL Teacher used her lip movement, one student immediately said “ober 

dere”. Therefore, it does not necessarily reflect a lack of understanding, but rather the 

level of SAE metalinguistic knowledge required to adequately describe their 

understanding. For most students, but particularly those in Year 1, the linguistic 

demands of responding in SAE exceeded their SAE language ability. Describing how 

languages differ is a highly demanding metalinguistic task that requires a 

correspondingly high level of SAE knowledge.  
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Phonetic differences 

 

Next, students were presented with some phonetic differences between YL and SAE 

with the words – boddle and bottle, ‘ab and have, and dat ting and that thing. 

 

Year 1 students were presented with all three sentence pairs at once and asked how they 

differed from one another (Excerpt 6.5). These students could articulate that the 

examples shared a “different sound” indicating they were attuned to the phonetic 

differences between the two languages. In this example, Year 1 students were more 

readily able to articulate their knowledge and understanding when compared with Year 

5. 

 

Excerpt 6.5 
 

 Year 1 responses to phonetic differences 

 17:30.0 [Examples presented] 

 18:09.4 You sayin’ thiiing a you you sayin’ thing you sayin’ thing and 
you sayin’… 

 18:16.4 Dat ting. 

 18:25.5 You saying the bottle and she’s saying the boddle. 

 18:28.6 Because you were saying the ’t’ at the end and she’s saying /d/. 

 18:39.4 She saying the /t/ for the end and you saying the /b/. 

 19:38.7 Different sound. 
 

Similarly, Year 3 students were able to identify that there was a difference, and 

articulate that it was in the “sounds” of the two words (Excerpt G.18, Appendix G). 

This was repeated for all three examples and demonstrates a high degree of 

metalinguistic awareness. The excerpt shows they followed the same thinking processes 

as Year 1 students, however, the Year 3 students were much faster at identifying and 

articulating the difference.  
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The Year 5 students could say the sentences were different, but could not articulate how 

(Excerpt G.19 and G.20, Appendix G). Quite some time and thinking had elapsed after 

all three examples were presented before the Year 5 students could state that it was the 

sounds that differed, as captured in the last comment, “same but different sound”. It 

seems from this observation that learning in Year 5 has moved away from a focus on 

sounds. There is often a strong focus on phonological awareness and phonic knowledge 

in mainstream schooling for SAE speakers in the early years of school. However, it is 

mandated until the end of primary school in Year 6 and likely has continued relevance 

and usefulness for those students who are acquiring SAE as a second dialect. 

 

Semantic differences 

 

Lastly in this lesson, semantic differences were examined. Students were presented with 

a YL sentence from the YL teacher and an SAE sentence from the SAE teacher. The 

two sentences had the same meaning but different words were used. Pictures were used 

to support the communication of the intended word meaning. The teachers used the 

following equivalent word pairs in YL and SAE:  

 

YL SAE 

Pink throw 

Stop live 

Bina ears 

 

Two of the YL words, “pink” and “stop”, are borrowed from English, but do not 

maintain their English meaning in YL with their meaning changing to “throw” and 

“live”. A speaker of SAE would be unlikely to understand a YL speakers’ use of these 

words. The YL word “bina” is a word that has been adopted into everyday YL 

vernacular from the local traditional language – Gunggay, in place of the word “ears”. 

 

The Year 1 students were so focused on sounds that they continued to use them to 

analyse the examples presented once the direction of the lesson had shifted. In the first 

two examples they pointed out sounds that do not relate to the words before correctly 

identifying the word pairs, as shown in the Excerpts G.21 and G.22 (Appendix G). 
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Excerpt G.23 (Appendix G) shows the Year 3 response to the second semantic 

difference presented – “stop” and “live”. Students in Year 3 were exceptionally quick to 

detect the differences. A Year 3 student had translated the YL sentence into SAE before 

the sentence could be presented, showing that students are naturally engaging with 

translating in their everyday experience of schooling and do not need to be prompted to 

do so.  

 

The Year 5 students were able to recognise the semantic differences relatively quickly 

(Excerpt G.24, Appendix G), but had greater difficultly articulating how the two words 

carried multiple semantic meanings, and that meaning was derived from the language 

context. A student in Year 5 did work towards an explanation of the semantic 

differences, “like pink is this and threw is that”, demonstrating that there was 

conceptual clarity in his mind, but it could not be accurately conveyed with his current 

SAE language skills. Students were not directed to use SAE or YL in their responses 

and their language choice was mostly likely a result of classroom context and 

interlocutor. 

 

Lesson 2: singular and plural nouns 

 

Lesson 1 ended with the pragmatic, phonetic and semantic differences. In lessons 2 and 

3 grammatical differences were introduced, with skills development focussing on the 

separation and code-switching stages of the stairways. The learning content for Lesson 

2 was singular and plural nouns, and for lesson 3 simple past tense.  

 

In lesson 2, students were presented with a series of pictures that represented singular 

and plural nouns. Figure 6.3 shows a sample image and the singular and plural nouns 

that were used. The YL teacher spoke about them in YL and the SAE teacher in SAE. 

Students were asked to figure out the two rules by ‘noticing’ the differences. Explicit 

inductive instruction was used to draw learners’ attention to D2 target language or 

grammatical features and encourage them to develop a metalinguistic rule in response 

(Leow, 2019, p. 483). Students were largely able to do this for both YL and SAE with 

some differences noted between the year levels. 
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Figure 6.7 
 
Sample images and words for teaching singular and plural nouns in YL and SAE 
 

 
YL: 

Dat cat/Dem cat  

Dat mango/Dem mango  

Dat sheet/Dem sheet    

Dat chair/Dem chair 

Dat lizard/Dem lizard 

Dat table/Dem table  

 
SAE: 

Cat/Cats 

Mango/Mangoes 

Sheet/Sheets 

Chair/Chairs 

Lizard/Lizards 

Table/Tables  

  

 

YL singular nouns 

 

The first grammatical item presented was YL singular nouns – “dat” + noun. This was 

difficult for Year 1 students to notice at first and they had to be guided toward an 

answer. They became confused between the YL “dat” and the SAE “that” (Excerpt 

G.25, Appendix G). Phonologically, YL tends to use /d/ for /th/ in SAE, which led to 

students to automatically ‘correct’ “dat” to produce the SAE demonstrative “that” in 

response to the YL teacher’s utterances. Excerpt G.25 (Appendix G) shows the teacher 

prompted the class five times, with “what word am I using?” to finally elicit the 

response, “dat”.  

 

In contrast, Year 3 students immediately ‘noticed’ the use of “dat” by the YL teacher 

(Excerpt G.26, Appendix G). However, they were unable to point to the grammatical 

function “dat” performs in the examples given. This was most likely the first time they 
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had analysed their own language and may not yet have developed a metalinguistic 

understanding of their mother tongue. 

 

Year 5 students immediately recognised the word “dat” and its grammatical function 

(Excerpt G.27, Appendix G), demonstrating a high degree of metalinguistic 

understanding. This group of students appeared more attuned to grammatical 

differences than phonetic differences.  

 

YL plural nouns 

 

Following from YL singular nouns was YL plural nouns. Generally speaking, all 

students were quicker to ‘notice’ the plural noun form. Most likely, students were 

primed to ‘notice’ this form after it was brought to their attention with the YL singular 

form through the processes of alertness, orientation and then detection (Tomlin & Villa, 

1994). The plural form follows the same structure as the singular, “dem” + noun, which 

made it easy to apply the learning that had just taken place to quickly recognise both the 

form and the function. Excerpts G.28 to G.30 (Appendix G) show that each year level 

was able to identify “dem” and articulate that it was used to signal “more than one”. 

 

SAE singular nouns 

 

Once the grammatical rules for YL were introduced, the SAE forms followed. The 

transition from YL to SAE caused some confusion. For example, Excerpt G.31 

(Appendix G) from Year 1, shows a student was still thinking in terms of YL and when 

asked the rule about SAE answered, “dat” before another student guided the class to the 

response, “nothing” indicating that the words do not change for SAE singular nouns. 

 

Similarly, for Year 3 students, their knowledge about the SAE singular noun form was 

constructed in response to the knowledge they had just generated about YL (Excerpt 

G.32, Appendix G). Students identified the YL “dat” + noun pattern, which represents 

two words and as a consequence, the SAE singular was identified as “different” because 

it was only one word. Later, when the SAE plural form was introduced, this knowledge 
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was re-constructed to include the SAE use of ‘s’ at the end of the word to signal plural 

and the absence thereof to represent singular (Excerpt G.35, Appendix G). 

 

In the lesson with Year 5 students, the SAE teacher did not give adequate time for the 

students to independently ‘notice’ the differences and formulate their own rule. Instead, 

she quickly guided them to the correct response (Excerpt G.33, Appendix G). 

Therefore, it is difficult to draw any inferences regarding their knowledge of SAE 

singular nouns. The excerpt ends with her quickly turning to SAE plural nouns giving 

the sense that she rushed through the singular form with the Year 5 students knowing 

that it is difficult to make sense of the singular alone. By quickly introducing the plural 

form alongside the singular form, it is easier to articulate the rule that one is defined by 

the absence of the ‘s’. But this is not known unless you know about the ‘s’, which 

explains the rush to get to the ‘s’ plural form. 

 

SAE plural nouns 

 

Next SAE plural nouns were examined. As previously mentioned, SAE plural nouns 

were easier for students to notice because they are marked by an ‘s’, whereas SAE 

singular nouns are not. Students at all year levels were able to identify the ‘s’ at the end 

and use it to articulate the rule for SAE plural nouns (Excerpts G.34-G.36, Appendix 

G). Not only did all year levels identify the ‘s’ but also its position at the end of the 

word. There were no false turns in the student responses like those shown in the other 

excerpts. Together, this indicates a degree of familiarity with the SAE rule for plural 

nouns, which is commonly taught in classrooms. Excerpt G.34 (Appendix G) shows the 

very quick responses from Year 1 students. Again, there was a focus on hearing the 

sounds which tended to dominate how Year 1 students think about language, shown in 

the example, “when you sayin’ cats you it sounded like the letter ‘s’ at the end.” 

 

Lesson 3: past tense 

  

In the third lesson which focused on past tense, the same sequence as lesson 2 was 

followed. First students were asked to ‘notice’ the grammatical differences, and then to 

express their metalinguistic understanding for each. In this part of the lesson, students 
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were presented with a series of pictures that represented common actions, some 

examples are shown in Figure 6.7. The YL teacher spoke about them in YL and the 

SAE teacher in SAE. Each teacher started their sentence with “Yesterday, he/she…” to 

anchor the actions in the past. Students were asked to figure out the rules for each 

language by ‘noticing’ the differences. We began with YL past tense which does not 

have an irregular form and then examined SAE regular past tense followed by irregular 

past tense. Very similar responses and thought processes were noted across all 

grammatical structures and year levels. 

 
Figure 6.8 
 
Sample images and words for teaching simple past tense in YL and SAE 
 

    

“Yesterday, he…” 

YL: bin jump 

SAE: jumped 

“Yesterday, she…” 

YL: bin sleep 

SAE: slept 

“Yesterday, he…” 

YL: bin dream 

SAE: dreamt 

“Yesterday, he…” 

YL: bin eat 

SAE: ate 

 

YL past tense 

 

When Year 1 students were introduced to the pattern for YL, they were unable to 

recognize the pattern despite heavy scaffolding and support from the teachers. In 

response, the teachers decided to introduce SAE to help highlight the differences. The 

two languages were placed side-by-side and the teacher explained, “In Yarrie Lingo we 

say “bin play” in SAE we say “played”. After two examples were presented, students 

began to pick up the pattern and the rest of the examples were rehearsed in unison. The 

teachers then prompted students to articulate the rule they had ‘noticed’ (Excerpt G.37, 

Appendix G). Year 1 students were able explain that “You don’t use the ‘d’” in YL, but 

not the use of “bin”. Students spent roughly a minute talking about ‘ed’ with many 

prompts from the teachers to direct them to the YL feature of “bin”, before one student 

was able to recognize it (Excerpt G.38, Appendix G). 
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Years 3 and 5, on the other hand, were quick to recognize “bin” as the pattern in YL and 

could articulate that “bin” was the word that signalled past tense (Excerpts G.39 and 

G.40, Appendix G).  

 

SAE regular past tense 

 

When we turned to regular past tense for SAE it was clear that students had already 

learnt this grammar rule, although, how this was expressed differed between the year 

levels. Year 1 students described ‘e’ ‘d’ as a sound (Excerpt G.41, Appendix G), 

whereas students in Years 3 and 5 were able to provide greater information about the 

position of ‘ed’ and its grammatical function (Excerpts G.42 and G.43, Appendix G).  

 

SAE irregular past tense 

 

When the lesson turned to SAE irregular past tense, students did not know the rule and 

had to spend some time figuring it out. The SAE irregular past tense verbs were written 

on the board to support them. Eventually, students came to the conclusion that the 

words were different. 

 

Year 1 students were not familiar with any of the irregular past tense forms that were 

presented to them. Each was presented and practiced. Despite these forms being 

unfamiliar to the students, they were very quick to present their theories for a 

grammatical rule and with teacher support were able to come to the conclusion that we 

change the word (Excerpt G.44, Appendix G). This was surprising due to the increased 

complexity of the grammatical rule and their lack of familiarity with the irregular past 

tense forms and suggests an improvement in their ability to attend to this type of 

thinking.  

 

Year 3 students were familiar with some, but not all of the past tense forms. It was also 

clear that some students were familiar with some of the past tense forms where others 

were not. Dug, slept and lay were particularly troublesome. For both Years 3 and 5, the 

‘t’ at the end of some simple irregular past tense words was highly salient and ‘noticed’ 
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first. However, upon closer examination, they realised that it did not apply to all 

examples provided, leading both year levels to conclude that for SAE irregular past 

tense the words are “different”, shown Excerpts G.45 (Appendix G) and 6.6. 

 

Excerpt 6.6 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 3 – SAE irregular past tense 

 Student 1: Um Um slept... I don't know 

 Student 2: Dreamt... some of them have 't' at the end 

 SAE Teacher: Some of them do and some of them don’t  

 YL Teacher: So, what's the rule, have a look. 

 Student 2: They's different 
 

6.2.3 Step 3: Code-switching 
 

The third step in the stairway is ‘code-switching’. It consists of two learning goals: 1) 

extend and apply their knowledge of SAE; and 2) practice switching languages 

according to social situation. It was implemented at the end of lessons 2 and 3 and 

students practiced the learned YL and SAE grammatical forms.  

 

6.2.3.1 Extend and apply student’s knowledge of SAE; and 

practice switching languages according to social 

situation 

 

Students were given the opportunity to practice their YL and SAE grammatical 

knowledge by switching languages according to social situation. The social situation 

was somewhat artificial given the classroom setting and time constraints. However, it 

did provide valuable insight into students’ linguistic awareness and code-switching 

ability. The teachers did not know how familiar students were with the concept and 

practice of code-switching. The idea was presented to them in terms of wearing two hats 

– a YL hat and a SAE hat, they were encouraged to take one hat off and put another hat 

on in order to “practice switching languages according to social situation” (Excerpt 

G.46, Appendix G).  
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Lesson 2: singular and plural nouns 

 

At the end of lesson 2 students were shown a picture of either plural or singular nouns 

and asked how you would say it in each language. This resulted in confusion between 

the YL rules and the SAE rules for all year levels.  

 

YL singular and plural nouns 

 

When eliciting YL singular and plural forms from students, there was a tendency across 

all year levels to simultaneously apply the YL and SAE grammatical rules to their 

utterances. It was so common that even the YL teacher who is highly proficient in both 

YL and SAE overextended both rules to produce “dem lizards”. Year 1 students 

overapplied the ‘s’ on the end of the noun with the YL “dem” for all examples 

presented (Excerpt G.47, Appendix G). It was clear that students were unable to simply 

put their “YL speaking cap” on and respond in YL, despite their proficiency in this 

language.  

 

Year 3 students also applied the plural forms from both languages – “dem” from YL 

and ‘s’ from SAE to their responses. In Excerpt 6.7, YL is the target language and 

students repeatedly produced the SAE plural form “lizards”. The EI task that also 

included “lizards” as a test item indicated that only two students said “lizards” and most 

said “lizard”. This suggests that for most the SAE plural form is not produced in their 

natural speech, but that they are aware of the rule. Again, there was discord between 

students’ linguistic knowledge and their performance. This extended excerpt shows that 

students knew the rule, but repeated “dem lizards” again and again, before correctly 

producing “dem lizard”. 
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Excerpt 6.7 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 2 – Code-switching 

 All students:  Dem lizards, lizards 

 SAE Teacher: Oh, hang on, I can hear some… 

 YL Teacher: Ah what did you hear something? 

 SAE Teacher: I can hear some 's' es on the end 

 YL Teacher: Okay 

 SAE Teacher: In which language do we use 's'es on the end? 

 All students: SAE, Standard Australian... 

 YL Teacher: So, there's no 's’ 

 SAE Teacher: Do we use it in Yarrie Lingo? 

 All students: No, no 

 YL Teacher: It’s just dem lizard 

 YL Teacher: Let's say that one again 

 All students: Dem lizards 

 SAE Teacher: Oh, oh [laughing] 

 All students: Dem lizards 

 YL Teacher: No, no, we don't have 's' at the end 

 Student: Dem lizard 

 YL Teacher: Yeah dem lizard. That's the way we talk, dem lizard 
 

Very similar learning processes were observed in Year 5, however students seemed to 

play a more active role in their learning (Excerpt G.48, Appendix G). Teachers were 

providing corrective feedback to which Year 3 students were responding rather 

passively (Excerpt 6.7), whereas Year 5 students were actively responding, “Ah, dem 

chair” (Excerpt G.48, Appendix G). 

 

SAE singular and plural nouns 

 

Next the focus shifted to SAE and students were asked to produce the SAE singular and 

plural forms. This required a fairly significant cognitive shift for the students, taking 
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one hat off and putting the other one on. It is the kind of shift that is expected of them 

every day at school and that is required for successful code-switching. As Excerpts G.49 

(Appendix G) and 6.8 show, it was demanding and resulted in much confusion. 

 

Ironically, Year 1 students were able to produce the YL target language that was 

requested previously (Excerpt G.49, Appendix G). However, now it was SAE forms 

that the teachers were requesting. 

 

Excerpt 6.8 shows the transition from YL to SAE for the Year 5 students. After 

practicing singular and plural nouns in YL with the YL teacher, they were asked to 

switch to SAE. The SAE teacher reminded them of the rules before they began; 

however, this had no impact on the language the students produced. Although, they 

began by clearly articulating the rules, for example, that they will not use “dat” and 

“dem” and instead will use ‘s’, it took some time for students to switch from YL to 

SAE. At this stage of their learning, the mental efforts required to code-switch were 

quite considerable and students required more practice. There were some students who 

were more able to ‘notice’ the differences between their utterances and the target 

language and could self-correct. After several turns, they were able to consistently 

produce the SAE target language required.  
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Excerpt 6.8 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 2 – Code-switching practice 

 YL Teacher: Yarrie Lingo's dat and dem. Now, Miss is going to practice, get 
you to practice in Standard Australian English and see how you 
go 

 SAE Teacher: So, are we gonna use 'dat'? 

 All students: Nup 

 SAE Teacher: Are we gonna use 'dem'? 

 All students: Nup, yeh, nup... No 

 SAE Teacher: We're just gonna say either the word or we're gonna put what at 
the end? 

 All students:  's', 's', 's' 

 SAE Teacher: Okay you ready? 

 All students: Dat cat... cats. Dem... chair... chairs 
 

Year 3 students were very familiar with SAE singular and plural nouns forms and 

associated teaching practices/learning activities. When given playing cards with images 

of singular and plural nouns, they automatically started to play the game in SAE 

(Excerpt G.50, Appendix G). After successfully playing the self-initiated game in SAE, 

students asked to code-switch, but were unable to produce the YL form, despite being 

competent in the language (Excerpt G.51, Appendix G). In the game the YL plural form 

was required, instead, the student applied the YL singular and the SAE plural, then 

applied both singular forms before producing the correct form, indicating the student’s 

difficulty in categorising and separating the two languages.  

 

Lesson 3: past tense 

 

At the end of lesson three, when students were familiar with the past tense rules for YL 

and SAE, they were given a picture to talk about in the past tense in YL and then SAE. 

Again, this resulted in much confusion. There was a tendency to apply the grammatical 

rules from both languages simultaneously indicating that students were not able to 

effectively separate the two languages and therefore, not ready for code-switching. For 

example: 
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• A Year 1 student, who was finding the situation confusing, could not produce 

the YL form requested by the SAE teacher (Excerpt G.52, Appendix G).  

• A student in Year 3 who when interacting with the YL teacher, simultaneously 

applied “bin” from YL and “slept” from SAE (Excerpt G.53, Appendix G). 

 

When asking students to practice code-switching, the SAE teacher’s attempt to move a 

Year 5 student in code-switching practice, from one language to the other by requesting 

the YL form was unsuccessful as the student replied in SAE (Excerpt 6.9). The SAE 

teacher further prompted the student for the YL rule, which elicited the correct response 

after several turns. Next the student was asked to produce the SAE form and in response 

applied both YL past tense and SAE irregular past tense to produce “bin slept” as 

before. In the end, the SAE teacher provided the student with the target sentence. 

Throughout the dialogue, this student was unable to produce the YL target grammar of 

“bin” + verb. However, in the very next utterance from the student, they seamlessly 

produced the YL form in their natural speech with “what you bin say first time”, 

demonstrating this student’s competence in YL but a lack of metalinguistic awareness 

to produce the form on cue. 
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Excerpt 6.9 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 3 – Code-switching practice 

 SAE Teacher: In Yarrie Lingo? 

 Student: She sleept, she slept. 

 SAE Teacher: What's the rule for Yarrie Lingo? 

 Student: Bin slept. 

 SAE Teacher: Bin...? 

 Student: She bin slept 

 SAE Teacher: She bi- 

 Student: She bin sleep 

 SAE Teacher: That's it and in Standard Australian English? 

 Student: She bin slept 

 SAE Teacher: She...slept 

 Student: She slept 

 SAE Teacher: Excellent, well done. 

 [Next participant utterance…] 

 Student: What you bin say first time? 
 

Not all students found code-switching difficult. Excerpt G.54 (Appendix G) shows a 

student in Year 3 who was immediately able to switch between the two languages. 

Approximately half of the students in Year 3 were able to do this while others, required 

teacher scaffolding to produce the target language. Some students in Year 5 were also 

able to code-switch. Excerpt 6.10 shows a Year 5 student who accurately produced both 

forms when asked, with “she bin drive” in YL and “she drove” in SAE. 
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Excerpt 6.10 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 3 – Code-switching 

 SAE Teacher: Alright, [Student], can you say it in Yarrie Lingo first? 

 Student: She bin drive 

 SAE Teacher: That's right and SAE? 

 Student: Ummm she drove 

 SAE Teacher: Excellent 
 

Students appeared much better at correcting each other than code-switching themselves, 

perhaps indicating that it is easier to ‘notice’ errors in other peoples’ speech than your 

own. Excerpt G.55 (Appendix G) shows Student 2 was very quick to correct their peer 

that it is “bin build” not “built”.  Meanwhile, Student 1 was able to self-correct in the 

last sentence to accurately produce the SAE form. 

 

6.3 Summary 
 

The quantitative analysis of the pre-test EI and Noticing tasks showed improvement in 

performance from Years 1 to 3 to 5. The simple present tense was the most difficult 

grammatical item for students in the EI task, followed by simple irregular past tense, 

plurals on nouns and then prepositions. Sentence length had the greatest impact on EI 

task performance followed by short-term memory, year level and age. In the Noticing 

task, plurals on nouns were more difficult to ‘notice’ than the prepositions. There was a 

strong positive relationship between the EI task and the Noticing task, as well as in the 

two targeted SAE grammatical items, plurals on nouns and the prepositions at-in-on. 

Mean performance in the Noticing task was always lower than in the EI task, suggesting 

it was more difficult. The ANCOVA of pre- and post-test results did not show a 

statistically significant gain from the teaching intervention. However, there was a large 

95% confidence interval for the mean scores, which suggests the sample size was too 

small to yield accurate results. Comparing the YL group from Study 2 with the IEAL/D 

group from Study 1, the two groups recorded similar patterns of performance in both of 

the tasks. However, the IEAL/D group significantly outperformed the YL group in the 
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EI task overall and in simple present tense, which was a very difficult feature of SAE 

for the YL group. 

 

From the qualitative analysis undertaken of students’ progress up the code-switching 

stairway, it was clear that most students’ code-switching abilities lie at the ‘awareness’ 

and ‘separation’ steps. It was obvious that students had a pre-existing grammatical 

knowledge of SAE, however, as also shown by their EI task results, there was a distinct 

difference between their knowledge and performance. Despite the community 

vernacular posters displayed in classrooms, it seemed that this was the first-time 

students were explicitly taught the grammar rules of YL. Further, it was not clear 

whether it was viewed as a valid language within the schooling context. Students were 

able to ‘notice’ the features of their language when their attention was drawn to them. 

They could largely develop and express an understanding of how these grammatical 

items work in the two languages. However, when asked to apply this knowledge 

through oral language practice, students became confused and tended to simultaneously 

apply the grammatical rules from both languages. This indicates that students were not 

able to effectively separate the two languages. Deficit views of language and the 

privileging of SAE in schooling discourse were evident in Years 3 and 5, while Year 1 

students displayed feelings of pride in their language. 

 

Chapter 7 discusses the results of the two studies and addresses the limitations of the 

study. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the implications for educational 

policy and practice and suggestions for further research in this area. 
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Chapter Seven.  

Discussion 
 

7.0 Introduction 
 

In this chapter I discuss the results of this research and consider its contributions to our 

understanding of how children move from a nonstandard dialect to a standard one. 

Research was conducted with the IEAL/D group that represented a heterogeneous group 

of largely Aboriginal English and/or creole speakers who resided in an urban town, the 

YL group who were linguistically homogenous and resided in an Aboriginal 

community, and the SAE group who were native mononlingual SAE speakers and acted 

as a normative comparison group. I begin by discussing the Elicited Imitation and 

Noticing tasks used and consider how the results can further knowledge in the field. The 

next section focuses on the roles played by language features, year level, lexical 

proximity, communicative redundancy and cultural identity in noticing differences. In 

Section 7.3 I discuss the limitations of this study before moving on in Section 7.4 to 

describe the role of implicit and explicit learning, oral language and standard language 

ideologies in implementing the contrastive approach and the educational implications 

follow in Section 7.5. Factors such as schooling environment, recognition, critical 

language awareness, translanguaging and teacher professional development are 

discussed before future directions are proposed in Section 7.6. Section 7.7 concludes the 

thesis. 

 

7.1 Research methodology 
 

This research was designed to respond to the methodological challenge of capturing 

‘noticing’ (Schmidt, 1990), which has been attempted by many others over the last 30 

years (Adams, 2003; Bigelow & Tarone, 2004; Izumi & Bigelow, 2000; Lichtman, 

2013, 2016; Mackey, 2006; Mackey, Philp, Egi, Fujii & Tatsumi, 2002; Philp, 2003; 

Schmidt & Frota, 1986). To do this, two main research methods were used: Elicited 
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Imitation (EI) and a Noticing task. This section will discuss how the results from these 

two research methods can further knowledge in this field. 

 

7.1.1 The EI task 
 

The general range for EI stimulus length for adult English Language Learners (ELLs) is 

between 6 and 19 syllables (Graham, McGhee & Millard, 2010). In their meta-analysis 

of empirical studies from 1970 to 2014, Yan, Maeda, Lv and Ginther (2016, p. 521) 

found the average EI sentence length was 15 syllables. However, the participants in 

these studies were mostly adults. In the literature, there was very little guidance about 

appropriate EI length for child learners, and almost none for child second dialect 

learners. Two child second language acquisition studies reported EI sentence length: 

Naiman (1974), who used 15 syllable sentence lengths with French-speaking ELL 

children in Years 1 and 2 (ages not reported), and Campfield and Murphy (2014) who 

used 4 to 9 syllable sentence lengths with Polish-speaking ELL children in Year 3 

(average age 8 years and 4 months). Both used simple sentences, but while Naiman 

(1974) reported that 15 syllable sentences were appropriate, Campfield and Murphy 

(2014, p. 217) reported that some participants struggled with even four syllable 

sentences. The findings from the study reported here sits between the two, but is more 

closely aligned with Campfield and Murphy (2014). In this study, simple sentences of 

varied lengths (6, 9 and 12 syllables) was found to be appropriate for students from 

Years 1 to 6 (approximately 6 to 12 years old). While the use of varied sentence lengths 

was preferred, nine syllable sentences were the most suitable (see Section 4.2.1 for 

appropriate sentence length in Study 1). However, due to ‘floor’ and ‘ceiling’ effects in 

the nine syllable EI sentences, varied sentence lengths and a greater number of test 

items were preferred. The varied sentence lengths of 6, 9 and 12 syllables effectively 

catered for all year levels, varying SAE ability and memory capacities across the 

primary years. The suitability of these sentence lengths was confirmed with over 100 

participants across the two studies (see Section 6.1.6 for a group comparison), which 

represents a much larger scale study of child second dialect learners has been previously 

reported. It therefore represents a valid and reliable contribution to current knowledge 

about EI task construction in an SDA context, particularly for children. 
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In studying EI item difficulty Graham et al. (2010) found the greatest predictor was 

sentence length in syllables. This research supports their finding. Regression analysis 

showed that sentence length accounted for most of the variance in EI task performance 

for both the IEAL/D group and the YL group. While sentence length predicted some of 

the variance for the SAE group, the effect of short-term memory was greater. This may 

reflect additional English language processing demands posed by longer sentences for 

the IEAL/D and YL groups compared to the SAE group. After sentence length, short-

term memory, followed by year level and then age accounted for most of the variance 

seen in the EI task performance for both the IEAL/D and YL group. These variables 

have not been adequately accounted for in the literature on EI tasks generally, let alone 

the scarce literature on child second dialect learners. This therefore provides useful 

insights for aspects of EI task design such as sentence length and other predictors of 

performance in these contexts.  

 

An important feature of the research design was the inclusion of monolingual native 

SAE speakers as a normative comparison group (the SAE group). Yan et al. (2016) 

points out that most EI empirical studies do not include a control group, let alone a 

native speaker control group. Instead, results are often interpreted on the assumption of 

perfect native speaker performance. As shown in this study, it is a false assumption. 

Pandey (2000) conducted the TOEFL test with English native speakers, ESL learners 

and African American Language (AAL) speakers and was surprised to find that native 

speakers did not record perfect performance or even the highest test scores. Her 

participants were adults who had fully acquired their first language. Particularly, then, 

with children, it is vital to avoid assumptions about perfect performance for native SAE 

speakers because their language and memory skills are still developing. The EI task 

results for the SAE group showed highly differential rates of performance, with a range 

from 0% to 100% for all sentences up to 15 syllables (Section 4.2.1). Given this, it was 

important to view the performance of the IEAL/D and YL groups through the lens of 

SAE speaker performance to ensure that their performance was not judged too harshly, 

or on the premise of perfect native speaker performance. It is crucial that measures of 

SAE, or any standard language proficiency, is based on what native speakers can do, 

rather than what EAL/D learners cannot do. 
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7.1.2 The Noticing task 
 

The Noticing task was developed in an attempt to identify the gap between what 

participants want to say and what they can say (Izumi & Bigelow, 2000), or rather what 

they hear compared with what they can say. It was assumed that participants would be 

able to hear the difference between two utterances before they could produce the SAE 

grammatical items in the EI task. Instead, performance in the Noticing task was lower 

than in the EI task for all three groups, supporting the view that dialect differences are 

not always ‘noticed’ before they can be reproduced. This may indicate a lack of 

linguistic awareness or attention to the differences (Nero, 2005, 2014; Siegel, 2010) 

despite an ability to reproduce utterances. The Noticing task appeared to be a more 

sensitive measure of linguistic awareness than the EI task, which in turn had a stronger 

relationship with participants’ short-term memory capacity. The consistency of the 

Noticing task findings across all three groups indicates the reliability of the task. 

Therefore, the Noticing task can be offered as another research method to better 

understand the processes involved in ‘noticing’ and as an effective diagnostic tool for 

advanced EAL/D learners. 

 

Theoretically, this research builds upon existing knowledge regarding EI task design to 

contribute a better understanding of appropriate stimulus lengths for different ages, SAE 

ability levels and memory capacities in the context of child SDA. It confirms previous 

findings that for ELLs, that sentence length has the greatest impact on performance, 

followed by short-term memory and then year level. It has been shown that it is crucial 

to include a native speaker normative comparison group before drawing any 

conclusions about differential performance levels based on SAE language ability 

because assumptions about native speaker performance are inadequate, and often 

incorrect. It is also important that an understanding of SAE language ability should be 

based upon what SAE speakers can do, rather than what EAL/D learners cannot do. 

Lastly, the noticing task is a valid and reliable contribution to current research methods 

which investigate ‘noticing’. It has the potential to help build a more robust 

understanding of the processes involved with SDA and to better discriminate between 

second language learner performance.  
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7.2 Noticing 
 

The findings showed that both the IEAL/D group in Study 1 and the YL group in Study 

2 found it difficult to notice dialect differences in both the EI and Noticing task at rates 

that were significantly different to the SAE group. Over the years of schooling, rates of 

‘noticing’ improved both overall and in the targeted SAE grammatical items, but did not 

reach levels commensurate with the SAE group. The patterns of performance for the 

IEAL/D and YL groups were similar, although there were two significant differences 

between the groups that will be explored further below. 

 

In Study 1 there was not a significant difference between the ages or short-term memory 

capacities of the IEAL/D and YL groups allowing for a direct comparison of 

performance across the tasks. Significant differences were found in all measures, except 

prepositions in the EI task (discussed further in section 7.2.1). In fact, the IEAL/D 

group outperformed the SAE group in Years 5 and 6. The EI performance of the 

IEAL/D group in prepositions shows that the two groups are capable of performing 

equally well in the tasks where the dialects do not differ or where the SAE grammatical 

feature has been learned. Thus, the task does not inherently advantage one group and 

any differences identified can be attributed to SAE language ability.  

 

As mentioned above, while the patterns of performance for the IEAL/D and YL groups 

were similar there were two significant differences. The IEAL/D group outperformed 

the YL group in both the EI task overall, and in the SAE grammatical feature – simple 

present tense. In both cases the differences were significant for Year 5. These 

differences will now be explored in relation to language features and year level. 

 

7.2.1 Language features 
 

Features of Aboriginal Englishes across Australia have been observed and documented 

(Eades, 1995, 2013; Hudson, 1992; Malcolm, 1982). Comparisons have been made 

between the linguistic features of various Aboriginal Englishes and SAE in order to 

identify points of difference as focus points for teaching (Berry & Hudson, 1997; CEO 

Townsville, 2003; Dept. of Ed., W.A., 2012). Given the linguistic diversity across 
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Australia and undocumented status of most varieties, it is not always known which 

features or differences are more or less prominent in various Aboriginal Englishes or 

creoles. In Study 1, the IEAL/D group participants came from a range of language 

backgrounds including Aboriginal English, Yumplatok/TSC and YL, limiting the 

inferences that can be drawn about the relationships between their linguistic background 

and what they ‘noticed’ about SAE. In the second study, all participants spoke YL as 

their primary language, allowing for greater inferences to be made about the linguistic 

differences between YL and SAE, as well as the features common to both.  

 

For both groups, the prepositions at-in-on were the easiest, followed by plurals on 

nouns, simple irregular past tense and simple present tense. Importantly it was found 

that participant performance in the prepositions did not significantly differ and therefore 

there is little need to focus instruction on these grammatical items, instead instruction 

should target the three other linguistic features. For the YL group simple present tense 

was most difficult and their performance in the EI task for this item significantly 

differed from that of the IEAL/D group and at the Year 5 level where little improvement 

was recorded from Year 3. The large difference in performance between the IEAL/D 

group and the YL group suggests that this is a particularly stubborn and difficult feature 

of SAE for YL speakers to acquire and students would require targeted instruction with 

extensive opportunity to orally practice this form (Winer, 1989). 

 

The results showed partial similarities to features of AE previously documented for 

teaching (Berry & Hudson, 1997; CEO Townsville, 2003; Dept. of Ed., W.A., 2012) as 

well as similarities and differences between the two groups. These findings highlight the 

fact that while there are similarities between Aboriginal Englishes across Australia that 

teachers could attend to in their teaching, there are significant differences which need to 

be understood to best teach SAE to students in light of their language backgrounds. For 

educational settings where students have the same L1, such as the YL school and many 

other Indigenous schools across Australia, these two tasks offer the ability to identify 

prominent dialect differences in order to purposefully teach SAE. It is also possible to 

expand these two tasks to include more SAE grammatical items in order to gain a fuller 

understanding of which features should be the target of instruction and when, to ensure 

that SAE language teaching is relevant and purposeful. 
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7.2.2 Year level differences 
 

Growth occurred across all year levels for the IEAL/D group and the YL group, but for 

the YL group growth was less pronounced from Years 3 to 5. These findings align with 

those from Myer and Wigglesworth (under review) but differ from Fraser, Mushin, 

Meakins and Gardner (2018). 

 

In a setting similar to the YL group, Fraser et al. (2018) tracked individual student’s 

acquisition of SAE determiners as they progressed from Years 1 to 3. Their 70 hours of 

recorded classroom talk showed that students were not acquiring the SAE features 

under analysis, which led them to conclude “these students are not learning SAE 

through largely undifferentiated mainstream curriculum13” (p. 262). In contrast, 

findings from both the IEAL/D and YL groups showed that students are learning SAE, 

and especially in Years 1 to 3. These findings are not necessarily incompatible with 

those from Fraser et al. (2018), as the methods and the SAE grammatical items under 

investigation differed. Fraser et al. (2018) recorded naturally occurring classroom 

speech, whereas this study specifically tested participants’ ability to either produce SAE 

(the EI task) or listen for dialect differences (the Noticing task). It is conceivable that 

between Year 1 and 3, students became more able to produce or hear SAE forms when 

asked to, but did not do so in their naturally occurring speech. Alternatively, it may be 

that improvement did not occur for SAE determiners between Years 1 and 3, but does 

occur in other SAE linguistic features such as those in the present study. SAE 

determiners (Fraser et al., 2018) are potentially a more difficult feature of SAE, and 

may also be considered communicatively redundant. Findings from Myers and 

Wigglesworth (under review) support the later conclusion. 

 

Myer and Wigglesworth (under review) also analysed the naturally occurring speech of 

students in Years 1 and 3 as well as Year 5. They examined various phonological and 

                                                 
13 The Australian Curriculum or “mainstream curriculum” should be differentiated to meet the learning 

needs of all students. In this case it should have been differentiated to meet the learning needs of students 

for whom English is an additional language or dialect, but was not. 
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morphosyntactic features of AE as described by Malcolm (2018), which were specific 

to the variety of AE in the south west of Western Australia. In contrast to Fraser et al. 

(2018), they found that over the years of school, instances SAE increased in children’s 

classroom and playground data, and instances of AE decreased. However, AE use 

decreased less between Years 3 and 5 than between Years 1 and 3. In this schooling 

context there was no formal recognition of AE in the classroom, or explicit teaching of 

dialect differences, leading the authors to conclude that students were acquiring SAE 

largely by “osmosis” that is, without explicit bidialectal education. Together, the 

findings from Myer and Wigglesworth (under review) and the current study suggest that 

students who speak varieties of AE are learning SAE through their experience of 

schooling, but that after large initial SAE language gains in Years 1 to 3, features of AE 

can persist in students’ attempts at SAE in Year 5. Several reasons have been put 

forward to explain this, including linguistic similarity which can cause negative transfer 

and persistent errors (Winer, 1989, 2006), communicative redundancy (Long, 2007), 

and that language use might be a function of cultural affiliation or cultural resistance to 

the standard language (Malcolm & Koningsberg, 2001). 

 

7.2.3 Separating the two dialects 
 

Second dialect learners often do not ‘notice’ dialect differences due to the minor 

linguistic distance between D1 and D2 (Siegel, 2010), and as a result, it is often difficult 

for them to process dialectal differences and effectively separate the two languages. 

This can lead to significant problems with code-switching (Siegel, 2010, p. 68; 

Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 1998, p. 287), negative transfer (where features of D1 are 

transferred to D2 in ways that hinder D2 acquisition) and persistent errors which cause 

D2 learning to plateau (Winer, 1989, 2006). There is extensive evidence of this 

occurring in the data collected.  

 

In Study 1, the IEAL/D group was significantly less able to ‘notice’ dialect differences 

compared with the SAE group in the Noticing task, which suggests that they are not 

attuned to dialect differences. Participants’ ability to recognize differences has been 

attributed to multiple factors which impact on the available attention. These include: the 

readiness of the learner; frequency and saliency in the input; L1 influence; prior 
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knowledge; familiarity, novelty of the input, or both; linguistics content of the input; the 

degree of automaticity involved; the complexity of the tasks; individual differences in 

working capacity and ability, and the relevance of the discourse (Philp, 2003, pp. 103-

4). Also impacting noticing may be: literacy levels (Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; 

Bigelow, Delmas, Hansen & Tarone, 2006; Steele & Oliver, 2019); lack of language 

awareness (Berry & Hudson, 1997; Nero, 2014); and the sensitivity of monodialectal 

speakers to forms of language that differ from their own (Ravid, 1995; Siegel, 2010, p. 

62). Building on this body of research, findings from sections 4.4 and 6.1.4 suggest that 

the ability to ‘notice’ differences could be a product of SAE language ability, that is, a 

certain level of SAE language ability is required in order to ‘notice’ dialect differences.  

 

In the Noticing Hypothesis, it has been argued that ‘noticing’ proceeds production. The 

NT and EI results for IEAL/D and YL groups showed that participants performed better 

in the EI compared with the noticing task, which did not hold true for the SAE group. 

From this position, it is thought that ability to produce the grammatical form is required 

in order to ‘notice’ it. Without this, dialect differences are not clearly distinguishable 

from one another. In this way, the two skills represent an interactive process of 

language acquisition. The definition of noticing used in this study has been ‘the gap 

between what participants want to say and what they can say (Izumi & Bigelow, 2000)’. 

Potentially, this needs to be considered from a different perspective, that is, it is what 

speakers can say that relates to what they can hear in the speech of others i.e. ‘notice’.  

 

The SAE group were monodialectal speakers who largely only received SAE input so 

that any nonstandard forms of SAE would have been highly salient and considered 

novel input (Philp, 2003; Ravid, 1995; Siegel, 2010), resulting in a better ability to 

‘notice’ these differences. In contrast, the IEAL/D and YL groups have daily familiarity 

with the two dialects, which may desensitize students to the differences, as seen in the 

Noticing task results. Additionally, the IEAL/D group performed as well as the SAE 

group in prepositions in the EI task, but not in the Noticing task which demonstrates 

they are capable of SAE performance in prepositions, but cannot necessarily distinguish 

the differences. It is possible that these dialect differences were not salient due to 

confusion caused by the constant language input from both dialects. 
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There is also the notion that speakers are sensitive to the nonstandard forms of their D1 

(Ravid, 1995; Siegel, 2010). If the task was in the primary language of the IEAL/D and 

YL group participants, they may have been sensitive to any deviant forms, just as the 

SAE children were. However, they are not sensitive to nonstandard forms of SAE 

because it is not their first language and because they have daily, simultaneous, 

exposure to both dialects in classrooms situations where they are receiving SAE input 

from their teacher/s and AE input from their peers, and the community outside the 

school. This regular input from both languages blurs the boundaries of the languages 

and makes it difficult for students to identify which is which. Contrastive analysis is 

presented as a method to promote the required level of language awareness to enable 

students to effectively separate the two languages. 

 

Despite improvement in both tasks, performance levels did not approach native speaker 

performance (bar prepositions), which points to the continuation of some dialect 

differences, potentially caused by instances of negative transfer from students’ first 

language (Winer, 1989, 2006). Negative transfer from students’ first language was 

observed in participants’ EI sentence reproductions. Their utterances were not SAE, nor 

were the utterances their first language either (Dixon, 2018), but in the interlanguage 

produced there was evidence of transfer from students’ first language. These dialect 

differences persisted for both the IEAL/D and YL groups over the seven years of 

primary school. Improvements did continue for the IEAL/D group but for YL group, 

there was evidence of improvement plateauing. Basic second language skills are 

developed after three to five years of exposure to a second language (Collier, 1989) and 

five to seven years of school instruction in the second language is required to reach 

native-speaker levels in school language (Cummins, 1981, 1990). The two tasks used in 

this study represent basic second language skills and do not come close to the SAE 

language complexity that schooling demands. As previously discussed, the results from 

the IEAL/D and YL groups indicate that acquiring a second dialect might indeed be 

more challenging than acquiring a standard second language. Extension of research to 

high school students is needed to determine for how long these dialect differences 

persist; and to identify when and if a second dialect is fully acquired, which could also 

include how analysing writing may assist (Nero, 2001).  
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7.2.4 Communicative redundancy 
 

The lexical overlap between D1 and D2 can make dialect differences communicatively 

redundant (Long, 2007). The two tasks were designed to better understand students’ 

levels of language awareness as well as the extent to which dialect differences could be 

considered communicatively redundant. While an element of communicative 

redundancy was recognized in students’ EI reproductions, it is my personal view that 

dialect differences are more likely to result in a breakdown in communication, 

especially over any extended period of time, as Angelo and Hudson (2018) have shown. 

These authors present several excerpts from an interaction between an SAE speaking 

teacher and a student who speaks a nonstandard dialect. At the beginning of the 

conversation, the teacher was able to accommodate the student’s non-SAE utterances 

and the conversation continued successfully. However, once the teacher redirected the 

conversation toward a crucial assessment of learning, communication began to 

breakdown. The student was unable to answer the teacher’s questions even though the 

teacher had the impression that the student had learned the content. In the current study, 

participants’ EI reproductions were often only slightly different to the original utterance 

(50% of the time), which seems minor and inconsequential. But much of the time these 

minor differences would have impacted an SAE speaker’s understanding of the 

utterance (34-37% of the time). In the context of one simple sentence, communication 

could have been repaired. But when sentence complexity or academic learning content 

is introduced, it would most likely pose a significant barrier to communication for both 

teacher and student alike, as shown by Angelo and Hudson (2018). 

 

7.2.5 Cultural identity 
 

Differences in dialectal language use noted between Years 3 and 5 for the YL group 

may be a product of cultural affiliation or cultural resistance to the standard (Malcolm 

& Koningsberg, 2001). Globally, it has been reported that ethnic identity emerges 

between eight to ten years of age (Aboud & Skerry, 1983; Semaj, 1980) and in the 

Australian context, the cultural identity of Aboriginal children has been measured from 

eight to twelve years of age (Kickett-Tucker, Christensen, Lawrence, Zubrick, Johnson 

& Stanley, 2015). The students in Year 5, were approximately 10 to 11 years old, the 
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age at which students develop a strong sense of cultural identity. Cultural identity is 

crucial to language use (Browne, 2019) and language learning (Norton, 2013, 2016; 

Peirce, 1995). The year level differences observed could reflect students’ developing 

cultural identity which might be at odds with learning SAE, as also reported by Myer 

and Wigglesworth (under review).  

 

In this way the YL group significantly differed from the IEAL/D group who continued 

to improve with age in the EI task and in simple present tense. The IEAL/D group was 

culturally and linguistically heterogeneous with participants from many different 

locations across the region, whereas the YL group represented a linguistically 

homogenous group who resided in an Aboriginal community. Consequently, the 

IEAL/D group might have had a more ‘global’ outlook and therefore a greater 

‘investment’ (Peirce, 1995) in learning SAE as a lingua franca within the school 

environment and as a form of ‘capital’ in society (Bourdieu, 1991). For the YL group, 

SAE use was largely limited to teacher interaction which provides little incentive for 

language learning, especially compared to the importance of cultural affiliation in daily 

community life. The connection between cultural identity and ‘investment’ in learning 

SAE must be recognized. 

 

7.3 Limitations 
 

As with all studies, Study 2, reported here, had some limitations which were beyond the 

researcher’s control. From the onset, Study 2 represented an ambitious research design 

that sought answers to complex phenomena in a unique context. Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander education settings are complex and methodologically challenging for a 

number of reasons including the unequal power relations between schools, teachers, 

students and the community that are positioned in relation to the historical injustices 

that have occurred in Australian and which have been perpetuated through the schooling 

system, and continue to impact the daily school experience of all involved (Harrison, 

2007; McInerney, 2012; Nakata, 2004; Prout Quicke & Biddle, 2017; Silburn et al., 

2011). Within this socio-political context, there is often conflict, opposing views, high 

rates of absenteeism, as well as high rates of staff turnover (McInernery, 2012; Prout 

Quicke & Biddle, 2017). This contested space must be negotiated in the process of 
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conducting research and this complex environment contributed to two significant 

limitations for this research: the short intervention length and the small sample size. 

 

7.3.1 Short intervention length 
 

The intervention of only three 30 minutes sessions was simply not long enough. Ideally 

it would be a year-long intervention integrated into classroom practice. However, this 

intervention length was necessary because it took place during school hours with 

children who were released from class to participate, and this was all the school 

principal felt able to commit to. In the current climate of immense pressure on schools 

and teachers to achieve results, it was generous for the school to allow both the 

intervention and the pre- and post-tests to take place with those students whose parents 

had consented. I am sincerely grateful to the school, the principal and teachers for the 

opportunity to conduct this research. Due to the short length of the intervention, the 

analysis presented students’ initial confusion in response to the contrastive approach 

and did not capture the next stage of their learning. It is not known what would happen 

next and whether this initial confusion would have been resolved through further 

practice. The simultaneous application of YL and SAE grammatical forms showed 

students engaging in the process of ‘hypothesis testing’ – a necessary stage of language 

learning where learners experiment with language and through trial and error acquire 

features (Bley-Vroman, 1986). The excerpts presented just a snapshot in the learning 

process, and it is possible that the contrastive approach could have been instrumental in 

assisting students to make sense of the two languages, but due to the short length of the 

intervention, this remains unknown. 

 

7.3.2 Small sample sizes 
 

Second, gaining consent to attain large samples sizes was difficult in this context where 

Indigenous populations are, and should be, critical of research for multiple reasons, 

including the unequal power relations and issues of representation (Moreton-Robinson, 

2004). To gain parental/caregiver consent, I spoke individually with parents and 

caregivers to explain my research. Those that I spoke with provided consent because 

they wanted to see their language represented both in the school and in research. I am 
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sure I would have been met with a high rejection rate had it not been for the strong 

interest the community had in their language. Parents and caregivers were not always 

available to talk to due to work and other commitments, which reduced the rate of 

consent which was less than 50%. Having consent for less than half of the available 

participants meant that to separate participants into treatment and control groups 

decreased the sample size for the intervention. In addition to this, absences were high 

for a number of reasons (see Prout Quicke & Biddle, 2017 for a comprehensive list of 

reasons). Schools are very busy places and there is almost always something happening. 

The research was planned for the quietest school weeks in the calendar, but despite this, 

many events were still on. Additionally, the students and their families had unexpected 

events occur. As a result, attendance for the intervention was further reduced. From the 

27 students in the intervention, only 17 attended all three sessions over the three days 

making it difficult to draw conclusions about the effect of the teaching intervention. 

 

In this area of research, it is common to have limited sample sizes for the reasons 

indicated above, as well as due to the cultural obligations of many Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander peoples (Prout Quicke & Biddle, 2017). Silburn, Nutton, 

McKenzie and Landrigan (2011) found that in the Australian Indigenous EAL/D 

context, no definitive conclusions could be drawn about the effectiveness of different 

approaches to second language acquisition due to small samples, a lack of internal or 

external reliability and a lack of rigorous statistical analysis. While this research applied 

rigorous statistical analysis and had internal/external reliability, it still suffered from an 

unavoidably small sample size making statistical evaluation difficult to achieve. For a 

valid interpretation of the statistical analysis of the teaching intervention, it needs to be 

repeated with a larger sample size and as previously mentioned, over a longer period of 

time.  

 

7.4 Contrastive approach 
 

It is clear that for speakers of nonstandard languages, such as those in this study, 

learning standard languages presents some challenges. The contrastive approach to SDA 

offers an appropriate educational response. It is an explicit instructional approach that 

makes the boundaries of the two languages clearer in order to assist learners to 
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effectively separate the two languages. It focuses on how the linguistic features of two 

language systems create and communicate meaning. It recognizes students’ home 

language and positions it alongside school language in learning. However, it cannot 

stand alone. Students also need sufficient opportunities to practice their SAE language 

skills and standard language ideologies need to be addressed in the classroom.   

 

7.4.1 Explicit and implicit knowledge, learning and 

instruction 
 

The concepts of implicit and explicit learning have been around for quite some time but 

remain contentious today (Long, 2017; Soleimani, Jahangiri & Gohar, 2015). Debate 

has centred on: the relationship between implicit and explicit knowledge, known as the 

interface issue (Long, 2017); the efficacy of implicit and explicit modes of instruction 

(Kang, Sok & Han, 2019); and the perceived differences between child and adult 

language learning processes (Lichtman 2013, 2016). Whilst, these issues are far from 

resolved, further insight can be gleaned from this study.  

 

A highly salient finding from Study 2 was that students appeared to have high levels of 

explicit knowledge about SAE which did not always result in performance. It was clear 

that students already knew SAE rules such as adding ‘s’ to the end of a word to show 

that there was more than one (a plural noun). Yet, in the quantitative data collected from 

the EI task, plural nouns were accurately repeated only 67% of the time, and in the 

Noticing task, plural nouns were accurately identified only 50% of the time. In the 

teaching intervention, students could verbalize the rules for YL and SAE but then 

produced speech which differed to the rule they had verbalized. There are three main 

arguments in the interface issue which attempt to explain this phenomenon. The first is 

the view that explicit knowledge does not convert to implicit knowledge (Ellis, 2005, p. 

307). In the examples from the teaching intervention, there was a disparity between 

students’ explicit and implicit knowledge in that moment. This does not mean that it is 

not possible for explicit knowledge to become implicit knowledge with practice over 

time, which is the second position in the interface issue. Students’ performance in the 

two tasks showed improvement in SAE plurals over time, suggesting that through 

practice, over time, explicit knowledge can become implicit knowledge (DeKeyser, 
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1998; Sharwood Smith, 1981). There is also the perspective that explicit knowledge will 

only become implicit knowledge when learners are developmentally ready (Karmiloff-

Smith, 1986; Pienemann 1998, 2015) and with motivation (both positive and negative). 

There was substantial improvement in student performance between Years 1 and 3 

which lends support for the second and third positions, that explicit knowledge can 

become implicit knowledge with practice over time, when learners are developmentally 

ready. From this viewpoint, explicit knowledge and instruction alone does not provide a 

sufficient condition for language learning. It must be accompanied with the opportunity 

to practice language at the appropriate stage of learners’ development. Further, learners’ 

motivation may have been impacted by the prevalent standard language ideologies. 

 

Language awareness has been widely cited as crucial to SDA (Angelo & Carter, 2015; 

Berry & Hudson, 1997; Nero, 2005, 2014). Siegel (2010, p. 172) argued that because 

D1 and D2 are very similar it is often difficult for learners to process dialectal 

differences and separate the two languages, which can lead to significant problems with 

code-switching (Siegel, 2010, p. 68; Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 1998, p. 287). In this 

study, it was evident that students experienced difficulty separating the two languages, 

when attempting to code-switch. Prior to these attempts, in the ‘noticing’ phase of the 

lesson, students showed themselves to be adept at ‘noticing’ differences and enjoyed the 

language exploration process, although this alone did not yield results. There is a strong 

argument for the use of the contrastive approach as an explicit teaching method in order 

to develop students’ ability to ‘notice’ dialect differences and effectively separate the 

two languages, but without sufficient oral language practice this will not suffice. 

Kiramba (2018) describes a very similar learning environment in Kenya where students 

underwent many hours of explicit language instruction to little effect due to the largely 

silent classroom environment. She also argues that standard language ideologies must 

be addressed before language learning can occur. 

 

7.4.2 Oral language practice is crucial 
 

Oral language practice is crucial. Through the contrastive approach ‘noticing’ was 

facilitated, but oral language skills were not developed. Students require the space to 

practice SAE in classroom settings. Literacy is frequently given precedence over oral 
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language skills in the Australian schooling system (Oliver, Haig & Rochecouste, 2005). 

Under these conditions, it is not surprising to see students had explicit knowledge about 

SAE, but did not possess a level of communicative ability commensurate with their 

knowledge. In the lessons, students engaged with oral language practice in the two 

languages, which resulted in confusion because the learning was new and students could 

not effectively separate the two languages. Code-switching is a crucial skill, but it will 

not be learned without the opportunity to practice it. 

 

7.4.3 Addressing standard languages ideologies in the 

classroom 
 

SDA differs from SLA, not just linguistically, but politically and ideologically. 

Language cannot be studied in isolation, but must pay attention to the social, cultural, 

political, historical and economic influences (Fairclough, 1992; Malcolm & 

Koningsberg, 2001; Siegel, 2006). Nowhere is this more evident than in the field of 

SDA, where nonstandard dialects are frequently borne from violent colonial histories, 

and linguistic inequalities are perpetuated by standard/colonial language systems at all 

levels, including schools. Assimilationist overtones and standard language ideologies 

are prevalent in English language learning classrooms (Kiramba, 2018; 

Kumaravadivelu, 2016; Lippi-Green, 1997; Nero, 2005, 2014). In developing the 

lessons for the teaching intervention, both teachers were aware of the need value both 

languages equally and promote YL not only as a valid language, but as a source of 

pride. However, it soon became clear that standard language ideologies were evident in 

student speech. Students in Years 3 and 5 viewed their language, YL, through the lens 

of SAE and therefore as deficit (Dixon, 2013), shown by student comments like “as 

“she speakin’ right way, you speakin’ wrong way” (Year 5 student) and “you sayin’ a 

sentence and you not” (Year 3 student). 

 

By the time YL formally entered the classroom in our lessons, most students had 

several or many years of experience in a school environment that privileges SAE and 

moreover, SAE literacy. Negative linguistic views and attitudes in Years 3 and 5 had 

already become somewhat entrenched. To counter these views and attitudes, there needs 

to be a sustained approach that includes and values YL, and explores student linguistic 
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attitudes and beliefs in a critical manner. The contrastive approach, while valuing 

students’ first language, does not adequately address the historical, social, cultural and 

political aspects of language.  

 

A sustained approach to the teaching of SAE that includes and values YL could 

engender positive linguistic attitudes and counter the entrenched privileging of SAE that 

generates comments such as “right way” and “wrong way”. But it is unrealistic to think 

that students will not notice dominant English-only perspectives and not be affected. 

Standard language ideologies cannot be ignored. Even within the contrastive approach 

which values students’ home language, their home language is positioned as a tool for 

learning SAE. SAE is always the end goal and the value of their home language is to 

assist students in meeting this goal. In this way, the contrastive approach does not 

significantly differ to any other standard language teaching approach. As Sledd (1969, 

p. 1310) points out, “No dialect, they keep repeating, is better than any other—yet poor 

and ignorant children must change theirs unless they want to stay poor and ignorant.” 

This inconsistent message to students needs addressing. 

 

When students voiced deficit ways of thinking about their home language in the 

teaching intervention, the teachers corrected them, explaining that both languages are 

‘right’ and their language should be a source of pride. In doing so, they dismissed the 

students views rather than exploring the reasons for their opinions. It represented a 

missed opportunity to interrogate the assumptions that lay behind the student comments 

to consider the historical, social and political factors that have created the present-day 

language inequalities (Alim, 2005; Siegel, 2006; Sledd, 1996). Telling young students 

that their language is good and should be a source of pride, is, as Sledd suggests, asking 

them to ignore their lived experiences and is unlikely to gain any traction. Clearly, a 

different response is needed. 

 

7.5 Educational implications 
 

This section will discuss the implications of these findings for educators and classroom 

practice, including school environment, recognition, the critical awareness approach, 

translanguaging and teacher professional development. 
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7.5.1 School environment 
 

The school environments of the IEAL/D and YL groups differed. Participants in the 

IEAL/D group were drawn from diverse linguistic, cultural and geographic 

backgrounds. Therefore, they were quite heterogenous. The school was located in a 

rural/regional area and students travelled from different parts of the region to attend. 

The IEAL/D students had many opportunities to interact with SAE speakers in their 

communities. They were likely to have greater exposure to SAE and presumably greater 

opportunities for learning the language. At the time of the research, the IEAL/D school 

was running an explicit SAE language and literacy teaching program designed for 

student with learning difficulties, but not for students who are learners of EAL/D. In 

this program, teachers follow a script (see https://www.mheducation.com/prek-

12/explore/direct-instruction.html), resulting in standardized teaching across the school.  

 

In contrast, the YL group was a more homogenous group; all spoke YL as their primary 

language and all resided in the same community. At their school, there was a strong 

Indigenous EAL/D focus. The At da Crick poster (Language Perspectives, 2009) was 

displayed in most, if not all, classrooms and throughout the school. Unlike the IEAL/D 

school, teachers at the YL school designed their own teaching and learning plans and 

decided how school-wide approaches would be implemented in their classrooms. Under 

these conditions, some teachers would have used more English language teaching 

strategies than others.  

 

In both school environments students’ SAE language abilities improved. The IEAL/D 

group significantly outperformed the YL group in some test items. But environmental 

factors probably played a greater role in this than educational setting. This finding 

suggests that students’ SAE language abilities will improve regardless of instructional 

technique, as also shown in Myer and Wigglesworth (under review). But, as Myer and 

Wigglesworth contend, there is room for greater growth.  

 

 

https://www.mheducation.com/prek-12/explore/direct-instruction.html
https://www.mheducation.com/prek-12/explore/direct-instruction.html
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7.5.2 Recognition 
 

The ‘invisibility’ of Indigenous EAL/D learners has been tied to the languages they 

speak and the social, historical and political contexts in which their languages have 

evolved. Aboriginal Englishes and creoles are largely undocumented and therefore 

remain somewhat unrecognized within schools and society generally (Dixon, 2013; 

Dixon & Angelo, 2014; Luke, Land, Christie, Kolatsis & Noblett, 2002). Moreover, the 

lexical similarities between SAE and Aboriginal Englishes can lead to further 

confusion. Angelo and McIntosh (2009) point out that teachers often view students’ 

language as deficient due to factors including low socioeconomic status, cultural 

differences, and low-literacy backgrounds, in preference to acknowledging students as 

legitimate language learners. Speakers of firmly established standard languages do not 

experience this lack of recognition or lexical overlap which can mask language 

differences (Angelo & Carter, 2015; Berry & Hudson, 1997; Nero, 2014). One goal of 

this research is to make the EAL/D learning needs of many Indigenous students clearly 

visible; a crucial step toward greater recognition. It was clearly demonstrated that there 

were no differences between the STM capacities of the IEAL/D and SAE groups, 

suggesting that both groups have equal ability to process intake. But there was a distinct 

difference in SAE language ability. It is important to communicate this finding to 

educators and educational systems.  

 

It also needs to be remembered that these findings are based on simple sentences as test 

items. The education implications of this are considerable. When the SAE linguistic 

demands of everyday schooling, and moreover assessment regimes, such as NAPLAN 

are compared with the two tasks, it becomes clear that the impact of students’ language 

learning needs are likely to be understated by this research. From their first day of 

school onwards, Indigenous EAL/D learners are expected to engage in classroom 

learning as if SAE were their first language. This research clearly shows that even 

Indigenous students living in urban regional centres such as Cairns (the IEALD group), 

do not speak SAE. As the years of school progress, so do the SAE linguistic demands of 

schooling. When Indigenous EAL/D students are unable to meet these demands, they 

are frequently positioned as deficit as Dixon (2013, p. 302) argues. It is hoped that this 

research will contribute to clarifying for educators what the quantifiable differences in 
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SAE language ability are and how these will be compounded in the context of the high-

level SAE linguistic demands of schooling and assessment regimes.  

 

7.5.3 Critical awareness approach 
 

The teaching of English in colonial contexts to Indigenous peoples is fundamentally 

problematic – English is a symbol of dominance, injustice, dispossession, but is also a 

“gate-keeper” to a world of wealth. The reality of the world often does not meet the 

promise of teachers and schools. In offering learning English as a worthwhile pursuit, it 

is common to highlight the economic and social capital that English possesses as a 

global language. But for many Indigenous students, this might represent an empty 

promise, or simply a future that they cannot imagine or see for themselves. As 

discussed, the findings from the tasks and the teaching intervention signalled that 

cultural identity is likely to play a role in students’ SAE language performance and that 

the standard language ideologies dominate schooling environments. Both require 

attention. From the student responses, it appeared that the contrastive approach and the 

teaching of English requires a certain level of ‘buy in’ from students before progress 

can occur, and this can be provided through both the critical awareness approach and 

the instrumental approach. Instead of building up to a critical awareness perspective 

from language awareness and contrastive analysis as suggested by Angelo and Carter 

(2015), teaching needs to begin there.  

 

The critical awareness approach is a useful and necessary response as evident from the 

support it has garnered over the last few decades (Angelo & Carter, 2015; 

Kumaravadivelu, 2016; Nero, 2005, 2014; Siegel, 2006; Sledd, 1996; Wang & 

Mansouri, 2017). Through a critical examination of languages, students are able to 

understand how the world works and make informed decisions for themselves. 

However, there are concerns about the age-appropriateness of this approach. It has been 

successfully used in high schools in Australia (Carter, Angelo & Hudson, 2020) and 

high school and university/college settings in the US (Devereaux & Wheeler, 2012; 

Pandey, 2000), but not primary schools. Based on her observations of a primary school 

grade 4 classroom, Kiramba (2018) argues that monolingual or standard language 

ideologies must be addressed before progress with language learning can be made. 
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However, I am yet to find any examples of the critical awareness approach being 

implemented in primary school contexts. This urgently needs addressing.  

 

If age-appropriateness is a concern, certainly other approaches could be considered for 

the younger years. In the context of this research, the Year 1 students who displayed 

positive language attitudes might benefit from the instrumental approach as they further 

develop their first language skills. A highly successful Bilingual education program 

(instrumental) in Jamaica for students up to Year 3, improved language attitudes toward 

the Jamaican vernacular language and increased literacy rates in both languages 

(Devonish & Carpenter, 2007). Beyond this, Year 3 students, who were particularly 

adept at ‘noticing’ differences, would engage well with the contrastive approach. 

Negative language views tended to stem from Year 5 and it seems crucial that the 

critical awareness approach is implemented by this age, as also voiced by Kiramba 

(2018).  

 

Carter, Angelo and Hudson (2020) designed a Critical Language Awareness Curriculum 

for the English for ESL Learners senior (Years 11 and 12) subject in Queensland 

(Queensland Studies Authority [QSA], 2007). It follows the Language Awareness 

Continuum, building up to the critical awareness component (Carter, Angelo & Hudson, 

2020). Their evaluation of the curriculum suggests that it was successful, but not 

without its challenges. Some of the challenges noted are common in the literature and 

include a need for specialist language teaching training for teachers, increased 

institutional recognition of the English language learning status and multilingual 

repertoires of many Indigenous students and the need for community engagement and 

involvement. Carter et al. (2020) report positive outcomes but did not systematically 

collect students’ responses, which is necessary to comment further on the sequence of 

teaching. 

 

Despite its limitations, the contrastive awareness approach holds great instructional 

value once a critical perspective has been established. When the contrastive approach 

was used in the current study and code-switching was attempted, there was immediate 

student confusion for a number of reasons as discussed. If the critical awareness 

approach was also adopted, it may be that the contrastive approach has the potential to 
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move students to the next stage of the code-switching stairway by assisting them to 

separate the two language; reconcile the mismatch between their linguistic knowledge 

and competence; and develop oral language skills. It also offers the opportunity for 

teachers to promote and value nonstandard languages in the classroom. 

 

7.5.4 Translanguaging 
 

In recent times there has been a focus on ‘translanguaging’ as a conceptual framework 

to understand bilingual and multilingual speakers’ integrated system of language use 

and the ways they use their linguistic repertoires in fluid and creative ways (Li Wei, 

2018). This concept has been applied to the language practices of Indigenous learners in 

Australian contexts (Carter et al., 2020; Oliver, Wigglesworth, Angelo & Steele, 2020; 

Wigglesworth, in press). Oliver et al. (2020) provided a number of excerpts from child 

speakers of Aboriginal languages who demonstrated a highly developed sense of 

language awareness. They could name different languages, identify the features which 

belonged to the languages, translate between the languages and effectively code-switch 

according to context. The development of these skills without any explicit teaching is 

impressive and shows the children in the study to be capable and intuitive language 

learners. However, these practices reflect language awareness, separation and code-

switching rather than Li Wei’s (2018) proposed notion of ‘translanguaging’.  

 

The instructional approaches used in this research are better described by Williams’ 

(1994) and Baker’s (2001) notion of ‘translanguaging’ as an educational tool or practice 

for learning languages. In this understanding, students’ first languages are viewed as an 

asset in the classroom which can be used, through translanguaging practice, to learn 

other languages. Using this definition, the teachers in the current study used 

‘translanguaging’ to teach SAE. For Li Wei (2018), ‘translanguaging’ practices emerge 

when multilinguals are “aware of the existence of the political entities of named 

languages” and have “acquired some of their structural features” (p. 19). 

Translanguaging practices thus require some sense of separation and control of the two 

languages; skills that the participants in this study had not yet acquired. Further, it 

implies a critical understanding of language ideologies. If translanguaging is the desired 

outcome, a critical language awareness approach would best support this outcome.  
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7.5.5 Teacher training and professional development 
 

Unfortunately, both the contrastive and critical awareness approaches are highly 

dependent on teacher knowledge and skills for implementation. It is a very tired and 

well-worn response to add to the long list of skills a teacher must possess to meet the 

needs of 21st century learners, nonetheless, it is true. Teachers require an understanding 

of how language works and how language is learned in order to be able to appropriately 

teach mainstream curriculum content to English language learners, especially for 

Indigenous EAL/D learners whose language learning needs might not be immediately 

recognized or as well understood. These skills required are not easy to acquire, 

especially for teachers who are already heavy with responsibilities. Initial teacher 

education (ITE) programs are the obvious and logical place to start. As shown by my 

own personal story in the introduction, having teachers graduate who are ill-equipped 

and ill-prepared to meet the English language learning needs of their students, is a great 

disservice to both the teacher and the children they serve. The everyday demands of 

teaching leave teachers with little time to engage in their own further learning as I did. 

Moreover, the cost of Master’s degrees in Australia are becoming increasing 

prohibitive. Ultimately, it should not be up to the teacher to compensate for the failings 

of their ITE. 

 

The study of language and language learning should be included in all ITE programs. A 

recent survey of students and staff in five Queensland state high schools showed that 

79.5% of students were from English-only homes, 10.5% were classified as EAL/D 

learners and the remaining 10% were from bi/multilingual homes but that only 4.7% of 

staff had received academic training and 10.4% professional development about 

teaching linguistically diverse students (Gilmour, Klieve & Li, 2018). Put another way, 

approximately 90% of staff were ill-equipped to meet the language learning needs of 

one in five students. This requires urgent attention. Given the immense focus on literacy 

learning outcomes in Australian schools that are never questioned, it seems seriously 

misguided leave teachers ill-prepared to teach the language of instruction. 
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The role of bidialectal teachers cannot be understated. Bidialectal teachers are required 

for their skills and knowledge in both languages, and their ability to act as role models 

for students. Without the skills and knowledge of the YL teacher, the development and 

implementation of the lessons would not have been possible. It was shown (section 

6.2.2.1) that students had a narrow, and predominantly monolingual, view of language 

use - the YL teacher spoke YL and the SAE teacher spoke SAE. This view of language 

was challenged by the teachers. Without the presence of fully bidialectal teachers this 

view is unlikely to change, thus, promoting bidialectalism is crucial to developing a 

broader view of cultural identity which includes the knowledge and use of multiple 

languages, including SAE. Every effort should be made to train and support 

bilingual/bidialectal Indigenous peoples to become teachers in Australian classrooms. 

 

7.6 Future directions 
 

Clearly one future direction would involve long-term intervention studies with larger 

cohorts guided by the limitations of the present study. But there are numerous other 

directions that future research can take which stem from this research. Generally, more 

needs to be known about SDA and how it compares to SLA, including the factors which 

contribute to successful SDA, as well as the acquisition patterns over time. Expanding 

the use of the methodologies presented in this research could help to facilitate this. 

More specifically and most importantly, the role of identity in SDA needs to be 

explored more deeply alongside how a critical awareness approach might be 

implemented in classrooms. 

 

Pandey (2000) compared African American Language (AAL) speakers and ESL/EFL 

beginning learners and found their Standard English language learning needs were 

similar. From this research, the SAE language learning needs of AE speakers were very 

clear. What is less clear is how their language learning needs compare with other 

children who are acquiring English as an additional language. The findings from the 

current study support Siegel’s (2010) view that SDA might be more difficult to acquire 

than SLA partly due to the linguistic redundancy. SDA is likely to be more difficult not 

just because of the linguistic similarities, but also because of the socio-political context. 

These differences between SDA and SLA need to be explored more deeply and should 
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include the learning trajectories of SDA and SLA learners in the Australian schooling 

system, identifying favourable SAE learning conditions. 

 

More in-depth longitudinal studies are required to examine individual variation as well 

as acquisition patterns over time. Research similar to that conducted by Karmiloff-

Smith (1986) who documented the first language acquisition pathways children 

followed from implicit knowledge to tertiary explication, needs to occur with child 

second dialect learners to better understand the processes involved. A greater range of 

language data need to be recorded. Fraser et al. (2018) recorded natural child speech in 

a second dialect setting and found the children’s use of SAE determiners did not 

improve from Years 1 to 3 suggesting both implicit and explicit learning mechanisms 

did not result in SDA for that particular feature. But their research also makes clear that 

there was no explicit teaching of SAE recorded in their data. With different AE features 

under examination but also in a schooling environment that did not recognize students’ 

first language, Myer and Wigglesworth (under review) found that students’ use of SAE 

increased, and use of AE decreased from Years 1 to 3, but less so between Years 3 and 

5. This study showed that children’s knowledge of four SAE grammatical features did 

improve in those years, but it is unclear whether these features were present in their 

natural speech. All these studies were conducted in primary school settings, where 

students improved but did not fully acquire SAE, which aligns with the view that in 

these language learning situations, progress can plateau (Winer, 1989, 2006). 

Longitudinal research that extends to high school settings is needed in combination with 

more detailed studies employing a range of methods to create a fuller picture of SDA 

processes. 

 

Such studies could include a closer examination of learner input and its effect on output, 

not just in natural speech but also in tasks such as the ones used in this study, including 

a range of SAE grammatical features. In this study it was clear that some SAE features 

were far more difficult than others and the results were consistent across two learner 

contexts. For both the IEAL/D and YL groups, prepositions were relatively easy and 

students’ acquisition of prepositions neared that of SAE native speakers. The two tense 

forms were very difficult for both groups to acquire, with the acquisition of plurals on 

nouns lying between tense and prepositions. There is the potential to expand the EI and 
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Noticing tasks used in this study to include a range of SAE grammatical items which 

have been identified as difficult for speakers of AE and/or creoles (Berry & Hudson, 

1997; CEO Townsville, 2003; Dept. of Ed., W.A., 2012). Both tasks were validated in 

these two contexts and could be used diagnostically for teaching SAE to speakers of 

Indigenous vernacular languages. Further, they could be used to track students’ SAE 

learning trajectories over time to gain a better understanding of learners’ needs and 

where SAE instruction should focus and when. 

 

The Noticing task was valid and reliable as a measure of SAE receptive language 

ability. It strongly correlated with other valid measures of SAE ability, such as the EI 

task and similar results were derived from three different student populations using this 

task. In these contexts, participants performed better on the EI task than the Noticing 

task, suggesting that it is more difficult to hear the difference between the two 

utterances than it is to reproduce an SAE sentence. It would be useful to further test how 

robust these findings are. It could be hypothesized that the Noticing task is more 

sensitive and the impact of short-term memory is less, therefore it is more able to 

discriminate between ELLs, particularly advanced ELLs.  

 

This could be explored empirically. When the two tasks were conducted at the SAE 

speaking school, there were four participants for whom English was an additional 

language. They participated in the research because they wanted to (and consent was 

received), but their results were not included in the analysis because they were not 

native SAE monolinguals. However, an examination of their results revealed that they 

performed at levels commensurate with their monolingual SAE peers in the EI task, but 

were noticeably below their peers in the Noticing task. With such small numbers, it is 

impossible to draw conclusions, but this warrants further investigation. 

 

Peirce (1995) originally argued that theories of SLA did not adequately account for the 

role of social identity in language learning, in response, she proposed ‘investment’ as a 

theoretical construct. Her body of work (Peirce, 1995; Norton, 2013, 2016) focuses on 

refugee and immigrant second language learners and how they use English or not to 

navigate their social worlds. The notion of ‘investment’ can be equally applied to SDA, 

but needs to adopt a broader perspective to account for the colonial histories that have 
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contributed to the social and linguistic inequalities that exist today and are ever-present 

in standard language classrooms. From the analysis of the teaching intervention, deficit 

language perspectives and cultural tensions were evident in the classroom. Further, the 

response from the teachers to ‘convince’ students of the value of their language in the 

schooling system was not credible or sufficient in the face of students’ lived experience 

of schooling over many years. It is therefore clear that any approach to SDA must 

address the role of cultural identity in language learning. There are two possible 

avenues that such research might take: an individual understanding of identity; and how 

the critical awareness approach might be used to counter standard language ideologies 

in the classroom. 

 

At the individual level, research could consider how children’s social, cultural and 

linguistic identities relate to their SAE learning. Browne (2019) explored the social, 

cultural and linguistic identities of Warlpiri children in primary school classrooms 

through a language portrait activity. The children’s language portraits demonstrated a 

high degree of linguistic awareness and effectively portrayed their multilingual 

repertoires, which included Warlpiri and English. However, in their representations of 

Warlpiri and English, Warlpiri was connected to culture and identity, whereas English 

was connected with school and learning. When discussing the role of English in school, 

Browne (2019, p. 30) noted that students’ responses reflected “the hierarchy of 

languages in the bilingual classroom and the subordinate position of Warlpiri language 

in the school historically”. Research into how students construct and present their 

cultural and linguistic identities may be correlated with SAE language task performance 

so that we might better understand the role that children’s identities play in learning 

SAE. This qualitative approach could be triangulated with quantitative measures to 

build a more robust understanding of students’ cultural identities. This could be 

provided using the quantitative survey designed to build an understanding of Aboriginal 

children’s identity and self-esteem (Kickett-Tucker et al., 2015). Any future research 

that engages with the effectiveness of teaching SAE in the classroom should consider 

first beginning with an understanding of students’ cultural and linguistic identities and 

how they position and view themselves as learners of SAE.  
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7.7 Conclusion 
 

Much more needs to be known about the implementation of the critical awareness 

approach in primary school classrooms. It is possible that the contrastive awareness 

approach alone does not adequately address the social, cultural, political, historical and 

economic factors that impact language use and acquisition in society. Findings from the 

current study suggest that these factors are manifested in deficit language perspectives 

that tend to be prevalent in Indigenous SAE classrooms. This may impede SAE 

acquisition. These observations have prompted the conclusion that teaching approaches 

must begin with the critical awareness approach instead of building up to it. Language 

Awareness continuums that present critical awareness as the last step must be 

reconsidered. However, it is crucial that research is undertaken first to examine the 

efficacy of such an approach, particularly in the younger years. It is also possible that 

more could be achieved through a consistent approach to contrastive awareness that 

places home languages in a more prominent position in the classroom and where 

sufficient time is provided for students to practice their oral language skills. Clearly, 

there is still a great deal more research required in this space. 
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Appendix C. Sketch of EI responses 
 

Year 1 and 2 responses are recorded in bold, Year 3 and 4 responses are recorded in 

italics and Year 5 and 6 responses are underlined. The number recorded in brackets is 

how often it occurred. It does not represent the total number of occurrences but rather 

once it was obvious which aspects of SAE were frequently problematic, counting 

stopped. The sentence marked with an asterisk were used in the noticing task. 

 

6 syllable EI sentences 

SAE target sentence: The cat sleeps in the sheets. 

*Da cat sleep (5) on (2) the sheet (2) 

Da cat sleeps in the sheet (3) 

Da cat sleeped in the sheets 

Da cat sleep (2) in da sheet 

The cat sleeps in the sheet 

The cat sleep (2) in the sheets 

 

SAE target sentence: The boy lies on the chairs. 

Da boy lies on the chair 

The boy lie on the chairs 

*The boys (4) lays on the chairs 

The boy lied on the chairs 

*The boys layed on the chairs 

The boy lies on the chair 

The boy lay on the chair 

The boy lie chairs 

The boys lies on the chairs 

The boy lays on the chairs 

 

SAE target sentence: The dog barks at the cats. 

The dogs (4) bark (5) at the cat (2) 

The dog bark at the cats 
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The dog barks at the cat 

The dog bark at the cat 

The dogs bark at the cats 

The dogs barks (2) ats (2) da cats 

The dog barks at the cat (2) 

SAE target sentence: The cat slept in the sheets. 

The cat slept in the sheet (2). 

*The cat slepts (5) in the sheets.

The cat sleep in the sheets

On the sheets (2)

The cat sleeps in the sheet

Da cat slepts (5) in the sheets

Da cat sleeps (3) in da sheets

Da cat slept in the sheet (2)

The cat slepts (2) in the sheet

The cat sleeps on the sheets

SAE target sentence: A girl lay on the chairs. 

The girl lay on the chairs 

*The girl layed (2) on the chairs

The girls lays (4) on the chairs

A girl lay on the chair (2)

Laying on the chairs

The girl layed on the chair (3)

A girl lays (4) on the chairs

The girls lays in the chairs

The girl lay on the chairs

A girl lays (4) on the chairs

The girl layed on the chairs

On the chair

SAE target sentence: Tom met friends at the park. 
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*Tom met friends on the park. 

Tom meets friends at the park 

In the park 

 

9 syllable EI sentences 

SAE target sentence: At night, she walks to the local shops. 

*At night, she walk (5) at (6) the … 

At night she walk to the local shop (2) 

At night, she walk (2) to the local shops 

At night, she walked at (3) the local shops 

At night, she walks to the local shop (2) 

At night, she’ll walk to the local shops 

At night, she walks to the local shop (2) 

At night, she walks at the local shops 

At night, she walk to the local shops 

 

SAE target sentence: In her room, she plays with soft toy dolls. 

In her room she played at soft dolls. 

*In her room she play (9) with soft… 

In her room, she play (4) with soft dolls 

In the room, she play soft toy dolls 

In her room, she played with dolls 

In her room, she play (2) with soft dolls 

 

SAE target sentence: On the weekend, she catches small birds. 

*On the weekend she catch (5) small birds 

In the weekend 

On the weekend, she catch (3) small birds 

She catch a small birds 

In the weekend (2), she catch small birds 

On the weekend, she catch (2) small birds 

On the weekends 
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On the weekend, she catches a small bird 

SAE target sentence: At the park, they found heaps of lizards. 

*At the park, they find (3) lots of lizards.

*On the park, she finds heaps of lizard (4).

At the park, they found heaps of lizard (3)

On the park, they found heaps of lizard

They find the lizards

At the park, they found heaps of lizard (2)

SAE target sentence: In the bush, they built houses from sticks. 

In the bush they builded houses with the sticks. 

*They build (4) houses from sticks

In the bush, they build (4) houses from sticks

In the bush, they builded houses from sticks

In the bushes they built houses of (3) stick

In the bush, they built houses from stick

They builds

SAE target sentence: On the weekend, they dug lots of holes. 

On the weekend she dug all of the hole 

On da weekends, dey 

*In the weekend (3)

*Dugs (2)

On the weekend, they dugs lots of holes

In the weekend

On the weekend, they dugs (4) lots of holes

12 syllable EI sentences 

SAE target sentence: He always eats mangoes in the park with his friends. 

On the weekend she always ? on the mangoes for his friend 

*She always eat (10) mangoes in park on the friend
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He always eats mangoes at (2) the park with his friends 

*He always eats mango (6) in the park with his friends

He always eat (6) mangoes in the park with his friend

He always eat mangoes at the park (2) with his friends

He always eat mango in the park

He always eats mango in the park with his friends

He always eat (4) mangoes in the park with his friends

He always eats mangoes at the park with his friends

friend

SAE target sentence: He never stays at school after the ball games end. 

Dey at school 

She (2) never went to school to the… 

He never stays with school after the ball games end. 

*He never stay at school …

Ball game ends

He never stays at school after the ball games ends (2)

He never stayed at school after the ball games end

He never stays at school after the ball game ends (2)

Starts

SAE target sentence: He quickly jumps on the tables at recess time. 

He never jump on the ? again 

*She quickly jump (3) on the table (8) at recess time

He quickly jump on the table at recess times (3)

In recess time

On recess time

He quickly jump (2) on the table (5) at recess times

He quickly jumps at the tables at recess time

He quickly jumped at the table at recess time

He quickly jump on the table in recess time

He quickly jumps on the tables on recess time

He quickly jump (2) on the table (3) at recess time
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He quickly jumps on the tables at recess times (3) 

He quickly jumps at the table at recess time 

Recess’s time 

SAE target sentence: My mother ate too many bananas at work. 

*My mother ate too much (4) banana (2) at works (2)

SAE target sentence: My brother dreamt about ten monkeys in a cage. 

My brother ate 10 monkeys in a cage 

My brother 10… 

My brother dream about 3 monkeys in a tree 

My brother got 10 monkeys in a cage 

My brother dreams about 10 monkeys in a cage 

My brother dreamt 10 monkeys in a cage (3) 

My brother dream 

The cage 

My brother dreams about 10 monkeys in the cage 

My brother dreamed about 10 monkeys in a cage 

My brother dreamt 10 monkeys in a cage 

SAE target sentence: My sister lost her note books on the way to school. 

My sister walk on school 

My sister lost her notebook (4)… 

*My sister lost her notes book (2) on the way to school

My sister lost her notebook (3) at school

My sister lose her books on the way to school

My sister losed her notebook to the way at school

My sister brang her notebooks at school

My sister lost her notebook on the way to school

15 syllable EI sentences 

SAE target sentence: My Dad runs at the park with the dogs every day. 
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My Dads run at the park everyday 

With dog every day 

My Dad runs to (2) the park 

My Dad runs with the dogs in the park everyday 

parks 

SAE target sentence: My cousin hides on the roof of the football shed with his friends. 

My cousin hide at football on the shed 

My brother hides on the roof with the football with his friends 

My brother hides with the football in the shed 

My cousin hides at the football shed with his cousins 

My cousin hides on the roof of the football sheds 

My cousin hide on the football sheds with his friends 

My cousin hides at the football roof of the shed with his friend… 

SAE target sentence: My aunty works in a hospital with lots of sick patients. 

My aunty work at hospital with lots of sicks patient 

My aunty works in the (2) hospital with lots of sick … 

My aunty works in the hospitals 

My sister 

My aunty works at the hospital with plenty sick patients 

My aunty works at the hospital with lots of sick patients 

My aunty works at hospital with all the sick patients 

My aunty work in a hospital with lots of sick patients 

My aunty works at a hospital with lots of sick patients 

My aunty work in the hospital with lots of sick patients 

SAE target sentence: My cousin hid in the school lockers at home time with his 

friends. 

My cousin hid his locker at home time 

My sister hide in the … 

My cousin hides in the locker at home time with his friends 

My cousin hid in the lockers home time 
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SAE target sentence: My friend and I saw lots of kangaroos in the fields last night. 

My friends and I lots of  

My friends found lots of kangaroo on the fields last night 

At the field (2) 

My friends (3) and I saw lotsa 

My brother saw lots of kangaroo (3) in the fields last night 

At the park at night 

Field 

At the field 

 

SAE target sentence: Yesterday he spent all his money on toys for his brother. 

Yesterday he spend (3) lots of money for his brother 

Yesterday he spend all his money for toys (2) 

Yesterday he spends (2) money all on toys on his brother  

Monies  

Yesterday he spends (2) lots of toys on his brother 

Yesterday he spend (3) lots of toys on his brother 

 

18 syllable EI sentences 

SAE target sentence: My grandfather sleeps outside in the summer with all the other 

oldies. 

My grandpa sleep (2) outside on the summer with all the oldies 

 

SAE target sentence: All the family gathers together at Christmas time to share 

presents. 

All families (4) in (2) Christmas time 

All my family gather (3) together to share presents at Christmas time 

 

SAE target sentence: My uncle drives the football buses to and from the games on 

Saturday. 

My uncles drives the football bus (2) 
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My uncles drive the football van to the game on Friday 

My uncles drive the football bus to the game 

My uncles drives football buses to the games Saturday 

SAE target sentence: On the weekend, my aunty drove all the way to the shops with 

her brake on. 

On the weeksend, my aunty drove to the shop (3) with her brakes on 

On the weekend, my aunty drive (2) all the way 

On the weekend, my aunty drive to the shop with his brake on 

SAE target sentence: At the campground, we heard scary noises coming from the 

bushes all night. 

We heard scary noise coming from the bushes at night 

In the background, we heard lots of scary noises 

SAE target sentence: In the past, people wore all sorts of strange clothing, including 

skirts with hoops. 

In the old times, all people wear (4) all clothing even skirts 

At the old days, people wear different clothings 

In the past, they wore strange clotheses 
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Appendix D. Lesson plans 
 

Lesson 1 – Introducing Yarrie Lingo and SAE 

 YL teacher - Q: What language do we speak in Yarrabah? 

Show students “At da Crick” poster and read out some examples. 

SAE teacher - Q: What language do I speak? 

Chart: YL/SAE 

Today we’re going to learn about YL and SAE. 

Instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

Now we are going to show you some pictures. Ms Carly will talk 

about the pictures in SAE and I will talk about them in YL. 

As we talk about the pictures, we want you to listen for the 

differences between YL & SAE 

ACTIVITY: Use 6 picture prompts (SAE teacher to speak in SAE 

first, YL teacher to translate to YL) 

Picture 1 These children are eating green mangoes 

Day eating mango 

Picture 2 The boy is sitting on the chair playing games 

E playing game 

Picture 3 These men in Fluoro shirts are digging 

Day digging 

 Q: What are some of the differences that you heard? 

ACTIVITY: List differences on a chart 

Has shorter sentences (YL)/Has longer sentences (SAE) 

Instructions For this next activity, SAE teacher will ask me a question and I will 

answer in YL. 

Then I will ask SAE teacher a question and she will answer me in 

SAE. 

Body Language Q: Where is Ms Sylvia? (Lift shoulders) / YL teacher to ask SAE 

teacher 
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Body Language Q: Do you have any money? (Hand movement) / YL teacher to ask 

SAE teacher 

Body Language Q: Where is the telephone? (Head/face point) / YL teacher to ask 

SAE teacher 

 Q: What are some of the differences that you saw? 

ACTIVITY: List differences on a chart 

Use body language/ Use spoken language 

Instructions For this next activity, I will say one word in SAE and then YL 

teacher will say the same word in YL. 

Sounds C: Bottle                B: Boddle 

Sounds C: Have                  B: ‘ab 

Sounds C: That thing         B: Dat ting 

 Q: What are some of the differences that you heard? 

ACTIVITY: List differences on a chart 

Have different sounds 

Instructions For the next activity, we will look at three pictures. I will say a 

sentence about the picture in YL and SAE teacher will say a 

sentence about the picture in SAE. 

(Do one picture at a time) 

Word Meaning PINK – ‘E bin pink dat car/He threw a rock at the car 

Word Meaning STOP – Day stop ‘ere/They live in this house 

Word Meaning EARS – She wearing dem earring in her bina/She is wearing 

beautiful diamond earrings in her ear 

 Q: What are some of the differences that you heard? 

ACTIVITY: List differences on a chart 

Have different word meanings 

Summary (Refer to chart) 

Tell me one thing about YL, Now tell me one thing about SAE 

(repeat) 
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Before you leave, we are going to test you on what you have learnt 

today about YL and SAE. We are going to say some sentences and 

you need to hold up your card to show us whether we are speaking 

YL or SAE. 

Bottle/boddle 

These children are eating green mangoes/Day eating mango 

‘E bin pink dat car/He threw a rock at the car 

Resources 

required 

YL/SAE cards (palm cards x 12) 

Picture of someone throwing an object 

People living in a house 

Person wearing an earring 

Whiteboard, markers, chux, wipes 

Larger pictures – fluoro, mangoes, boy on chair 

YL posters 

 

Lesson 2 – singular and plural nouns 

INTRO Review previous lesson – identify the 4 differences 

Put up table 

 Today we are going to look at grammatical differences between YL and 

SAE. Grammatical differences mean the rules between the 2 languages.  

We will do a couple of activities with you. Your job is to tell the 

grammatical rule for YL and the grammatical rule for SAE 

ACTIVITY 1 I DO 

Cat/Cats 

Mango/Mangoes 

Sheet/Sheets  

Chair/Chairs 

Lizard/Lizards 

Table/ Tables 

 

Dat cat/Dem cat                      Cat/Cats 

Dat mango/Dem mango         Mango/Mangoes 

Dat sheet/Dem sheet              Sheet/Sheets 

Dat chair/Dem chair               Chair/Chairs 

Dat lizard/Dem lizard             Lizard/Lizards 

Dat table/Dem table                Table/Tables 

Write the rule 

on the board 

YL teacher to do all 6 first in YL 

Q: What word did I use when I talked about one thing? 
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Q: What word did I use when I talked about more than one thing? 

Q: Tell me the rule for YL (“dat” for singular, “dem” for plural) 

SAE teacher to do all 6 in SAE 

Q: What word did I use when I talked about one thing? 

Q: What word did I use when I talked about more than one thing? 

Q: Tell me the rule for YL (no ‘s’ for singular, ‘s’ for plural) 

Practice Now that you know the rule for singular and plural in YL and SAE, we 

are going to practice the rules in both languages 

YL teacher to show all cards to students. Students to use YL rule for 

pictures 

SAE teacher to show all cards to students. Students to use SAE rule for 

pictures 

ACTIVITY 2 

 

Place cards in middle of table. Students select 2 cards of the same thing 

(single/plural) 

Your JOB is to use the YL rule to talk about your pictures (Each child has 

a go) 

Your JOB is to use the SAE rule to talk about your pictures (Each child 

has a go) 

YL teacher to show some cards to students. Students to use YL rule for 

pictures 

SAE teacher to show some cards to students. Students to use SAE rule for 

pictures 

ACTIVITY 3 GAME – BINGO 

YL teacher to lead BINGO in YL 

SAE teacher to lead BINGO in SAE 

Summary What’s the rule?  

Year 1: Read off board 

Years 3 & 5: Tell your buddy, Tell us. 

Resources 

required 

YL/SAE table on paper, blu-tack 

Singular/plural pictures  

BINGO placemats 
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Lesson 3: Irregular simple past tense 

INTRO Review previous lesson 

• identify the 4 differences 
• Rules for singular/plural (nouns) 

 Today we are going to look at grammatical differences between YL and 

SAE. Grammatical differences mean the rules between the 2 languages.  

We will do a couple of activities with you. Your job is to tell the 

grammatical rule for YL and the grammatical rule for SAE 

ACTIVITY 1 Students identify SAE words for 

YL words 

Yesterday, I:      

Bin play (played) 

Bin climb (climbed) 

Bin skip (skipped) 

Bin cook (cooked) 

Bin mop (mopped) 

Bin jump (jumped) 

Bin listen (listened) 

Bin yell (yelled) 

Bin hop (hopped) 

 

 

Yesterday, I:      

Bin sleep (slept) 

Bin lie (lay) 

Bin meet (met) 

Bin find (found) 

Bin build (built) 

Bin dig (dug) 

Bin eat (ate) 

Bin dream (dreamt) 

Bin lose (lost) 

Bin hide (hid) 

Bin see (saw) 

Bin spend (spent) 

Bin drive (drove) 

Bin hear (heard) 

Bin wear (wore) 

 LIST 1  

Q What’s the rule for talking about the past in YL? 

• Put ‘bin’ in the front of the word 
Q What’s the rule for taking the past in SAE? 

• Sometimes we add “ed” to the end of a word 

LIST 2 
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• Sometimes we change the word 

 Now that you know the rule for past tense in YL and SAE, we are going 

to practice the rules in both languages 

YL teacher to show cards to students. Students to use YL rule for pictures 

SAE teacher to show cards to students. Students to use SAE rule for 

pictures 

ACTIVITY 2 Word and picture match 

Students to select a picture and the matching text in YL and SAE 

Students to talk about the picture in YL and SAE 

Complete three times with different pictures 

ACTIVITY 3 Which is SAE? Which is YL? 

SUMMARY What’s the rule?  

Read off board 

Resources 

required 

Pictures 
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Appendix E. ANCOVA results 
 

EI pre- and post- test ANCOVA 

Year 
level 

Treatment 
Group (M%) 

Control 
Group (M%) 

Mean 
Difference (%) 

 
Sig. (p) 

95% CI for mean 
difference 

1 21.1 23.1 -2.0 .747 [-15.0, 11.0] 

3 48.7 41.8 7.0 .443 [-11.9, 25.9] 

5 48.5 40.7 7.8 .564 [-21.4, 37.1] 

TOTAL 37.4 36.0 1.4 .786 [-8.9, 11.6] 

 

EI: plural nouns pre- and post- test ANCOVA 

Year 
level 

Treatment 
Group (M%) 

Control 
Group (M%) 

Mean 
Difference (%) 

 
Sig. (p) 

95% CI for mean 
difference 

1 58.7 63.4 -4.7 .619 [-24.4, 15.0] 

3 80.4 80.0 0.4 .934 [-10.6, 11.4] 
5 77.6 80.1 -2.5 .737 [-18.8, 13.8] 

TOTAL 71.4 74.2 -2.8 .521 [-11.5, 5.9] 

 

EI: simple irregular past tense pre- and post- test ANCOVA 

Year 
level 

Treatment 
Group (M%) 

Control 
Group (M%) 

Mean 
Difference (%) 

 
Sig. (p) 

95% CI for mean 
difference 

1 40.9 44.7 -3.9 .698 [-16.9, 24.7] 

3 81.5 70.4 11.1 .089 [-1.9, 24.1] 

5 85.3 84.6 0.7 .949 [-22.5, 23.9] 

TOTAL 68.2 63.5 4.7 .479 [-8.6, 18.0] 

 

Noticing task pre- and post- test ANCOVA 

Year 
level 

Treatment 
Group (M%) 

Control 
Group (M%) 

Mean 
Difference (%) 

 
Sig. (p) 

95% CI for mean 
difference 

Year 1 61.6 55.6 6.1 .291 [-5.8, 17.9] 
Year 3 62.0 64.8 -2.8 .658 [-16.1, 10.5] 
Year 5 63.0 65.9 -2.9 .609 [-15.0, 15.0] 
TOTAL 62.2 61.7 0.5 .889 [-6.4, 7.4] 
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Noticing task: plural nouns pre- and post- test ANCOVA 

Year 
level 

Treatment 
Group (M%) 

Control 
Group (M%) 

Mean 
Difference (%) 

 
Sig. (p) 

95% CI for mean 
difference 

1 68.9 60.3 8.6 .291 [-16.4, 33.7] 

3 53.7 62.0 -8.3 .658 [-26.7, 10.0] 
5 51.6 49.2 2.4 .609 [-26.5, 31.2] 

TOTAL 57.5 58.9 -1.3 .889 [-14.1, 11.5] 
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Appendix F. YL and IEAL/D group comparison results 
 

Table F.1 
 
EI task performance (prepositions) –YL and IEAL/D groups by year level 
 

Year 
level 

 YL group  IEAL/D group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  19 69.1 35.1  9 74.2 30.3  t (26) = .374,  p = .711 
3  20 90.6 6.7  7 83.8 10.7  t (25) = -1.974,  p = .059 
5  14 89.9 23.0  12 95.0 7.9  t (24) = .733,  p = .470 

Total  53 82.7 26.1  28 85.5 20.2  t (79) = .496,  p = .621 
 

Table F.2 
 
EI task performance (plurals on nouns) –YL and IEAL/D groups by year level 
 

Year 
level 

 YL group  IEAL/D group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  19 59.0 31.8  9 61.3 28.2  t (26) = .186,  p = .854 
3  20 70.2 19.6  7 70.6 22.4  t (25) = .049,  p = .961 
5  14 73.6 22.9  12 85.1 13.2  t (24) = .140,  p = .140 

Total  53 67.1 25.7  28 73.8 23.0  t (79) = 1.163,  p = .248 
 

Table F.3 
 
EI task performance (simple irregular past tense) –YL and IEAL/D groups by year 
level 
 

Year 
level 

 YL group  IEAL/D group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  19 55.1 28.2  9 56.8 27.5  t (26) = .147,  p = .885 
3  20 66.7 17.1  7 79.4 21.7  t (25) = 1.580,  p = .127 
5  14 71.4 21.2  12 75.9 14.9  t (24) = .615,  p = .544 

Total  53 63.8 23.3  28 70.6 22.7  t (79) = 1.270,  p = .208 
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Table F.4 
 
Noticing task performance - YL and IEAL/D groups by year level 
 

Year 
level 

 YL group  IEAL/D group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  17 46.3 14.5  8 55.7 12.8  t (23) = 1.566,  p = .131 
3  20 57.3 13.9  6 67.4 14.0  t (24) = 1.551,  p = .134 
5  14 67.9 12.2  10 65.4 10.4  t (19.912) = -.514,  p = .612 

Total  51 56.5 15.8  24 62.7 12.7  t (73) = 1.661,  p = .101 
 

Table F.5 
 
Noticing task performance (prepositions) –YL and IEAL/D groups by year level 
 

Year 
level 

 YL group  IEAL/D group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  17 43.1 27.7  8 58.3 21.8  t (23) = 1.361,  p = .187 
3  20 60.9 30.2  6 69.4 24.5  t (24) = .635,  p = .532 
5  14 81.0 20.5  10 70.0 24.6  t (22) = -1.187,  p = .248 

Total  51 60.5 30.4  24 66.0 23.3  t (73) = .786,  p = .434 
 

Table F.6 
 
Noticing task performance (plurals on nouns) –YL and IEAL/D groups by year level 
 

Year 
level 

 YL group  IEAL/D group  Both groups 
 N M% SD%  N M% SD%  Mean difference 

1  17 46.6 28.1  8 54.2 19.9  t (23) = .684,  p = .501 
3  20 49.2 21.9  6 65.3 14.4  t (24) = 1.680,  p = .106 
5  14 55.4 19.8  10 57.5 18.6  t (22) = .268,  p = .791 

Total  51 50.0 23.5  24 58.3 17.9  t (73) = 1.540,  p = .128 
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Appendix G. Lesson Excerpts 
 

Excerpt G.1 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 1  

 YL Teacher: So Yarrie Lingo and… 

 All students: Engalish 

 YL Teacher: English. But… I’m going to… We call that Standard 

 All students: Austra- Australia 

 YL Teacher: Australian English 

 SAE Teacher: You guys know it - Well done! 

 YL Teacher: So, have youse been learning about Standard Australian English 

in your classroom? 

 All students: Yes, yes. 

 

Excerpt G.2 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 1  

 YL Teacher: This is some of the ways that we speak Yarrie Lingo in 

Yarrabah, so I'm going to give you some examples 

 Student: And we got dat in our room 

 

Excerpt G.3 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 1  

 YL Teacher: Alright so I'm going to show you... this is, this is some of the 

examples of the way we speak, alright? So, you saw the 'At da 

crick' poster? 

Have ya got this in ya classroom? 
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 All students: Yeah... 

 YL Teacher: Yeah 

 Student: But it's a bigger one 

 

Excerpt G.4 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 2  

 YL Teacher: Alright so that's all the four different things we learnt yesterday. 

Now today, we're going to do something different 

 Student: We learn about Engalish last… 

 YL Teacher: No, we learning about Yarrie Lingo AND Standard Australian 

English but this time... 

 

Excerpt G.5 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 2  

 Student: How come we gotta do dis Miss? 

 

Excerpt G.6 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 2  

 YL Teacher: Okay so you need to listen really well again, alright? So, 

remember yesterday? We learnt four different things. 

 Student: Yarrie Lingo and Standard Australia English. 

 

Excerpt G.7 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 3  

 [In the middle of the lesson, a student calls out…] 
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 Student: We always talk about Yarrie Lingo and Standard Australia 

English. 

 SAE Teacher: That’s the whole point [laughing] that’s the whole point. We 

want you to learn both languages, so you can know both. That’s 

a good idea isn’t it, to know both languages. 

 Student: Yes. It is.   

 

Excerpt G.8 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 1  

 SAE Teacher: First of all, I wanna ask everyone does anyone know what 

language I speak? 

 Student: I know. 

 SAE Teacher:   I speak, yeah go on.  

 Student: Language.  

 SAE Teacher: No. I speak Standard Australian English, okay? 

 

Excerpt G.9 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 1  

 YL Teacher: What language do I mostly speak?  

 All students: Yarrie Lingo, Yarrie Lingo. 

 [irrelevant interaction omitted] 

 SAE Teacher: Do I speak Yarrie Lingo? 

 All students: No 

 SAE Teacher: Does anyone know what language I speak?  

 All students: Engalish 

 [irrelevant interaction omitted] 
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 YL Teacher: Miss Carly will talk about the pictures in Standard Australian 

English. And I'm going to talk to them in... 

 All students: Yarrie Lingo  

 YL Teacher: Yeh, about them in Yarrie Lingo 

 

Excerpt G.10 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 1  

 SAE Teacher: Dey eating mango 

 Student: Dey eating mango  

 YL Teacher: Right, right, right. Right now, right now  

 SAE Teacher: I tricked some of you, didn't I? Dey eating mango  

 YL Teacher: Think about it, Think about it. She talking Yarrie Lingo 

 YL Teacher: He threw a rock at the car 

 YL Teacher: Yes. Alright. So, I can speak Standard Australian English as 

well 

 

Excerpt G.11 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 1  

 SAE Teacher: He bin pink dat car. 

 YL Teacher: Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes. 

 SAE Teacher: Oh, I can’t trick you guys. 

 Student: We clever. 

 YL Teacher: Last one for me then, he threw a rock at the car. Yes, yes, yes, 

yes, yes. [Laughing] So, really well. 
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Excerpt G.12 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 2  

 YL Teacher: Is with body language, remember I was going (motions) 

 Student 1: Like this eh? 

 YL Teacher: So that's the way we use it 

 Student 2: I like that was funny 

 

Excerpt G.13 
 

 Year 5 responses to “short” and “long” sentences 

 Time stamp  

 4:02.6 [Examples presented] 

 4:23.2 You say in Yarrie Lingo. 

 5:01.1 You, you, you sayin’ short. 

 5:10.3 She, she, she’s speaking Standard Australian English. 

 5:18.5 Long. Long sentence. 

 5:45.3 And Standard Australian English use lotta sentence. 

 

Excerpt G.14 

 

 Year 1 responses to “short” and “long” sentences 

  Session start at 8:34.1 [Examples presented] 

 Student: [inaudible response, which was recast by the SAE Teacher] 

 SAE Teacher: That’s excellent so I’m saying standard Australian English and 

I’m using different words and she’s using Yarrie Lingo. Can 

you hear how they are different? 

 … [Teachers attempt to elicit from students how the two sentences 
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differ] 

 YL Teacher: How are they different? 

 All students: [inaudible] 

 YL Teacher: How are they different? Next time we speak so we’re going 

we’re going to do another picture, and this girl can she can can 

you sit properly, so we’re going to do another picture and I 

want you to count how many words Miss Carly is using. 

Alright? So how many how many how many words is she 

using? So, you need to, be listening and counting with your 

fingers now you need to listen and count with your fingers. So, 

we’re starting we’ll talk slow. 

 SAE Teacher: These men in fluoro shirts are digging.  

 YL Teacher: How many words? Now how many words am I going to be 

using? Dey digging. 

 All students: Two. 

 YL Teacher: Two, so what’s the difference? She’s using seven words, how 

many words am I using? 

 Student 1: Two. 

 YL Teacher: So, in Standard Australian English, how many words was she 

using?  

 Student 1: Two. 

 YL Teacher:   Seven. 

 All students: Seven. 

 YL Teacher: How many words was I using? 

 All students: Two.  

 YL Teacher: So, what’s the difference between how many words we’re 

using?   

 Student 1: Two.  
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 Student 2: Long. 

 YL Teacher: Yes! So, which, which language uses more longer sentences? 

Which one? 

 All students: [inaudible] 

 YL Teacher: No, which one which one uses longer.  

 Student 3: [pointing to SAE Teacher] That one. 

 YL Teacher: Yes! 

  Session close 12:25.1 

 

Excerpt G.15 
 

 Year 1 responses to the use of body language and spoken language 

 Time stamp  

 13:47.4 [Examples presented] 

 14:58.7 You was being quiet 

 15:41.8 She was talking and you was being quiet. 

 

Excerpt G.16 
 

 Year 3 responses to the use of body language and spoken language 

 Time stamp  

 5:43.9 [Examples presented] 

 6:36.3 Ah you, you talk in Yarrie Lingo and she talk… nah 

 6:42.1 You not talking 

 6:44.6 You wasn’t answering, you was doing action 
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Excerpt G.17 
 

 Year 5 responses to the use of body language and spoken language 

 Time stamp  

 6:29.1 [Examples presented] 

 7:24.6 Um you were qui- quiet 

 7:31.8 You were doing signs 

 7:39.5 Um, um she wasn’t talking 

 7:46.2 Body for talk 

 

Excerpt G.18 
 

 Year 3 responses to phonetic differences 

 Time stamp  

 9:00.3 [Examples presented] 

 9:07.1 Bottle, Yarrie Lingo, boddle and bottle 

 9:13.1 Bo- different. You sayin boddle and she sayin bottle 

 9:17.6 She gotta ‘t’ in there 

 9:25.6 Sound! 

 

Excerpt G.19 
 

 Year 5 responses to phonetic differences 

 Time stamp  

 10:20.3 [Examples presented] 

 10:28.0 Um, you were saying bottle, she was sayin boddle 

 10:31.5 You say… I don’t know… Yarrie Lingo and um, Standard 

Australian English 
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 10:36.4 You sayin’ quick 

 

Excerpt G.20 
 

 Year 5 responses to phonetic differences 

 Time stamp  

 11:16.6 [Examples presented] 

 11:22.6 You sayin’ dat ting 

 11:27.8 She’s, she’s sayin’ thatsssss 

 11:32.9 I know! You not sayin’ the ‘s’ at the end 

 12:43.6 We do not have a ‘d’ 

 12:45.4 That’s hard 

 12:58.5 Sounds… speaks… 

 13:24.7 She um she stickin’ her tongue out and you not 

 13:35.3 Sound 

 13:42.1 Ah! So, its sound 

 13:47.1 Same but different sound! 

 

Excerpt G.21 
 

 Year 1 responses to semantic differences 

 Time stamp  

 20:32.4 [First example presented – pink and throw] 

 20:57.4 You say the ‘r’ sound. 

 21:05.3 You sayin’ /ch/ /ch/ for throw and she sayin’ /p/p/p- pink. 
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Excerpt G.22 
 

 Year 1 responses to semantic differences 

 Time stamp  

 21:58.9 [Second example presented – live and stop] 

 22:16.5 The a you was saying they, th- ‘t’ ‘h’ 

 22:24.3 They stop he- a you. 

 22:26.0 It sound like you sayin’ stop. 

 

Excerpt G.23 
 

 Year 3 responses to semantic differences 

 Time stamp  

 13:01.6 [Second example presented – live and stop] 

  YL Teacher: Dey stop ‘ere 

[Before the SAE sentence could be presented, a Year 3 student 

had already translated it] 

 13:04.7 Student 1: They live here 

 13:09.9 Student 2: Live and stop 

 

Excerpt G.24 
 

 Year 5 responses to semantic differences 

 Time stamp  

 15:13.7 [First example presented – pink and throw] 

 15:23.3 Ummm you were sayin he um pink, pink the car and she was 

sayin’ he throw. 

 15:34.0 You said he pink-pinked and you say he threw. 
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 15:41.5 Pink and threw. 

 15:46.4 Like pink is this and threw is that. 

 

Excerpt G.25 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 2 – YL singular nouns 

 YL Teacher: What…What word did I use when I was talking about one 

thing?… I was saying… what word was I talking? 

 Student: Yarrie Lingo.   

 YL Teacher: No, what word was I using when I was talking about one thing. 

I have a have a listen to me again, dat cat. dat mango. 

 All students: That mango. 

 YL Teacher: What word am I using? 

 Student: Ooh ooh.   

 Student: Them. 

 Student: You sayin’ them and you sayin’ the same word at the xxx, you 

sayin’ that, that thing, that at the back one 

 YL Teacher: Do you wanna sit over there? … So, listen for the one word you 

need tell me the one word I’m using when I’m talking about 

one thing, dat sheet. 

 Student: ’ere xxx 

 YL Teacher: No, she’s right. Dat chair… what word am I using? 

 Student: [humming] 

 YL Teacher: Dat lizard what one word am I- 

 Student: Dat that. 

 YL Teacher: Dat so I’m using dat. 

 SAE Teacher: Is she saying that or dat? 

 All students: That, dat, that.   
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 YL Teacher: All right.   

 SAE Teacher: Which one?   

 All students: That that dat. 

 SAE Teacher: She’s not saying that.   

 All students: That that that. 

 YL Teacher: I’m saying dat, so when I’m talking about one thing…  

 Student: Dat. 

 YL Teacher: …What word am I using? 

 Student: That. 

 Student: Dat. 

 YL Teacher: Dat. 

 Student: Dat, dat.   

 YL Teacher: I’m using dat. 

 Student: Dat. 

 YL Teacher: I’m using dat to talk about one thing 

 

Excerpt G.26 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 2 – YL singular nouns 

 YL Teacher: Now when I'm talking, how many things was I talking about? 

 Student 1: Dat 

 Student 2: Dat 

 Student 3: Dat 

 YL Teacher: One or two things? 

 Student 1: Lot 

 Student 2: Two 
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 YL Teacher: No 

 Student 3: One 

 Student 4: Three 

 Student 5: One 

 YL Teacher: How much table do you see? 

 Student 1: One 

 Student 2: One 

 YL Teacher: How much sheet do you see? 

 All students: One 

 YL Teacher: How many chair do you see? 

 All students: One, one 

 YL Teacher: So, when I'm talking about one thing… What Yarrie Lingo 

word was I using? 

 All students: One, one 

 YL Teacher: No 

 Student 1: Dat 

 Student 2: Dat 

 Student 3: Dat, dat. 

 YL Teacher: Dat. Dat. So, did everyone notice that? So, I was saying "dat 

mango" 

 Student 1: Dat cat… 

 YL Teacher: Dat cat. 

 

Excerpt G.27 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 2 – YL singular nouns 

 YL Teacher: So, what Yarrie Lingo word am I using for one? 
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 Student 1: Dat 

 Student 2: Dat 

 

Excerpt G.28 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 2 – YL plural nouns 

 YL Teacher: Okay I’m saying dem chair, dem dem chairs…dem sheep, dem 

mango, dem cat, dem table.  

 Student 1: You sayin’ dem.   

 YL Teacher: Am I saying them or dem? 

 All students: Dem. 

 YL Teacher: So, when I’m talking about more than one thing I’m using? 

 All students: Dem. 

 YL Teacher: Dem…all right.   

 

Excerpt G.29 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 2 – YL plural nouns 

 YL Teacher: Dem table. So what word was I using? 

 All students: Dem, dem, dem 

 YL Teacher: Alright I was using dem 

 

Excerpt G.30 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 2 – YL plural nouns 

 YL Teacher: Alright so when we get more than one thing, what- what am I 

using? 

 Student 1: Cats 
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 All students: Dem, dem, dem 

 YL Teacher: Dem! Well done! Oh, they picked it up! 

 

Excerpt G.31 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 2 – SAE singular nouns 

 Student 1: Ooh I know da rule.  

 SAE Teacher: Okay we’re going to do the same thing now…for SAE Standard 

Australian English and in Standard Australian English when we 

are using one…what happens? 

 Student 2: Dat, dat, dat. 

 Student 3: Nothing.   

 SAE Teacher: Nothing? Nothing.   

 YL Teacher: Nothing.   

 

Excerpt G.32 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 2 – SAE singular nouns 

 SAE Teacher: Okay so table, sheet, chair, mango, cat, lizard 

 Student 1: Miss xxx same 

 SAE Teacher: Is that the same? 

 All students: No, no 

 SAE Teacher: No 

 Student 2: Different 

 SAE Teacher: How is it different? 

 Student 2: Because you sayin' one word 
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Excerpt G.33 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 2 – SAE singular nouns 

 SAE Teacher: Lizard, table, chair, cat. Did I change the word? 

 All students: No, yes, no, no 

 SAE Teacher: I left it exactly the same, didn't I? 

 All students: Nnnn... yeah 

 SAE Teacher: Now listen for when there's more than one 

 

Excerpt G.34 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 2 – SAE plural nouns 

 SAE Teacher: Tables, lizards, cats, mangoes, sheets, chairs, what happens 

when it’s more than one? 

 Student 1: I know, I know, I know.    

 SAE Teacher: You can tell me.   

 Student 1: I know, I know. 

 Student 2: ‘S’   

 SAE Teacher: Is that what you were gunna say?   

 Student 1: Yeah, when you when you sayin’ cats you it sounded like the 

letter ‘s’ at the end. 

 

Excerpt G.35 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 2 – SAE plural nouns 

 SAE Teacher: Tables, sheets, chairs, mangoes, cats, lizards. How was that 

different? 

 All students: You gotta ‘s’ at the end, you sayin’ ‘s’ 
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 SAE Teacher: Yeh - at the end, exactly, that's right, so... 

 

Excerpt G.36 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 2 – SAE plural nouns 

 SAE Teacher: Sheets, mangoes 

 Student 1:  Oh yum! 

 SAE Teacher: Lizards 

 Student 2: Yum! 

 SAE Teacher: Tables 

 Student 1: Mine 

 SAE Teacher: Chairs 

 Student 1: my cat... my cat 

 SAE Teacher: Catsssss 

 Student 1: 's' at the end! 

 SAE Teacher: Excellent! I'm going to write that on the board 

 Student 3: Aaaahhhh... you went fast! 

 

Excerpt G.37 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 3 – YL past tense 

 YL Teacher: What’s the rule? When we’re talking about the past, in Yarrie.   

 Student 1: You don’t use the ‘d’. 

 YL Teacher: Huh? 

 Student 1: You don’t use the ‘d’. 

 YL Teacher: No, that’s right there is no ‘e’-‘d’. 
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Excerpt G.38 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 3 – YL past tense 

 YL Teacher: So, this is all Yarrie Lingo, wh-what’s the rule here? What-I-

what’s the rule we use-. 

 Student 1: ‘E’ ‘d’. 

 YL Teacher: No, in Yarrie Lingo, there is no ‘e’ ‘d’. What do you do 

instead? 

 Student 1: No ‘d’? 

 YL Teacher: No ‘e’ ‘d’, instead of ‘e’ ‘d’, what do you use? 

 Student 2: ‘S’. 

 Student 3: Umm, ‘e’ ‘e’ ‘e’. 

 Student 4: Bin.   

 YL Teacher: Yes! 

 

Excerpt G.39 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 3 – YL past tense 

 YL Teacher: Of the past…All right so when we’re talking about yesterday, 

last week, ten years ago we add ‘e’ ‘d’ at the end. Have a look 

at Yarrie Lingo what’s the rule for Yarrie Lingo? If we’re 

talking about the past? What are we, what are we using all the 

time here? 

 Student 1: Bin. 

 Student 2: Bin. 

 YL Teacher: So, where do we put bin? 

 Student: At the start.   
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Excerpt G.40 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 3 – YL past tense 

 All students: Bin jump, bin jump... Bin swim! Bin swim! Bin swim! 

 SAE Teacher: Are you starting to notice a pattern? 

 YL Teacher: Can you see a pattern? 

 Student 1: Bins.. bins.. bins.. 

 Student 2: Dey all have past tense 

 SAE Teacher: They’re all in past tense and how do you know its past tense? 

 Student 3: It’s also ... xxx 

 SAE Teacher: What word does it use to tell you? 

 All students: Bin, bin, bulla, bin, bin, bin, play, play, play 

 

Excerpt G.41 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 3 – SAE regular past tense 

 SAE Teacher: Now, in Standard Australian English d-do we use bin? 

 Student 1: No. 

 Student 2: No, we use /d/ ‘e’ ‘d’. 

 

Excerpt G.42 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 3 – SAE regular past tense 

 SAE Teacher: …So you know yesterday you put your thinking hats on and 

you figured out the rule? Can you figure out a rule for these 

two languages when we’re talking about the past? 

 Student 1: They’re different. 

 SAE Teacher: They’re different how are they different? 
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 Student 2: ‘E’ ‘d’ at the end. 

 SAE Teacher: Yes, so which language. 

 Student 3: One got ‘e’ ‘d’ and one don’t. 

 SAE Teacher: Which language has ‘e’ ‘d’ at the end? 

 Student 2: Standard Australian. 

 Student 3: SAE. 

 SAE Teacher: Yeah. 

 YL Teacher: So, in SAE…we add what what do we add? 

 Student 3: ‘E’ ‘d’.   

 Student 2: ‘E’ ‘d’ at the end.   

 YL Teacher: ‘E’ ‘d’ at the? 

 All students: E-end.   

 SAE Teacher: …When we’re talking about the? 

 All students: Past.   

 

Excerpt G.43 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 3 – SAE regular past tense 

 All students: Played, climbed, skipped, cooked, jumped, listen(ed), yell(ed), 

hopped 

 SAE Teacher: Okay so for SAE, what is one of the rules? 

 Student 1: E.D.! 

 Student 2: Use ‘e.d.' at the end 

 SAE Teacher: Beautiful! 

 YL Teacher: Ohhh 

 Student 3: For past tense 

 YL Teacher: Yes! 
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Excerpt G.44 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 3 – SAE irregular past tense 

 SAE Teacher: So, remember last time we added ‘e’ ‘d’, do we 

add ‘e’ ‘d’ this time? 

 Student 1: No, we add ‘t’s. 

 SAE Teacher: What do we change? 

 Student 2: I got it – ‘t’ ‘p’. 

 YL Teacher: We changed what? 

 Student 3: Change da sound. 

 SAE Teacher: We change… 

 Student 4: The word. 

 YL Teacher: Yes! That’s it. 

 

Excerpt G.45 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 3 – SAE irregular past tense 

 SAE Teacher: Did they add ‘e’ ‘d’ here yes or no? 

 Student 1: ‘t’, ‘t’, ‘t’ tee. 

 SAE Teacher: So, what’s the rule? 

 Student 2: They have different. 

 Student 3: They have different letters…at the end.   

 

Excerpt G.46 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 2 – Code-switching 
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 YL Teacher: Okay now it’s over to me. So, you did really well in Standard 

Australian English, I am really impressed. Now this time, we 

are going to change our caps and we gunna put on our Yarrie 

Lingo cap. So, take off your Standard Australian English caps, 

put on your Yarrie Lingo cap. All right have we got ’em on? 

 

Excerpt G.47 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 2 – Code-switching 

 YL Teacher: So, are you listening? So, I’m going to hold up a picture and 

in Yarrie Lingo you have to tell me…you’ll have to say dem 

dem cat or dem lizards okay have a look at this one here what 

would we say for dat one.   

 Student: Lizard. 

 YL Teacher: No, in Yarrie Lingo.   

 SAE Teacher: Oh, you’re already tricked ah-. 

 Student: Dat lizard. 

 YL Teacher: Dat lizard…if I turn it around what do we say here? 

 Student: That lizard.   

 Student 2: Dem lizards. 

 YL Teacher: Okay that’s that’s very good.   

 Student: Dat table. 

 YL Teacher: Nah, nah, I’m tricking you remember?   

 All students: Dem tables 

 

Excerpt G.48 
 

 Year 5, Lesson 2 – Code-switching 

 YL Teacher:  Okay we can we remember with no 's'? 
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All students: Dem chairs 

SAE Teacher: Oh! 

YL Teacher: Ah! 

All students: Dem chair… 

YL Teacher: Both of them 

All students: Ahhhh chairs 

YL Teacher: Dem chair 

Student 1: Ah, dem chair 

Excerpt G.49 

Year 1, Lesson 2 – Code-switching 

YL Teacher: And now Miss Carly is going to get you to see if you can 

remember the rule for Standard Australian English let’s-. See 

if you can remember that rule. 

SAE Teacher: Okay ya ready? 

All students: …Sheet 

Student: Dat sheet.   

YL Teacher: No, no, that’s Yarrie Lingo.  

SAE Teacher: No just, sheet.   

All students: Dem sheet. 

SAE Teacher: No.   

YL Teacher: Now just. 

All students: Sheet. 

SAE Teacher: Sheet.    

YL Teacher: Sheet 
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SAE Teacher: And?   

All students: That, dem sheet.   

YL Teacher: No. Sheets. 

All students: Sheets! Sheets, sheets. 

SAE Teacher: So, let’s try it again sheet and sheets. That’s it. 

All students: Sheet. Sheets. 

Excerpt G.50 

Year 3, Lesson 2 – Code-switching practice 

Student 1: Uh, I got knives 

Student 2: Ssssss, I got watchsss and watch, yeh boy yeh boy yeh boy 

Student 1: I got knife and knives 

Student 3: What you got?  

SAE Teacher: You want this one? 

Student 4: Snake, snakes, snake. I got snakes 

Student 5: Butterfly/butterflies 

Excerpt G.51 

Year 3, Lesson 2 – Code-switching practice 

Student 1: Dat knifes 

Student 1: Dat knife 

All students: Dem, dem! 

Student 1: Dem 

Student 1: Ah, that knife and dem knife 
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Excerpt G.52 
 

 Year 1, Lesson 3 – Code-switching 

 SAE Teacher: That’s Standard Australian English how do you say it in 

Yarrie Lingo? 

 Student: He dig. 

 SAE Teacher: He? 

 Student: Bin dig. 

 SAE Teacher: That’s it. How do we say it in SAE? 

 Student: He dug. 

 

Excerpt G.53 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 3 – Code-switching 

 Student: He bin slept! 

 YL Teacher: He. He? Nah not bin slept. He bin? 

 Student: Sleep. He bin sleep, he bin sleep. 

 

Excerpt G.54 
 

 Year 3, Lesson 3 – Code-switching 

 YL Teacher: Your job, is to talk about the picture in Standard Australian 

English let’s see how she goes so listen now. 

 Student: They played they played. 

 SAE Teacher: Yep they played now can you say it in Yarrie Lingo? 

 Student: Bin play.   
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Excerpt G.55 

Year 5, Lesson 3 – Code-switching 

SAE Teacher: Alright in Yarrie Lingo first? 

Student 1: He built, he built… he built 

Student 2: Bin build 

SAE Teacher: What do we put first? 

All students: Bin! 

Student 1: Bin... bin build. 

SAE Teacher: Yep and what is it in SAE? 

Student 1: He build… built! 
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